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rGHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The Growth of Synchronized Swimming. 
In tracing the growth o~ synchronized swimming we find 
two individuals keenly aware of the values of 11 stunt swim-
ming" and swimming to music.. Their influence has helped 
develop,synchronized swimming into the activity of today. 
At the present time, there are two trends in synchronized 
swimming. One is the participation in the activity for the 
pleasure.and creative satisfaction gained from synchronized 
swimming. The other, competition in synchronized swimming 
as a sport and in adherance to the rules and regulations 
governing the sport. The approached to synchronized swim-
ming used by Gertrude Goss and Katharin~ Whitney curtis 
help show us how these two trends were developed. 
Gertrude Goss, an accomplished swimmer and music lover, 
incorporated stunts and swimming to music into her regular 
class program at Winthrop College, Rock Hill, south Carolina 
in 1920-1921. One of her references was a booklet on stunts 
for recreation and relaxation published by Gertrude Gibson 
Meehan in 1918. While teaching at Smith Tiollege, Miss Goss 
organized the Smith college Life Guards, a group o~ approx-
imately thirty girls who acted as life guards at the pool, 
~-l-. 
swam together for in-service training, fun and to partici-
page in synchronized swimming to music. 
This group gave their first water demonstration for 
Parents Day at 3mith college in 1925. In 1928 the Smith 
College Life Guards were invited to participate in Yale 
University's first water carnival. This was the begin-
ning of many performances in the East. Synchronized strok-
ing and floating formations to music were the major emphasis 
of the demonstrations. 
"Rhythmic 8Wixruning11 and "Water Ballet11 are two of the 
titles associated vdth this type of swimming. Many schools 
and TINCA's today have clubs similiar to Miss Goss' that 
swim for fun, relaxation and creative expression through 
the art of synchronized swimming. 
Katharine Whitney curtis became interested in 11 stunt 
swimming" while attending the University of Wisconsin in 
1915. In 1923, she organized the first synchronized swim-
ming c~ub for women at the University of ~hicago. This 
group's first real performance was at the Century of Pro-
gress in 'Chicago in 1933. The term "synchronized swimming" 
was originated by Norman Ross while announcing the "Modern 
1\~ermaids 11 in Chicago in 1933. 
~rs. Curtis organized the first co-educational club at 
Wright Junior ·-college in 1937 and one at Chicago Teachers 
~ollege in 1938. Rules for the first co-educational syn-
chronized swimming meet were drawn up and the first meet 
2 
I~ 
between these two schools was held in 1939. This meet was 
the forerunner of the two competitive synchronized swimming 
events conducted in 1940 by Wws. Curtis and Clark Leach, 
chairman of the central Amateur ~thletic Union swimming 
committee. These events l~d to the adoption of synchron-
ized swimming as a sport by the ~ateur Athletic Union. 
" . 
Synchronized swimming is called the sport created by 
women for women. By 1941; the sport was established, syn-
chronized swimming popular across the nation. 
In 1941, rules for conducting competition, difficulty 
multiples, and descriptions of stunts were published in the 
&mateur Athletic Union synchronized Swimming Handbook. The 
first National Championships were held in 1945. This same 
year, the revision of the handbook placed emphasis on five 
required stunts in a composition, each from a different 
difficulty rating group. The current revision intends to 
free solo composition from the rigid adherance of the rules 
changes made in 1945. 
The year 1955 was synchronized swimming a part of the 
Pan-American Games in Mexico and at this writing, is ached-
uled for the Chicago Games in 1959. 
In 1955, the International Academy of Aquatic Art was 
incorporated by Mr. and Mrs. Henry E· Gundling and a group 
of advanced leaders in synchronized swimming. Mrs. 
Gundling is a National ';Solo Champion and so lli winner of the 
Pan-American games. The nature of the rules and regulations 
3 
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of the newly formed International Academy of Aquatic Art 
offer unlimited possibilities for individuals to enjoy inter-
pretation, creativeness and self-expression of music and ideas 
through movement in the water. 
The Values of Synchronized Swimming. 
By incorporating basic synchronized swimming skills 
at the Beginner and Intermediate swimming levels, opportun-
ities to explore and experience new methods of movement in 
the water are provided. Meeting the challenge of doing 
these "new" skill-s is both exciting and fun and is consider-
ed a definite mark of progress by the persons accomplishing 
these skills. 
The breath and body control, ease of motion and the con-
£ident mental attitude gained for both surface and ~nderwater 
work are vital intrinsic values. 
For the more advanced swimmers .synchronized swimming 
increases endurance and rhythm and offers an excellent 
motivation for continued participatio~ Synchronizing strok-
ing to music gives swimmers a feeling of accomplishment that 
more than pays for the time, effort and energy required to 
attain this highly developed skill. 
Participation in synchronized swiwming requires a basic 
knowledge of rhythm and composition. For many, this is a 
completely new experience and their appreciation of mttsic is 
increased. A tremendous outlet for creative expression is 
-~ 
1Jrovided through the composition of routines for synchronize,d 
swimming. Age is no barrier. However, accepting the chall-
enge of competitio~ is an incentive toward excellence in per-
formance and composition. Integration of local and area 
groups should be encouraged for the advancement of ideas 
and skills •. 
Problems Involved in Developing a Program of Synchronized 
Swimming. 
Determining whether or not facilities are available is 
of utmost importance. Indoor facilities are much better 
for year-round synchronized swimming programs. If only out-
door facilities are available, the program will be limited 
by warm weather seasons, clarity of water, pool or lake, 
shore line, depth close to shore, visibility range for 
instruction, methods of obtaining clearly audible accompani-
ment for synchronized swimming practice. Temperature of air 
and water also play a very important role in effective teach-
ing and learning situations. 
Determining the interest of swimmers in synchronized 
swimming can be done through radio, TV, newspaper announce-
ments, questionnaires at local pools, flyers, bulletin boards 
and the use of other types of visual aids. Demonstrations, 
personal contacts, free swims, class time spent on synchron-
~zed swimming all can be used to help create an interest in 
synchronized swimming. 
5 
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The number of swimmers available and the standards 
' 
of qualification for admission into the group have to be con-
sidered. The purpose of the group plays an important part 
in the organization of and standards for such a group. The 
ability of the swimmers involved, age, size of group, goals 
of acceptable standards of accomplishment, rate of learning 
progress, number of swimmers, size of area and number and 
length of practice sessions all have direct effects on the 
organization and development of a program of synchronized 
swimming. 
Problems Involved in Developing Leadership for a 
Synchronized Swimming Program. 
Active participation in synchronized swimming is the 
best reference a potential leader can have. The knowledge 
gained through experience provides a basis for understanding 
the problewa inYolved as well as the methods of solving them. 
Those who are trained teachers of swimming have the advan-
tages of knowing how to organize, teach, criticize, dis-
cipline and otherwise control groups. 
Providing opportunities for attaining these skills is 
one of the major problems involved in developing leaders. 
Meeting ~nth other groups from different co~unities is also 
a problem. This is one method of broadening the scope of 
these potential leaders. At this writing an organized pro-
0 
0 
0 
gram for qualifying potential leaders of· synchronized swim-
ming has not been developed. 
At present, there are three major sources to obtain 
leaders or teachers of synchronized swimming: 
1. Physical educators who have acquired their skills 
and teaching methods in their professional training. 
2. water Safety Instructors who have received 
special training in synchronized swimming at American Red 
Cross Aquatic Schools. 
3. Advanced adult swimmers, trained in synchronized 
swimming, .who have learned how to teach by helping new, in-
ex})9 rience9. members of the group. This group should be 
urged to become certified Water safety Instructors to help 
broaden their knowledge and teaching experience in all 
phases of swi~ming. Those in this group have usually 
attained their $enior Life Saving Certificate. 
The~e are the people who should be able to qualify 
for training as judges of women's competitive synchronized 
swimming. 
Problems Involved in the Development of Judges for Women's 
'Gompe ti ti ve Synchronized Swimming. 
First to be considered is the available personnel. 
Next, the leadership resources available to conduct this 
type Cif training and the materials available in the 
7 
-community. At present, there is a great lack of visual aids 
for use in .training judges. Also, the physical endurance 
and sk~ll of swimmers available for practice judging must be 
taken into account before such a program is started. Lack 
of consistent national and local standards for judging com-
petition is a serious hindrance to the training of judges at 
both local and national levels. 
The development of a course designed to equip potential 
judges of competitive synchronized swimming with a thorough 
understanding of the many facets of judging should include: 
1. standards of qualification. 
8 
2. Specialized leadership for more intensive training in: 
. 
basic swimming skills, synchronized swimming skills, music 
appreciation, music composition, routine composition, express-
ion of ideas and music, use of space, style of swimmers, 
showmanship, use of cQstuming, materials suitable for cost,umes. 
3. Practice in judging in all phases of training listed 
above. 
4. Apprentice period in judging, assisting judges at 
competitive meets. 
5. Final qualification as a judge (written~ oral, 
practical examinations.) 
Need for the study 
JtBecause of the rapid growth in synchronized swimming 
There has developed a definite need for experienced judges. 
This need extends from the local -level to the national. nY 
Much attention is focused on ski~ls required for part-
icipation in this sport. The failure to provide properly 
trained judges obviously served to accentuate the need for 
experienced judges. Wide differences in ratings, training~ 
judging inconsistencies all sharply accent this need. 
committee on National nooperative Aquatics Work Group 
Number 2s/ compiled an outline for training judges of syn-
chronized swimming Which has been used at home a~d abroad 
at workshops conducted b-y the Gundlings. 
The Boston Amateur ~thletic Union Swimming Committee 
has asked Miss Gertrude Goss for help with the training of 
judges p~ior to promotion of synchronized swimming competi-
tion in Northern New England. ~ith the exception of 
Connecticut, the ~ew England States are slower than other 
parts of the Country in developing competitive synchronized 
swimming. 
nThere is a need for sui table material, such as films, 
3/ 
to be made available for the training of judges.Jr-
1J©ommittee on National cooperative Aquatics minutes, Report 
of work Group Number 2, Third Annual Meeting, October, 1953. 
pp. 8. 
2/Ibid., pp. 8. 
3/Ibid., pp. 8. 
10 
The limits of physical endurance of swinnners makes it 
essential that visual aids be provided for training judges. 
Also, higher standards of judging execution can be attained 
through use of films,loop films, other vi~ual aids made avail-
able for this training. National standards would become more 
consistent through the use of visual aids.It must be under-
stood that visual aids are a supplement to the use of swimmers 
for practice judging in a training program. The material de-
veloped for this thesis should be useful as a visual aid in-
corporated in a course for training judges of competitive 
synchronized swimming. 
The increased quality of performance and the attainment 
of more consistent judging standards in execution, synchron~­
zat:L6n.~ style and showmanship could be the result of this 
training. 
. Statement of the Problem 
' The purpose of this problem is to develop a film to be 
used in the trai~ing of judges for women's competitive syn-
chronized swimming,. accompanied by a descriptive script. 
Definition of Terms 
Synchronized: "to agree in time; to be synchronous. 
() 11 
0 
0 
Synchronous: 11 Happening at the same time; concurrent in 
---. g 
time. 11 
Synchronized Swimming: 11when two or more swimmers coordi-
nate their movements to each other, or when one or more per-
Y 
sons time swimming to a musical accompaniment.n 
Solo: one person synchronized with the music. 
two people synchronized with the music and each other. JJUet: 
-
Ro~tine: joining of stunts and strokes to make a complete, 
flowing pattern~ expressing the mood of the music or the 
ideas of the swimmers, synchronized to the musi~. 
Style: "Shall include the construction of the routine, and 
the interpretation of the music by the utilization of fig-
ures, stunts and strokes to form a flowing pattern, and the 
appropriateness and interpretiveness of costuming, manner 
'§/ 
of presentation and spectator appeal." 
Execution: "Covers the performance of the figures, stunts, 
strokes ·and/or combinations of parts thereof from the stand-
ifN. Webster, New International Dictionary of the English 
Language, B. Oe Merriam Company, Springfield, Mass. 1 1918, 
P• 2099. 
glYates & Anderson, Synchronizea Swimming, The Ronald Press 
Company, New York,. 1951, P• 1. 
'§/Doris Layson Bullock, nsuggested Plan for Competitive Synch=-
ronizea Swimming Within NSGWS," Official Aquatics, Synchron-
ized Swimming, Winter Sports & Outing Activities Guide ~uly 
1955-Ju1y 1957, p. 71 2a. 
12 
. 11 
point of perfec}iion. 11 
Composition: 11 0overs the construction of the Routine and 
interpretation o~ the music and the title of the routine 
(musical title and routine tftle need not be the same) by 
the utilization of a variety of figures, strokes and/or 
combinations of parts thereof to form a flowing pattern.---
Show.manship: Covers the suitable and appropriate costuming~ y 
manner of presentation and audience appea1. 11 
Hybrid: combinations to form 11 strokes 11 other than the nine 
basic ones. 
Mark Comp X: designates the five stunts required in the 
composition of a routine· for competition in Amateur Athletic 
Union Sy.qchronized Swimming meets. 
gop. cit., p. 72 2a.· 
~Ibid., p. 72 2a. 
0 
0 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
/&t the present time there are no films for the .purpose 
of developing judges in synchronized swimming. There are two 
films pertaining to synchronized swimming stunts. The first 
is performed by June Taylor, Indoor synchronized swimming 
champion. This fi~ can be rented from Miss ~illie Mac 
Kellar~ Hollywood Athletic Club, Hollywood, ~alifornia. The 
second is two sets of loop films performed by Beulah Gundling, 
outdoor synchronized swimming solo champion. These loop films 
can be obtained throv"gh Don Canham, S .state st. ,Ann Arbbr,.Mich. 
Literature pertaining to synchronized swimming is scarce. 
The first book was published in 1942. ~ince then others have 
appeared on the market. All of these books are reviewed in 
this chapter. Only two of these books include information on 
competitive synchronized swimming. Institute reports, rule-
books and magazine articles are the only literature that deal 
specifically with competitive synchronized swimming. 
The approach to this chapter has been, therefore, to 
give an annotated reference bibliography that will be of 
specific help to all levels of teachers and judges in this 
activity. 
-13-
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1. B.OOKS 
Bennett, Colleen and w. Gordon Bennett. The Organization of Aqua-
tic Clubs. Ann Arbor, Michigan: The Overbeck ~ompany, 1955. 
108 p. 
The authors introduce and define synchronized swimming, 
give a short history of the sport and list the values of 
synchronized swimming, the qualiti6ations, publications, 
promotional-and organizational methods of starting a club, 
cover constitution, election of officers, program and 
objectives for a club. The appendix gives specific examp-
les of the data used in organizing the 11 Catalina Nymphs," 
a swimming club in Evans1rille, Indiana. Selected stunts 
are discussed and classified into seven groupings. They 
were selected according to similarities in the lear.ning pro-
gressions. Many of these stunts are illustrated with draw-
ings. 
The history of synchronized swimming and all phases of 
club organfzation are the major contributions of this book. 
Curtis, Katharine W. Rhymtbmic Swimming. Minneapolis, Minnesota: 
Burgess ~ublishing zompany, 1942, 133 p. 
This is an excellent resource book of routines giving 
examples f'or all skill levels and groups from two to sixteen 
in size. Races and games are explained, five complete water 
~ 
pageants, a wealth of plots for water pageants, sea myth-
ology terms defined and some diving board stunts. It can be 
0 
0 
0 
especially helpful to those who have had little or no 
experience in composing and doing routines and watershows. 
Swimming stunts are divided into simple, intermediate, 
advanced, tee~s and diving. The section on stunts is basic 
and needs to be supplimented by more current publicationso 
The author is one of the key people responsible for 
guiding and developing synchronized swimming into a sport 
which was accepted for national competition by the }Jaateur 
Athletic Union in 194le Her remarks on judging in Chapter 
I are as useful today as they were in 1940. 
The fundamentals involved in learning stunts, strokes 
and variations is very complete and pre~ented in a logical 
teaching sequence. 
Goss, Gertrude. stunts and Synchronized Swimming. Melrose, Mass. 
20 Chestnut park, 1957, 72 p. 
The material is presented so ·bha t anyone can understand 
it, regardless of their background knowledge of synchronized 
swimming • The au thor deals with e ig ht stroke s adapted .for 
synchronized swimming, stroke adaptations and combinations 
used so effectively by the "Smith ·college Life Guards, 11 
sculling, some elementary and intermediate stunts, pertin-
ent suggestions for floating formations, music selection 
and appreciation and costuming prepared by Mrs. Beulah 
Gundling, Canadian synchronized swimming prepared by 
Mrs. Peg Sellers. Excellent illustrated drawings, points to 
0 
0 
0 
remember and practice suggestions are included. 
Seller, Peg and Beulah Gundling. Aquatic Art. Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa~ Pioneer Litho co., 1957, 423 Granby Bldg., 279 p. 
This is the 1 atest and most comprehensive book on 
synchronized swimming published. It is the handbook for 
the International Academy of £quatic Art and is an ex-
cellent reference for advanced synchronized swimmers and 
teachers. The chapter on sculling is written by George 
Gordon Hyde, nationally known expert on this subject. 
16 
The authors deal .thoroughly with The International 
Academy of Aquatic Art, terminology, health safeguards, 
technique and its function in aquatic art, land exercises, 
general information, sculling, strokes (suggestions, tips, 
stroke variations), figures (stunts, with land and water 
drills), floating patterns, music fundamentals and appre-
ciation, aqua composition, choreography, transitions, 
costuming, practice, performing·, public exhibitions, stand-
ards and qualifications of the instructor, class organiza-
tion, teaching approach, methods of motivation,' class 
records, organization of aquatic art clubs, symposiums, 
festivals, an individual skill record and a method of 
notating aquatic compositions. The illustrated drawings 
are excellent. 
Spears, Betty. 
15, Minn. 
Beginning ;synchronized Swimming. Minneapolis 
Burgess Publishing co., 426 South 6th street, 
0 
0 
0 
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1950, 147 p. 
A comprehensive book useful to swimmers and teachers who 
are beginning to work in the field of synchronized swimming. 
Introductory material, basic strokes used in synchronized 
swimming, stunts use.d in synchronized swimming, stroke and 
stunt combinations, accompaniment, composition and informa-
tion and info·rmation on programs or watershows, charts and 
illustrated drawings are presented clearly. An excellent 
book for a reference library on synchronized swimming. 
Yates, Fern and Theresa Anderson. synchronized Swimming. The 
Ronald press Company, 15 East 26th Street,- 1951. 140 p. 
This publication is written primarily for teachers. 
stunts and strokes are illustrated through the use of 35mm 
plates, with drill techniques listed below these plate 
sequences. This is the only book to include a chapter on 
the merits of competition and how to plan meets. The nature 
of synchronized swimming, music and musical accompaniment, 
teaching beginning synchronized swimming, strokes, stunts, 
patterns, water composition, staging and planning a pro-
gram are presented in this book. The book was revised in 
1956. 
2. INSTITUTE REPORTS 
CONFERENCE FOR NATIONAL COOPERATION IN AQUATICS. REPORT 1953. 
Report of Work Group #2. 
"A plan of operation to Conduct a Clinic to Train 
.Judges of :Synchronized S"trlmming. u 
Preliminary discussion outlines the need for capable 
judges, their qualifications, suggestions for Amateur 
Athletic Union rules simplification, definition and dis-
cussion on grading points. The report gives a suggested 
plan for training judges, including organizing, leader-
ship, program content, registration, promotion, reference 
material, organizations working with aquatics, facilities, 
equipment and evaluation& 
WOMEN'S NATIONAL AQ.UATIC FORUM REPORT, 1955. 
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This publication has three reports pertaining to syn-
chronized swimming. The first, 1'Teaching Group Synchronized 
swimming; Analytical !&ids for correcting Individual Stuntstt 
includes teaching tips on eight stunts. 
The second, 11Synchronized Swimmingn includes a list of 
new stunts added to the Amateur Athletic Rulebook; changes 
in point difficulty, changes and additions in stunts, explan-
ations and diagrams of them. 
The third report, 11 Gompeti tive Rules for Synchronized 
Swimming, tt is in four sections, explaining the rules of 
competition and judging for the Amateur Athletic Union, 
Federation Internationale Je Natation Amateur, National 
Section for Girls and Women's Sports and International 
Academy of Aquatic Art. 
W0~!0N'S NATIONPL AQUATIC FORUM REPORT, 1956. 
Three reports referring to synchronized swimming are: 
First, "Special Film for Judging Stunts" with a chart show-
ing comparison of ratings and scope of deviations compiled 
from data taken at this meeting. 
second, "The Judging of Synchronized Swimming, n using 
the Federation Internationale ne Natation Amateur (FINA) 
rules, which explain Execution; Synchronization; Composi-
tion; Showmru1ship and General Points of judging. The 
speaker's scores, reasons for such scores, questions and 
answers from participants are included .. 
The third report, "The status Of Synchronized Swim-
ming and The Olyrnpics, 11 states that synchronized swimming 
will be included in the 1959 Games at Chicago. It was 
part of the Pm-American Games in 1955, but is not yet a 
part of the Olympic program. suggested ruler changes for 
consideration by the Federation Internationals De Natation 
.Amateur are presented. 
WOMEN'S NATIONAL AQUATIC FORUM REPORT, 1957. 
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UTeaching ProgJ:>ession for Synchronized swimming stuntslt 
includes bobbing, sculling and some progressions from these 
fundamental skills to intermediate and advanced stuntso 
0 
0 
0 
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11
.Tudging Synchroni2ied swimming and the 1958 Amateur 
Athletic Union Rule <ehanges. 11 This report includes rewarding 
o~ stunt descriptions, current changes in degree o~ di~~iculty, 
a list o~ compulsory stunt groups to be drawn prior to com-
petition. 
3, RULEBOOKS 
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE NATATION AMATEUR 1953-1956. 
Rules and Laws governing Swimming, Diving and Water Polo. 
Printed in sweden. 
This book includes an Amateur De~inition, framed 
regulations for recognizing world's records, management 
and control of contests at Olympic Games, deciding dis-
putes arising between ~ederated countries and insuring 
organization of contests under the Laws of the International 
Federation. 
The General RUles for Artistic Swimming (synchronized 
swimming) are listed on one page and include specifications 
~or pools, sound equipment, judges, scoring techniques as 
well as routine content, time, music, costumes. 
OFFICIAL SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING HANDBOOK of the Amateur 
Athletic Union of the u.s., 1955. 
This is an annuai publication which includes synchron-
ized swimming Rules, illustrated and described stunts, a 
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complete Degree of Difficulty Table, samples of rating 
sheets, pictures, listings and scores of championship 
winners and a question and answer section, a bibliography. 
OFFICIAL AQUATICS, SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING, WINTER SPORTS & 
OUTING ACTIVITIES GUIDE -- July 1955-July 1957 with 
' Official Rules. Published for the National Section for 
Girls and women's Sports by the American Association for 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 
The contents of this book pertaining to synchronized 
swimming include: t.wo articles, 1'Create Your own Swim-
ming composi tions 11 by Beulah Gundling; "synchronized Swim-
ming, an Intramural Event?" by carole Haas; a bibliography 
of films, books, aquatic guides, periodicals. The section 
on standards and Rules has: 11Suggested Plan for Competi-
tiV'e Synchronized Swimming Within NSGWS" by Doris Layson 
Bullock, University of Illinois. This plan is the result 
of an article, 111Should Synchronized Swimming Be competitive?" 
by Prudence Fleming, Temple University, vhich appeared in the 
1953-1955 Guide. The manner of obtaining answers to the 
opinion poll and questions asked of the sections of National 
Aquatics committees are described. Develppment of the plan, 
with its four distinct parts is explained. These parts are 
listed in detail at the end of the plan. 
Rules for competition, officials and duties, methods 
of marking-- general rules given with sources and adapta-
tions indicated.after the statement of these rules, stunt 
descriptions and degree of difficulty table are included. 
4. PERIODICALS 
The bibliography in the Amateur Atb,.letic. Union 
Official Synchronized Swimming Handbook for 1956 includes 
periodical references in this field. some of the more 
pertinent B!'ticles dealing with competitive synchronized 
swimming are listed: 
"DODSON . , DOROTHY. ttcompetitive synchronized swimming.n 
Beach ~.nd pool, v. 22, p. 9, February 1948. 
Mrs. Dodson traces the development of syn-
chronized swimming since the first competition 
in April 1940 and points out the types of 
competition and some of the various aspects of judging. 
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GOSS, GERTRUDE. "The water show; fun for swimmer and . 
audience." Beach and Pool, v. 24, p. 8, 1950. 
Explains the advantages of music used in connec-
tion with swimming. Gives some methods of 
making simple routines appear more effective and 
includes a floating formation for 16 girls. 
GUNDLING, BEULAH. "Eow to oompose s-ynchronized swimming 
routine s. 11 The A.ma teur A thla te, p. 7 , 
February 1949. Good discussion of the construc-
tion of a routine from the selection of the 
records and performers to the revisions that 
are always necessary. 
GUNDLING, BEULAH. "Judging synchronized swimming." Beach 
and Pool, v. 27, p. 11, December 1953 and v. 
'28, p. 12·, January 1954. The author discusse:;, 
the various aspects of judging and offers some 
tips to those just starting. 
LINEER, GEORGE F. "synchronized Swimming and the Olympi~s." 
OLSEN, 
SPEARS, 
Beach and Pool, v. 28, p. 16, April 1954. 
An argument for the ad- 1;mission of synchron-
i,zed swimming to the Olynipics, based upon the 
facts that the sport calls for skill, physical 
condition and imagination plus the "beauty and 
the music." 
NORMA j. 11 J"udging clinic - synchronized swimming. 11 
Synchronized Swimmer, v. 3, p. 6-7, July 1954. 
An outline of the things to be considered in judging synchronized swimming. 
BETTY. "How to start synchronized swimming." 
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Recreation. v. 48, p. 36-68, January 1955. A 
concise article emphasizing basic positions and 
points in synchronized swimming. 
TANNEHILL, ROBERT C. "The values of synchronized swimming." 
Synchronized Swimmer, v. 3, p. 2-3, October 
1954. A brief article pointing out some of the 
unique aspects of synchronized swimming to ~he 
indiviru,als, i.e., the development of creative 
powers. "Y 
!/AAU of the u.s., Official Synchronized Handbook, 1956, 
pp. 64-67. 
} + ,J ;" 'It l·t • ,. .. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE USED IN DEVELOPING THE FILM 
l. Nature of film. 
The film was produced to give novice judges of syn-
chronized swimming opportunities to practice judging Ex-
ecution, Synchronization (of two swimmers), style, 
composition and Showmanship. 
The importance of the need for a thorough, basic 
knowledge of synchronized swimming was the major reason for 
the development of Part I by the Author. This portion of 
the film also gives novice judges an opportunity to adjust 
to the speed and lighting required for working with this 
film. Gertrude Goss shared ~he Author's opinion on the 
inclusion of this section. 
Part I of the film accomplishes the above stated 
opjectives through review of the basic elements necessary 
for participation in and judging of synchronized swimming. 
Basic stunt positions and combinations, basic synchronized 
swimming strokes and combinations are presented i.n the 
following mariner: 
~. The three basic positions for stunts. 
B. Combinations of the three positions. 
c. Twists and turns with these three positions. 
D· Strokes adapted for synchronized swimming. 
E. Combinations of strokes (hybrids). 
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F· stroke combinations with twists and turns. 
The emphasis of the remainder of the film is on judg-
ing practice. The Outline for this section places emphasis 
on: 
Part II: Execution of twelve stunts performed by two 
swimmers. 
Part III: Execution and synchronization of two 
swimmers presenting synchronized stunts and stroking in a 
duet, 11 Stardust Mambo." 
2$ 
Part IV: Execution and Style accomplished through five 
sole performances of the same routine by swimmers whose 
abilities to perform are in the five grading catagories: 
Unsatisfactory, Deficient, Satisfactory, Good, Very good. 
Part V~ Execution, Composition (style included), 
Showmanship (costuming, manner of presentation, etc.) judg-
ing practice is presented through solo performances of two 
routines. The first, performed by Mary Louise Bradley was 
created for her own enjoyment. The second, "The Swann 
created by Beulah Gundling, was performed by the creator. 
This routine, composed for her first Amateur Athletic Union 
competition, won her the Outdoor solo Synchronized swimming 
Championship which she held for five yea'I's. 
The Authort·s decision to use this Outline, presented in 
the National Section for Girls and Women's Sports Aquatics 
Guide, July 1955-July 1957, by Doris Layson Bullock was based 
2o 
on: 
1. A study of the rulebooks on synchronized swimming. 
2. Knowledge that the ~ateur ,r&.thletic U:q.ion syn-
chronized swimming committee was considering a change in 
competitive requirements for compositions from five requir-
ed stunts to stunt and routine competition, similiar to pro-
cedures used in Olympic ice figure skating champaionships. 
3. The reputation o~ the individuals involved in 
Qompiling the National Section ~or Girls and Women's Sports 
rules, the quality of this work and the nationwide scope of 
the study involved prior to the publication of this out-
line •. 
4· Conferen~es with Gertrude Goss, Louise L. Wing and 
other leaders of synchronized swimming in the Boston area. 
5. Conferences with Dr. James A. Wylie, faculty 
advisor for fuis problem, concerning part IV speci.fically, 
in order to obtain reliable statistical data through the 
performances of five swimmers representing the five grad-
ing catagorie s, the "Very good" swimmer to be a national 
champion. 
2. Selection of performers for film. 
At the ti. me , Miss Gos s was connected with a number of 
synchronized swimming groups in the Boston area~ so assist-
ed in the observation of swimmers in these groups. Her 
knowledge of Mrs. Gundling's forthcoming trip to Boston 
prompted the request for Mrs. Gundling's services. The 
• 
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.f'inal choice of the swimmers was made by the Author. 
The criteria for participation was based on: 
1. Length of experience in synchronized swimming. 
2. Area where this synchronized swimming training was 
acquired. 
3. ~bility of these synchronized swimmers to perform. 
4. The five grading catagories for performance; 
Swimmer I Unsatisfactory ~ 21:. 2- 2 
Swimmer II Deficient 3 4~ 
Swimmer III satisfactory 5 - 61:. ;a 
Swimmer IV Good 7 - 8-l 
Swimmer v Very Good 9 -10 
The swimmers training and experience follows: 
Swimmer I received training in synchronized stroking 
in the YWCA and at the university of New Hampshire. She has 
been teaching synchronized swimming .since 1947. Her train-
ing in execution of s~ts has been acquired informally. 
Swimmer II received her training from nr. Helen M. Starr 
in Minneapolis~ Minnesota and with the Ramline University 
Aquatic League in st. Paul. :she had been participating in 
synchronized swimming for five years. Part of this train-
ing was with an exhibition group. 
Swimmer III received her training at the Boston Y¥roA 
as a charter member of the Swim~honics Club. Her experience 
covers an eleven year period • 
'0 
0 
0 
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' Swimmer IV received her training in San Francisco, under 
the direction of Thora Johnson, over approximately a three 
year period. Parental disapproval ~ept her from competing in 
the National Synchronized Swimming Meets. 
Swimmer V held the National Senior Outdoor Synchronized 
Swimming Solo chs.mpionship for five years, placed first in 
solo competition at the Pan-American Games in Mexico, held 
in 1955. She holds first place honors in The International 
Academy of Aquatic Arts. Prior to her participation in com-
petition in the United states, she competed success~ully for 
the Gale Trophy in canada. She has also conducted synchron-
ized swimming clinics at home and abroad. She is from \Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, and trained at the Y.M.c.A. Excellent ballet 
training has shown a tremendous influence in her compositions 
and execution .. 
3. Part judging played in developing the actual film. 
Judging was the prime consideration in the development 
of this film. The development of the review material in Part 
I, showing basic skills and combinations, was included to 
insure the same basic knowledge of the novice judges. The 
inclusion of twists, turns and combimations was to give 
novice judges a better understanding of the development of 
more complicated stunts so they could analyze, criticize 
and judge stunts and routines in the remainder of the film 
• with less mental confusion regarding what to look for. 
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The choice of' the Outline from the National Section rr 
for Girls and Women's Sports Aquatics Guide, July 1955-July 
1957, was influenced by the approach used toward the develop-
ment of synchronized swimmers for competition and grading 
procedures. Judges are developed throu~h experience in 
judging, first by judging specific skills (as is done in 
Part II through execution of twelve stunts by swimmers of 
two different abilities being judged individually). The 
next step is judgment of these specific skills (the known) 
incorporated into a routine (the unknown) and performed 
simultaneously by two swimmers. This gives experience in 
judging execution and synchronization of two swimmers. 
Grading procedures in this outline are clear cut and under-
standable. 
The remainder of the film was compiled with the emphasis 
on judging solo performances, for execution, style (an 
elusive ~ality shown quite well through comparison of five 
solo performances of the same routine in Part IV), composi-
tion and showmanship. These judging qualities for a routine 
are not as easily discernable as execution and need a great 
deal of emphasis when considering material for the development 
of novice judges. 
4. Selection of operating personnel. 
Camera shops in Boston tried to discourage indoor water 
1 photography due to complex problems unfamiliar to them. 
:Rental ~ees ~or equipment were extremely high. 
A ~riend o~ the.Author, Miss Frances Reitano, an amateur 
photographer, volunteered her time and equipment ~or tQe com-
pletion o~ this unique project. Her patience and interest 
plus her knowledge and careful study o~ many technical pro-
blems resulted in excellent photography. All the titles 
were done by Miss Reitano and the Author. 
The phonograph operator was a volunteer li~e guard who 
was on duty at the pool on Friday nights, ~~en preliminary 
work was being donee She was also available for the final 
filming on May 15th. 
5 • The ~inal filming • 
The date for the ~inal ~ilming, May 15, 1956, was set 
by Mrs. Gundling, whose time in Boston was limited by the 
conduct of a number of synchronized swimming clinics. The 
hours, 10:30 p.m. on, were i~luenced by Mrs. Gundling's 
free time and the pool schedule. The ~ilming session took 
three hours. The order of events was as follows: 
1. setting up of camera and lighting equipment, record 
player and records to be used. Instructions to these operators 
for starting this equipment for actual "takes. 11 ("Lights, 
music, camerat") 
2. Instructions to the judges. Copies of.the grading 
procedures had been mailed to all judges three weeks prior to 
Gthis sess'ion. Miss Jan Gund, an experienced judge, led 
c 
0 
• discussion of these grading procedures and helped answer 
questions asked by the other judges. Judges numbers (one 
through five) were assigned, grading sheets handed out and 
pool stations for judging assigned at this meeting. 
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3. The swimmers received their instructions during the 
judges discussion period. These were kept to a minimum, 
and are lis ted: 
1. Swim between numbers 5 and 35 on pool wall. 
2. Keep as close to the center of the pool as 
possible, but no closer than that to the 
camera. 
3. Don't look at the camera. 
4. starting positions for routines, where to 
listen (not look) for prompting, if needed. 
Part II, the twelve stunts, was filmed first. Both 
swimmers stayed in the water all the time, changing places 
for their .performances of these stunts. Time f'qr judges to 
record scores was allowed between each perf'ormance. 
Next, Swimmer IV .for Part IV performed her solo of 
"Autumn Leaves." After changing the film, this swimmer 
did her solo, "Voodoo.rr These routines were filmed out of 
order as this swimmer has to be in her dormitory at Wheelock 
College by midnight. 
Part III, the duet "stardust Mambo 11 wa.s filmed next. 
,The film had not been changed between this routine and 
0 
0 
0 
,"voodoo, 11 consequently the routine had to be performed and 
judged twice, necessitated splicing of the routine for use 
in this project. 
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Part IV, "Autumn Leaves" was the next section to be film-
ed. The p~rformances were recorded in order: swimmer r, II, 
III, v. Time allowed for judges recording of scores and 
changing of film in the camera accounts for the calmness of 
the water throughout the filming. 
The remainder of Part v, Mrs. Gundling's performance of 
"The ;swan11 was the last routine to be filmed. 
The Author's major responsibility on May 15th was to 
give instructions to judges, performers and operating person-
nel, ascertain when all were ready and to cue in the action 
of music, swimmers and camera. Titling, editing and splicing 
of the film was done by the Author and Miss Reitano after the 
film had been developede 
The filming for Part I had been Cbne between November 
and May f'or experimentation by the camera operator for light-
ing, speed, swimming range. Filming techniques developed 
through experimentation provided a wealth of information re-
garding exposure, range, lighting, distance, angles and other 
necessary data for indoor filming. 
All the experimental filming was done with a Kodak Filmo 
70 camera. Four 370 lights on a bar attached to the tripod 
just below the camera were used. Kodak Super XX film was used 
rin the early stages of photography. Because this film had to 
be developed in Rochester, N. Y. and three ~olls o~ film were 
lost in transit, the decision to use Kodak Triple X film was 
made. This new super sensitive film could be developed local-
ly, which cut down the time be tween filming and seeing results. 
The lens openings used were between F4·5 and 5.6 with the 
Double X ~ilm; F.7 or between F5.6 and F.8 with the Triple X 
film. Use of lights with the Triple X cut dovm the glare 
from overhead fixtures on the water. The speed used was 24 
frames and the distance approximately 15 to 20 feet. 
A battery run Bolex Hl6 camera was rented ~or the final 
~ilming on ]Way 15th. This enabled us to film all routines 
without having to stop and rewind. The 24 frame speed of the 
Bolex is a little faster than the 24 frame speed of the Kodak. 
This accounts for the difference in motion speed so obvious 
between part I and Pe~ts II, III, IV and V of the film. 
Titles were done on a premier Model #2 Titler using 
7/8 11 white plastic letters. Double and Triple X film was 
used, lighting controlled by use of a light meter. 
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CF..APTER IV 
ROW TO USE THE FILM 
1. use of film in developing judges. 
A. Beginner Judges. 
l. View the film, making verbal comments while watch-
ing it. 
2. Understand Part I thoroughly. Use descriptions and 
comments found in the script to help study Part I. 
If possible, suppliment the script with the current 
Amateur &thletic union Synchronized Swimming Hand-
book f'or descriptions and diagrams of stunts • 
3. Review and judge film. Record comments and ratings 
for Parts II, III, IV, v. 
4· Discuss comments and ratings with group. 
,5. compare Parts II, III, IV, V of the script with own 
comments and ratings. 
6. Re-judge film. 
7. General Discussion period. 
B. Advanced Judges. 
1. Judge the film., making verbal colTJ)Tlents throughout 
viewing. 
2. Re-run film and judge it again, without spoken 
comments. 
0 
' . 
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3. Discuss comments and ratings with group. 
4. Compare comments and r·atings with the script. 
5. At poolside, judge actual performances in the water. 
6. Discuss comments and ratings for this practical pool 
session. 
What to look for.--When viewing the film for the first 
time, be critical of ~ecution. This is important to 
beginner judges. Advanced judges have developed a more 
critical approach to stunt and stroke execution, but may 
need more experience with the t.ype of judging necessary for 
Parts III, IV, V. 
In Part I watch for body control, position at start 
and finish .of stunt execution, rhythm of movement, kicks 
used with stroking., rhythm, power and form used while 
stroking, use of s·pace (limited by camera range). 
In Part II, Execution of stunts, look for starting 
position, breath and body control, relaxation, timing for 
each part of the stunt (for a smooth performance), finish 
position (resuming starting position or when feet submerge). 
Compare performances of each stunt as you go •along. 
In Part III watch the synchronization of the swimmers, 
their execution of stunts and strokes. Watch for proper 
kicks while stroking. Note how the mambo dance step pattern 
is woven into the total routine and how the space coverage 
of the water is. 
In Part IV watch stunt and stroke execution by each 
rSWimmer. Be aware of each individual's interpretation of 
this routine. ~s no costumes are used, each person's basic 
style and manner of presentation is evident. 
In Part V be critical of stunt and stroke execution, 
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look for smooth transitions from strokes to stunts, routine 
design and space coverage, movement through the water, style, 
costuming, manner of presentation and interpretation of theme. 
Compare deck worlc and routine finish with those in Part IV. 
When viewing the film for the second time an opportunity 
to observe the more subtle judging factors--style, composi -
tion, total routine presentation, showmanship, costuming, 
interpretation of them, etc., is offered. Judging these 
items is difficult for the beginner judge who is concentra-
ti~~ on Execution. 
~dvanced judges sho~ld look for the items in the above 
paragraph during the first viewing of the film. Review of. 
the film by advanced judges should be for a more critical 
appraisal of total performances. 
2. Use of grading sheets 
Sample copies of the grading sheets are included in this 
chapter. These sheets give a novice judge tangible evidence 
of what to expect next on the film. No judge could do a 
good job without the descriptions of the stunt competition 
and the routines. Attempting to do so could result in a 
~ haphazard, disorganized, confused method of judging. 
. 8 
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When making copies of these sheets, be careful not to • 
make changes in them. The grading sheets for Parts III, IV, 
' V are apt to look confusing until one has worked with them. 
While working with this project, rome suggestions for using 
these sheets were found. These are included with instruct-
ions for the use of each sheet, as follows: 
Fart r.~-Has no grading sheet as this is introduc~ory 
material. It is useful in developing a critical eye, 
adjusting vision to light and speed of camera, review of 
basic synchronized swimming skills. content of Part I is 
included in the script found at the end of this chapter. 
Included are descriptions and criticisms of tne material 
presented • 
The grading sheet for Part II.--A copy of this sheet is 
on page 38" •. < The sheet sllow·s for ratings of each swimmer 
in columns two and five. 
Space for comments on each swimmer is allowed in 
columns one and four. column three lists the order of 
the stunts. .Swimmer I preceeds Swimmer II throughout 
this section. If more comment space is desired, divide the 
grading sheet, columns one, two.and three on one side, col-
umns three, four and five on the other side. Mimeographed 
copies of this grading sheet make grading practice easier • 
. 
The method of marking for Part II is: 
11 a. scores are given on a 0 to· 10 basis with ~ points 
used anywhere on the scale. The scale ratings 
shall have the following connotations: 
0 
RATINGS: 
SHIIViMER I 
~ UJ\I!!VllJ<11'l~i:)_ 
(~) 
0 
0 
PAR~ II 
, • EXECUTION 
~ 
>, 
'L E:x:ce·ll ent 9 • lO 
G6od 7 .. 8 
s4tisfactory 5 - 6 
Deficient 3 - 4 
1 Unsatisfactoryl - 2 
F~iled 0 
STUNTS 
J .tt_~_'l'.ll'Hl !) I IVIIVI !i; 1\\'J.'i:) 
I t~J \vi (4) 
_{t.l.iOUP A 
l. Somersault Front I tuck 
I 2. Dolpl11n 
' j 
I 
! 3. Water•e-e~ 
~~ Porpoise~ FUll f 
Twist ! 
t GROUP B 
t 1. Ballet Leg, Singl ~ 
p:~. Log ao~~l.ng 
:3-. catalina 
:4 • .uoJ.pnm, .~:~oo,; 
Fi2!st 
GROUP C 
ll. Ballet Legs, Doub ;t.e 
f2. urane l 
l 
3• Pendulum vtith 
reverse 
4. Dolphin, Foot Fir st, 
Bent Knee • Full 'I wist 
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ttA'J.' J.Nu_ 
( 5) 
-
I 
I 
Excellent 9 - 10 
Good 7 - 8 
satisfactory 5 - 6 
Deficient 3 - 4 
Unsatisfactory 1 - 2 
Failed 0 
b. Degrees of difficultY, just as in diving. 111/ are used and scoring is done 
"5. When five diving judges are used, the diving referee 
shall place the individual awards one by one in the 
same consecutive order on a sco~e sheet, cancel 
the highest and lowest scores, and pass the score 
sheet to the scorer. When three diving judges are 
used, there shall be no cancellation of scores. 
6. The scorer shall determine the total value of 
the remaining scores and multiply this by the 
degree of difficulty to obtain the total score for 
the dive. At the end of the competition the 
scorer shall total the scores for each diver 
to obtain the final results. n2/ 
1/Doris Layson Bullock, 
Synchronized Swimming, 11 
Swimmi§!, Winter Sports 
1955- Ju Y 1957, P • • 
2/Ibid., P. 52. 
"Suggested Plan for "COmpetitive 
Official Aquatics, Synchronized 
& Outing Activities Guide, July 
page 
The grading sheet £or Par~ III.--A copy or this is on ~ 
41 ~ . The type of routine, team, title of meet, meet 
location, date, theme, title or record, name and number of 
record, judges identification number are listed on the 
upper part of this sheet. 
The column markey~ "Group No.,n refers to the stunt 
classification in the Amateur ~thletic union handbook.. The 
stunt numbers are lis ted in t..h.is column. 
The next column "Name of stunt, stroke or HYbrid in 
order of execution, 11 lists the description of the order of 
stunts and strokes as they appear in the routine. Routines 
must be performed as described on this sheet. 
The third column, 111Mark Comp x," is used to designate 
the five required stunts chosen for this routine. These 
stunts are chosen when the routine is created and must be 
' 
from different stunt classifications, each with a different 
degree of difficulty rating. 
The last column, 1rJ"udges' Comm~nt," is the space re-
served jor comments by the judges as each part of the 
routine is being presented. Extra space or extra paper may 
be provided if desired. 
Awards for Execution and Synchronization are recorded 
. 
on the line provided for them at the bottom of this score 
sheet. scores are usually recorded near the right hand 
margin. The total score is recorded. For this project 
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JUDGES GRilliNG SHEET FOR SYl~CHRONIZED 
~R.lSR.jSOLOjDQlTt~EM~ 
IVJ.AR X ACROSS 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth & Leona 
TEMi . 
1'3"0. ON TEAM 2 
- Thesis Fi~ 
TITLE OF ME 
11 Stardust Mambo" 
THEME 
11 Stardust Mambo 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
GROUP ~M1E OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. jiN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
i 
1 Entrance---standing front dive 
Crawl variation 
Ganoe with leg slap 
· .Arm pull 
~5a ::>hark 
15 Kip 
Bent knee with hip twist 
17 Marlin 
Submarine cha~e 
37 Water wheel 
Stroke variation 
Underwater dolnhin 
8 Dolnhin·. Foot First 
Sa Dolnhin Foot FJ.r_stJ * Twist 
Canoe with le~ slaQ 
. 
, 
. , 
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SW·IMM.ING CONTESTS 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
11 X11 - 4X-0075 
NMIE & NO, OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGES NO. 
IviARK\JiJDGES c omiiENY"· 
COMP I 
X 
.X. 
.X. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
!AWARDS FOR"EXECUTION AND SYNCHRONIZATION 
-
the total possible score ~or this routine is 75 points, due 
to lack of sound. 
The method of marking for part III is: 
"a. Execution and synchronization of stunts with, each 
other are given 75 points. Synchronization of 
action with the music is given 25 points. 
b. Execution and Synchronization of stunts with each 
other--each of the ~ive stunts gets 15 points; 
the technique of each stunt and the team synchron-
ization of it are judged according to the follow-
ing table. 
Unsatisfactory 
Deficient 
satisfactory 
Good 
very good, excellent 
1.5 - 4 
4·5 - 7 7·5 - 10 
10.5· - 13 
13.5 - 15 
The degree of difficulty of each stunt is used to 
compute the final score o~ each student. A total 
of these five scores equals the final score for 
Execution and Synchronization of stunts with each 
other."y 
.. 
~he grading sheets for Part IV.--A copy o~ these sheets 
are on pages 43' and 44~ Both of these sheets have the same 
heading, listing type of meet, location, date, theme, record, 
etc. The first, "Judges grading sheet," includes the follow-
ing material • The le ft-hand column "Group No • , Jt lists the 
stunt classifications. The order of execution o~ stunts and 
strokes is listed in the next column. This sheet is usually 
filled out by the PB!ticipant prior to the meet date, and 
must be swum as recorded. Column three, ~Mark Comp X,", 
1/op. cit., pp. 69, 70. 
, 
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JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWJ]m~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM .1 
TEAM 
The-sis Filmin¥ TITLE OF MEE . 
''Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
TfTr:El OF RECORD 
REPRESENTING 
Boston Y.vv.c.A2 MEET EoOA'l'Ibfi. 
·15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MOWH YEAn 
~ K-116X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUOOE NO. 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYHR :rn MARK JUDGES COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10. ~'. 
6' ·nolphl.n .. ~----\ .4 
4 back craw! varia-C:lons 
.12 Kip ----- ... ----·-
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish X 
-- - -22 Porpoise 
2_5'b Shari:z Fi~re "'E!s.nt X -
~ubmarine change variant 
2 side strq~es r:tght 
_2 side stroltes _J._e:r~ 
1 Ballet LegJ ~le 
--
. 
... ~ ~ua talimlL-2-.~w.;.s t __ ,.,.. __ ~A:-
--13- 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
l 
~ 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
. 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 
IGifOUP 
l.IJD. 
6 
l2 
'· r3l 
' ;22 
'.25b· 
l 
3a 
8 
JUDGE 
• a 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE oF' 1.ll!iE 
11 Autumn Leaves" THEME ' 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF L"lliGORD 
NAi . .LE Oft, STUNT, ST.dOKl!i OR EYBRID 
IN OH.Dftft 0.&, lliiCGC'Q"rriOlii 
'• 
... 
iEntrance--di ve from side. -a't l<J1 
Do·l.PhJ.n 
14 back crav!l var ia_1i_i ons 
1·1\:ip 
-
4 .fr.on·t crav11 variations -
Svmrd:f:i~JJ. 
:Porpoise 
Sharlr_. . lt1J.gure EJ:g-ht · :: · .. _ 
SubnlarJ.ne change var·a.,an:t 
2 sJ.de strokes rJ.gh:t 
2 side strokes Ief:C 
Ballet Leg. Single 
CataTina, ~ tWJ.St 
Dolphin. Foot it J.rs·J; 
~ 
.. 
' ·, 'l I NO .. FINl~S 6 ·, j 7 8 
-· 
A1iARDS FOi~ .i.!:}iliGUTIO:N i . 
A:.&-lDS l?O.H. S'l'Ylli J 
nEPRESElNT!NCJ 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
MEET LOOATION I 
15 Ilia~ l956 
DAY t:o:NJIH YEAR 
1.\fM::t & NO. OR 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
ON 1iEV~r1SE SIDE 
hAB.K Di!!G.LtEE !JUDGES 
OOhP OF COlf!I.ili:NT 
X DIFF • 
X T.-2 
~-6 
-.; 1.8 .L\. 
1C!2 
X 1.5 
1.4 
.1\. ~.9 
X l.7 
x Aver. 
Total Diff'. 
>< 
.designates the five required stunts for this routine. Spaqe 
for judges comments is in the right-hand colu.:nm. 
Awards for Execution and Style are recorded separately 
at the bottom of the grading sheet for Pal!t IV, one line 
for Execution, one for Style. 
The second grading sheet, "Master :Score Sheet f'or 
Sy.n,chronized Swirr..ming Contests, n differs from the judges 
score sheet at the bottom of the page where total scores 
are listed. an this sheet, space is allowed for the re-
cording of the ~ive judges scores~ These scores are re-
corded in the order of the Judges assigned number. High-
est and lowest scores are crossed off, the three remaining 
ones averaged and recorded in the c.olumn marked 11Total. 11 
For Execution, the average of the degree of difficulty 
for the five required stunts is placed in· the next column, 
"X Aver. Diff. 11 Multiplication of "Total" with nx Aver. 
diff.1f gives the total awards received for Execution. 
For Style, the average placed in ~•Total" column is 
multiplied by eight. 
Execution and style awards, added together and divid-
ed by three (total number of judges scores used) comprises 
the final award for the performance judged. 
The Master score sheet does not need to be used when 
conducting rating clinics using this film. However, 
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•knowledge for working w.ith this sheet is imperative when 
scoring actual meets. 
The method of marking for Part IV is: 
na. Nt the completion of each routine the judges 
shall award points according to the following: 
·. EXE'CUTION 0 to 10 points 
(Execution covers the performance of figures, 
stunts, strokes and/or parts thereof from a 
standpoint of perfection and the synchroniza-
tion of the swimmers one with the other and 
also with the· music • ) 
STY:GE 0 to 10 points 
(Style shall include the construction of the 
routine, and the interpretation of the music 
by the utilization of figures, stunts and 
strokes to form a flowing pattern, and the 
appropriateness and interpretiveness of 
costuming, manner of presentation and spect-
ator appeal.) AAU Rule IV, 1) 
b. Judges shall flash awards, first for Execution, 
then Style. Points shall be awarded from 0 to 10 
according to the opinions of the judges with re-
ference to the following table: (one half point 
scale to be used from 0 to 10) 
completely failed 
unsatisfactory 
Deficient 
satisfactory 
Good 
Very good 
(AAU Rule IV, 2 adapted) 
c. The scorer shall enter on the master scoring sheets 
the awa~ds flashed by the judges and shall then 
cancel the highest and lowest awards for Execution 
by the five judges. The sum of the remaining awards 
shall pe multiplied by the degree of difficulty for 
the routine.---".!/ 
Y Op • cit. , p • 7l• 
0 
0 
"d. The judges awards for style shall undergo can-
cellation of the high and low awards and the sum 
of the remaining awards shall be divided by three (3) and multiplied by eight (8). (AAU Rule IV, 6) 
e. The final result shall be the sum of the above 
awards divided by the number of judges whose 
awards were considered. The winner shall be the 
competitor with the greatest number of total 
points in the final competition. (!AU Rule IV, 
8, 9 adapted) "1/ 
The grading sheet for Part v.-- ~opies of the grading 
sheets used in Part V are on pages '48, ;49.. The heading on 
these sheets list the same information as those used in 
Parts III, IV. 
The first column, nGroup No." designates the stunt 
classifications. The second column lists the order of ex-
ecution of stunts and strokes. The third column is for 
judges comments. 
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Awards for Execution, Synchronization (omitted in this 
project), composition and Showmanship are recorded separate-
ly at the bottom of these sheets. Total possible score for 
part V is 80 points, due to lack of sound. 
A Master score sheet for each routine would be used in 
a meet to record the ~ive judges scores. This sheet was 
eliminated in this project as the individual is concerned 
with comparing his score with the five judges average score 
used for this section of the film. In a meet, the five 
judges scores would be totaled and averaged for the final 
score. 
_!fop·. , • cit,. P· 72 
0 
0 
0 
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JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTE~ IJR·I sR.I goLo£DUETtTE¥f · n 
MARK X A ROS 
PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
!GROUP 
NO. 
34 
15 
3§33 
l 
- !O 
·t:J"..: 
.L~a 
25a 
t:J.L 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF l!.'IEET 
"Voodoo" 
THEME 
N.AIVIE OF STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
Tu.ovar!at~on 
Kip 
.Arm movement 
".t Sl:ii'OKes 
Catalina, torpedo 
Ballet Leg, twist varia~ ion 
~og ro.LJ. 
·.tuo varia tlon . 
.t''J.gure l:!iJ.gn-c lJo.Lpnln, .tt'oo_~ _.t''~rst 
Back Tuck variation 
4 strokes 
Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 
~wordfish variation 
_.arm movemen't 
I 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION (OMIT) 
~WARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
i 
i 
j 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
MEET LOCAT!ON 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
~~n¥i~t~0~TOJ 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 
JUDGES C OM1'IEN'l' 
. 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEE-T FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
!JR.] SR. J sQto \bUETl @l# IQR1JID1 
MARK X ACROSSI.e= w::;.....~---+J 
PROPER SQUARE Beulah Gundling 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
T.EAM R2PRESENTING 
Thesis FilmiTB 
TI~LE OF MEE 
"The Swan" 
THEJ.\'lE 
liTh ~II TI~REdofii5 
Boston Y.w.c.A. MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
bAY l'IONH YEAR 
Em; rec~:rdin~r Ft & o. 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO • PRO UP NAME OF STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID JUDGES COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
1--· Land entrance 
.Arm movemeni;s and breast stroke :J IntO 
, !J:I'lshtal~ into 
. 
9_C IDolph~n, Ballet Leg .1~ twist 
fB ack crawl u. J 
1 [Ballet Leg 
8C !Dolphin, B'oot J:l'irst, .Bent Knee VB 1r1~on 
l'l !1V1arl1n 
3 !Catalina 
· Side Stroke variation endin~ on b ack 
15 Bent Knee Kip 
!Side stroke variation 
Arm Movements ending in water 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION (OMIT) 
AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
. 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
.. The method of marking Pert V is: 
"a. At the completion of each routine, the judges 
shall award points according to the following: 
EXECUTION 0 to 40 points 
50' 
('covers the performance of the figures, 
strokes and/or combinations of parts there-
of from the standpoint of perfection.) 
SYNCHRONIZATION 0 to 20 points 
(covers the construction of the routine and 
interpretati~n of the music and the title of 
the routinetmusical title and routine title 
need not be the Sam§Z by the utilization of 
a variety of figures, strokes and/or combina-
t·ions of parts thereof to form a flowing 
pattern.) 
SHOWMANSHIP 0 to 20 points 
(Covers the suitable and appropriate costum-
ing, manner of presentation and audience 
appeal.) 
Total •.•••••• o to 100 points. 
(FINA Rule 123 ) 
b. The five judges awards shall be added together and 
then divided by fiv.e (5) to arrive at the average 
score for each competitor. 111/ 
3. The Film .. 
¥Vhere to obtain the film.--A copy of the film may be 
obtained through: 
Boston University Audio-visual Aids Library 
School of Education 
332 ~ay State Road 
Boston 15, Massa~husetts 
~are of the film.--The life of this film w.ill be great-
ly increased if the following points are rembered: 
1. Thread film into the projector straight. 
2. Stop projector at blank film intervals and turn 
off' projector light to: 
a. prevent burning holes in film. 
b. ·prevent curling of film. 
3. Check speed of projector. If picture flickers, 
speed is too slow. For best results, film should 
not be run at top speed of projector, as novice 
judges will miss many points. 
4. When handling· film, grasp it by the edges, so 
scratches and smudges will not be possible damage 
factors. 
Blank film is placed between all stunts and routines 
judged to allow time to record scores and comments. Some-
one may be needed to turn room lights on and off during 
running of the film. Advanced groups will be able to re-
cord comments and scores within the running time of the 
film. Soft ligh,.ting (similiar to~ that used with TV) can be 
used, eliminating the need of a person to turn room lights 
on and off. 
Judges :r:.atings. --These were obtsined by compiling the 
scores of the five judges for each swimmer1s performance 
during the filming of this project. Highest and lowest 
scores were crossed off, an average of the three remaining 
51 
scores taken. This is a common technique in judging quality 
performances such as swimming and diving .• 
Boston UniversitY, 
School of Edueati9Jl 
Libra!'l 
• 
52'': 
The scores of the three judges wno judgerl the filmed , 
perfo~mance of each swimmer were compiled next. An average 
of these judges ratings was made. 
These two averages were used in computing the scores 
used in this project. They are used in the script (the re-
mainder of this chapter) under the title of·TtJudges Ratings." 
Judges comments.--These were obtained by compiling the 
comments from each judges score sheet for that particular 
portion of the film, and tbrou.gh the use of a tape recorder 
at the Committee for National Cooperative Aquatics meeting 
at Yale University in 1956, when the £ilm was presented to 
the synchronized swimming work group. 
4. Data to look for when evaluating performances. 
The following material, If The script' II includes des-
criptions, comments, criticisms and judges ratings. 
Criteria for the evaluation of.--part I. 
A. THE THREE BASIC POSITIONS: 
I~ 
The tuck position is assumed by drawing knees 
to chest as tightly as possible. Knees and feet 
are together, toes pointed, chin drawn toward knees. 
Description of somersaults: in all somersaults, the 
original starting position is resumed. The stunt 
is executed as close to the surface as possible. Tuck 
po-sition is held as body rotates one revolution. 
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• Examples: 
1. Front Somersault: layout poor, head too high, ~eet out, 
toes not together. Tuck good, body close to surface. 
completion: poor, hips and feet break surface. 
2. Back Somersault: layout poor, tuck good, toe position 
poor, body near sur~ace is good. Completion: knees 
break surfacel feet out, layout poor. 
II PIKE 
"The pike position is assumed by bending the body at 
the hips, legs extended, toes pointed. Description of 
somersaults: the pike position is held while body does 
9ne revolution as close to the surface as possible. 
The original starting position is resumed. 
Examples: 
1. Front ~omersault: layout poor (pike position), 
body near sur~ace satisfactorily. Completion: 
poor, feet slightly apart, head high. 
2. Back Somersault: no layout, ~eet slightly apart in 
execution. completion: layout poor. 
III LAYOUT 
In the l~out position the body is extended, legs 
straight, toes pointed and at the surface of the 
water. The ears are under the surface and the 
chest is rai·sed. Examples: 
1. Torpedo: back layout, arms overhead. Scull to 
propel body toward feet. The head and shoulders sub-
merged is optional. 
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comments; layout poor, head out of body line. Note 
good sculling. completion: arm position unsatisfactory. 
2. Dolphin: from a back layout position, body describes a 
circle, head leading. circle should be as wide as it is 
deep. sculling is optional. Original starting position 
is resumed. Feet and head should follow surface at 
start and finish. 
comments~ layout good, excessive body arch at begin-
ning, feet submerged good depth, completion of circle 
inadequate, arc should be as wide as it is deep. Not 
enough motion. 
3. Shark: on ·side, body arched, top arm overhead in line 
with body. Any portion of a circle may be described 
with body parallel to surface, hip and thigh at the 
surface. 
Comments~ layout poor, body slightly forward and over-
arched, knees bent. Completion: head too high on lay-
out~ 
B. COMBINATIONS OF THE THREE POSITIONS: 
I TUCK AND LAYOUT 
Example: Marlin, bent-knee. A quarter turn with a 
full twist from a back layout position. Bent knee is 
optional. Arms at shoulder level, no· sculling. 
Comments: layout poor, extended leg submerged on 
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quarter turns, feet low. Note good foot position besid~ 
extended leg. 
II PIKE AND LAYOUT 
Example: Ballet Leg, single. From a back layout, one 
foot is drawn to other knee, foot then extended so leg is at 
right angle to body. Leg is raised and lowered so bent 
knee will not come close to chest. ~omments: layout 
satisfactory, ballet leg is over-exte;nded, other leg low, 
slightly bent, knee out. Com?letion: head high. 
III TUCK AND PIKE 
Example: Somersault variation. Just before the back tuck 
revolution is started one leg is extended, keeping knees 
together. Extended leg is re-tucked immediately after 
submerging • 
Comments: layout, tuck good, extended leg not straight, 
knees break surface. Completion: l~out poor. 
C. TWISTS AND TURNS WITH THE THREE POSITIONS: 
II 
1. TUCK AND TURN 
Example: Tub .. 
-
From a back layout position, tuck 
body until thighs are at a right angle to surface, 
lower legs on surface. Revolve once in either 
direction. 
comments: layout position poor, knees slightly high, 
tight tuck is maintained, good sculling action. 
Completion: knees and head high. 
PIKE AND TWIST 
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Porpoise, with full twist. This stunt is described and 
shown in Part II of this film. 
III LAYOUT AND TWIST 
Example: Tailspin. Start in Shark position. Describe 
two revolutions of a spiral with a uniform continuous 
change of body angle until body is in vertical position. 
Stunt is completed when feet submerge. In this varia-
tion, spiral to surface and finish in back layout com-
pletes the stunt. 
Comments: layout poor, body not on side during descent, 
circle maintained, body over-arched on twist. 
·completion: extended arm out of body line, feet apart, 
knees bent. 
D· STROKES 
In the follo·wing stroke sequences the elbow and wrist 
positions should be alike, height and angle of arm lift the 
same. catch and recovery of arms should be simultaneous. 
Head is held high and lift of arms above the surface accent-
uated. swimmers should be facing the same direction. Legs 
should execute standard kick appropriate for arm motions. 
The stroking is done without mu.sical accompaniment. Co:mme)lts 
on execution of these strokes: 
I FRO NT CR..4.WL 
a. straight arm: far swimmer bends elbows. Flutter 
kicks have uneven rhythm and power. ~~rms poorly 
synchronized at the beginning. .. 
I 
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b. Bent arm: angle of elbows and wrists not the same. 
Arms lack synchronization. Kicks uneven in rhythm 
and power. Far· swimmer rolls. 
II. BACK CRAWL 
a. Straight arm: recovery and catch. of arms good. 
Kicking weak, uneven in rhythm. 
b. Bent armr poor angle of elbows and wrists. Not 
synchronized. 
III. BREAST STROKE 
IV. 
Arm lift and wr~st angles differ. Recovery of arms 
not synchronized. Scissors in kicks. 
SIDE STROKE 
Swimmers· not facing same direction, grch of arms 
not alike, kicks unequal in power. 
V. INVERTED BREAST STR.OKE (European Back Stroke) 
Swimmer's body is low, scissors in kick. 
E. COMBINATIONS OF STROKES (HYBRIDS) 
These combinations are samples of ways in which strokes 
may be combined. They are demonstrated for synchronization 
and pattem. Arm lift and angle, kicks and synchronization 
should be observed as for regular stroking. comments on 
hybrid stroking are: 
I BREAST-SIDE-BACK-SIDE-BREAST 
Breast stroke: scissors in kicks. 
Side stroke: good. 
Back crawl: good. 
Side stroke: good. 
Front crawl: catch not synchroniz~d. 
Breast stroke: scissors in kicks. 
II BREAST-SIDE-FRONT 
Breast stroke: catch not simultaneous. 
Side stroke: kicks, catch of ar~ not synchronized. 
Front crawl: recovery and catch of arms poor, kicks 
weak. 
III TWO BREAST-TWO SIDE-TWO BREAST-TWO SIDE 
Breast strokes~ poor kicks (scissors), catch of arms 
off. Heads should face the same direction. 
Side strokes: arm lifts not alike, spacing poor, re-
covery of arms not synchronized. 
F. STROKE COMBINATIONS WITH TWISTS AND TURNS 
I WALTZ CRAWL 
58 ... 
A combination of front and back crawls with a turn 
done on the fourth stroke. very first stroke in 
filmed sequence has been omitted, due to splicing of 
film. Comment: catch of arms on back strokes is not 
sync hro ni zed. 
II GRAPEVINE 
A waltz crawl with a cross -over on the turn. ·(comments: 
recov~ry of arms is not synchronized. Kicks are un-
even, with slight scissors. Arms bend at elbows on 
occasion. 
~II FRONT CRAWL AND CORKS GREW 
The corkscrew is one body revolution starting from a 
layout position, with one arm overhead, the other arm 
used to revolve the body. comments~ catch and re-
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covery of a.rms is poor. !Arm positions are not the same 
during corks crew turn. Kicks are uneven in rhythm and 
power. Total combination lacks synchronization. 
IV FROl\fT CRAWL AND TURN 
ti;omments: arms are not parallel at all timess splash is not 
synchronized. Lift prior to splash is not the sa.me 
height. Note how low the feet are kept between strok-
ing and turn. This enables the swi~rs to stay quite 
close together, but curtails movement through the water 
while stroking. 
Criteria ~or the evaluation of.--PART II 
practice judging ~or Execution in stunts is offered in 
this part. Two swimmers of different abilities perform the 
twelve stunts required in Part I of naris Layson Bullock's 
article.l/ To facilitate the use o~ this film, the stunts 
are divided into three groups, A, Band .c. 
Group A is ~or beginners, Group B is for intermediates 
and Group C is for advanced synchronized swimmers. In Doris 
!/naris Layson Bullock, Op. cit., p. 68. 
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· · ~yson Bullock's article she has the.se stunts divided into .\ 
three groups, but has the same order listed as c, B and A, 
C being the beginner level. 
GROUP A 
I SOMERSAULT, FRONT TUCK DIFFICULTY 1.1 
"In all somersaults, the original starting 
posit.ions are resumed. The stunt is executed 
as close to the surface of the water as possible • 
• • ·A :flront so mer sault is executed from a Iayou t 
position on the face."'l/ 
Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
SiWIMIVJER I 
1. Should start and finish in a front layout. 
2. Loose tuck. 
3. Knees and hips out of water. 4. Lacks :foot extension 
5. Not smoothly executed 4.9 
SWIMMER II 
1. Good basic position. 
2. Knees and feet break surface. 
J. Pause before leg extension. 
4. Feet drop when untucking. 
5. Jerky sculling 
6. Executed below the surface 
II DOLPHIN DIFFICULTY 1. 2 
"A dolphin follows the circumference of a circle. 
1/ Amateur Atfiletic un~on of the U.S., Official Synchronized 
Swimming Handbook, 1956, p. 31. -
6i' 
The Dolphin and all of its modifications start from a . 
layout position on the back, except in the cases of the 
Flying Dolphins. In all modifications except half-
twists and flying dolphins, the original starting posi-
tions are resumed. Feet and head should follow the 
surface of the water at the start and finish of the stunt. 
Sculling throughout the execution of the stunt is optional. ''1/ 
Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
SWIMMER I 
1. Head high on layout. 
2. small, oval circle. 
3. Moved foot first on descent. 
4. Too much arch. 
5. Knees bent. 6. Feet drop under surface at finish 4.1 
S\ITIMMER II 
1. Moved foot first on descent. 
2. First half of' circle vertical. 
3. Feet broke surface. 4. Back not arched. 5. Finished too soon. 
III WATER WHEEL 
11 This stunt is started with the body on its side, 
parallel to the surface of the water. The knees are 
bent toward the chest, and the body turned in a small 
circle with alternating pedaling movements of the legs. 
Position .of the hands is optional, but the body must 
be propelled by legs and f' eet only." 2/ 
SWIMMER I 
1. Body rigid. 
2. Motion fast, too cautious, lacks fluidity. 
3. No ankle flexion md ex tens ion. 
I/ Qp. cit., p. 16. 
g/ Ibid. P• 35 • 
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Judges comments Judges Ra. ting s ' 
SWIWIIER I 
1.. Body rigid. 
2. Motion fast, too cautious, lacks fluidity~ 
3. No ankle flexion and ex-tension. 
4. Not enough reach with feet. 5. Breaks surface with legs. 
6. No finish. ~-.8 
SWIMMER II 
~. Feet not pointed. 
IV PORPOISE, FITLL TWIST 
8.0 
DIFFICULTY1.4 
"The porpoise and all of its modifications are basically 
front surface dives which may be executed in either pike 
or tuck positions. In all the modifications except the 
Flying Porpoises, the starting position is a layout on the 
face. The Flying Forpoises are started in a submerged 
position. All Porpoises are completed upon vertical sub-
mergence of the body •••• 
22b. Porpoise, full twist !/ 
Twist is through 360°. 11 
Judges Comments 
SWIII/IMER I 
1. Splashing, jerky start. 
2. Hips lifted too high. 
Judges Ratings 
3. Over-arched back, motion slow, body drifts on twist. 
4. Knees bent. 5. Descent not straight do~m. 
6. Did not submerge fully on finish. 
7. cut otf stunt. 
8. nAnd yet they gave her an almost satisfactory 
rating t" 4·4 
SWDIIMER I I 
1. Moved foot first on descent. 
2. First half of circle vertical. 
3. Feet break surface. 
. y'op . ci "€. , pp. 28 , 29. 
• 
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4. Back not arched. 
5. Finished too soon. 
GROUP B 
I BALLET LEG DIFFICULTY 1.4 
11 This stunt begins and f'inishe'.d in a layout 
position on the back. One leg remains extended 
with .the toes on the surface of the water as the 
other knee is qrawn toward the cnes t. The leg i.S 
extended to a position perpendi~ular to the sur-
face of the water and returned to the surface with-
out movement of the knee toward the chest through 
the bent knee position. MUltiple extension of the 
leg is optional before the original layout position 
is resumed. The body direction may change during 
the execution of the stunt. Maximum height is 
desirable. The face must remain above the surface 
of the water at all times. "1/ 
Judges Comments 
.SWIMMER I 
1. Execution fast. 
2. Le .. ~ angle beyond 90°. 
3. Slight knee bend. 
4· Brings knee down to chest. 
5. Foot not beside knee. 
SWIMIVJER II 
Judges Ratings 
1. very strong sculling. Note high chest position. 
2. Wiggle in knee at beginning, lifted knee. 
3. Beautiful extension, held too long. 4. Slight overextension. 
?· Brought knee down to chest. 7.9 
II LOG ROLLING DIFFICULTY 1.5 
11 This stunt is executed from a layout position on the 
face or back, with the arms extended overhead. The stunt is 
yop. cit., p. 12. 
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completed after at least one body straight revolution, ~ 
parallel to the surface of the water, has been executed ••• 
Two or more body revolutions are made in one direction. 
The :rolls are repeated in the opposite direction.''l/ 
Judges Connnent s Judges Ratings 
s:nl\WIER I 
1. Negative motion, hips lead. 
2. Had body help. 
3. One elbow bent. 
4. Feet sink, drop off body line. 
5. Poor finish. 
SWIMMER II 
1. Very controlled. 
2. Feet drop off body line. 
J. Drifted ( 11Everybody drifts 1") 4. Excellent finish. 
III CATALINJl. DIFFICULTY 1. 6 
"This stunt is started from the extended position of 
a ballet leg. The body is rotated and submerged while 
the ballet leg remains extended in the air and the body 
assumes the vertical position of the porpoise. The 
other let, which is still parallel to the surface of the 
water, is brought to the vertical leg before submersion 
of the ankles. The ballet leg remains vertical through-
out. Height is desirable. The stunt is completed on 
submergence of the feet. 11 2/ 
. -
Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
SWIMMER I 
1. Fast, jerky rhythm. 
~ No pause before submerging. 
J. Knees bent, body over-arched. 4. Leg wavers on turn, no height. 
5. l'ifot finished. 
S"WIMMER II 
1. Slight bob on turn. 
~r/ op. -cit., p.p. 26, 21 
2/ Ibid., P• 14 
2. Pause on tu~n. 
3. Excellent body control. 
4· Rhythm good. 
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IV DOLPHIN, FOOT FIRST DIFFICULTY 1.7 
ttThis stunt is started and finished in a lay-
out position on the back. With feet leading, the 
body traverses the circumference of a circle. The 
feet and head should follow the surface of the 
water at the start and finish of the stunt. "Y 
Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
SWIMMER I 
1. Irregular speed. 
2. Knees bent. 
3. Circle not round. 
4. Body surfaces at an angle. 5. Sculling and feet break surface. 
6. Feet sink at finish 4. 9 
SWIMlVIER II 
1. Dunks up and down with arms • 
2. oreak in circle at submersion. 
3. Pause before submersion. 4. Body drops straight down, circle not rounded. 
5. Feet break surface. 
6. ·:gven Rhythm. 8o8 
GROUP C 
I BALEET IiEGS, DOUBLE DIFFICULTY 1. 7 
"Both legs are bent and ex.tended simultaneously. 11?/ 
Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
SWDJLMER I 
1. weak sculling. 
2. Knees bent, toes not extended. 
3. Sinks before finish. 
4• Not completed. 
!7'op. cit., p. 12. 
,Yibid., P. 15. 
., 1.0 
\; . 
8 
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SVIJIMMER II 
1. Strong sculling, under hips. 
2. Head back (excellent). 
3. Pause before extension of le§S· 
4. Extension slightly beyond 90 • 
5. Good control 8.9 
II CRANE DIFFICULTY 1.8 
nThis stunt is started from the extended leg 
position of the Ballet leg. Maintaining this position, 
the trunk is lowered backward until it is in a vertical 
position, with the extended leg out of the water and the 
ballet leg just under the surface of the water and at 
right angles to the body. A hal.f turn is executed, and 
the legs are brought together. A half twist is then 
executed, and the body propelled to the surface feet 
first as in a foot first dolphin •••• The stunt is finish-
ed in a layout position on the back."!/ 
Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
SWIMMER I 
1. 
2. 
Body over-arched, knees.l bent. 
Angle of legs not 90°. 
3. Poor control and drift on twist. 4. Feet submerged, head high at finish. 4.0 
SWIMMER II 
1. Good body position. 
2. Leg parallei to surface. 
3. Angle of legs at 90°. 4. Slight waver when legs are brought together. 5. Head and shoulders seem to be over-arched 
during twis t. 
6. Slight pike to body. 
7. Speedy. 8 • 7 
III PENDULUM (WITH REVERSE) DIFFICULTY 1. 9 
"The pendulum is executed from a layout position on 
the back or face. The body is swung straight through a 
semi-circle to arrive at the opposite layout position. 
No sculling is allowed. Arms are straight throughout •••• 
The original starting position is resumed through reverse 
,,'1 
~ 1/op. c(§., p. 15. 
lfl/ 
Motion. -
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Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
SWIMMER I 
1. No starting position. 
2. Jerky rhythm. 
3. Body over-arched. 4. Incomplete first half, heels do not surface. 5. Sculled on reverse, uses body aid. 
6. Feet not on surface at finish. 3.6 
SWilVIMER I.I 
1. starting position excellent. 
2. Slight pike to body on first half. 
J. Head. out of body line: head back. 
Lj_. Good finish 8. 7 
IV DOLPHIN, FOOT FIRST, BENT KNEE, FULL TWIST DIFFICULTY 
~.o 
n ••• In !DOlphins with twists, the arch is broken to 
allow perpendicular twists. The arch is re-~ssumed as 
the Dolphin is completed. Feet and head should follow 
the surfice of the water at the start and finish of the 
stunt. n2 
nTwist is through 360°. 3/ 
Judges Comments Judges Ba tings 
SWIMIVJER I 
weak sculling. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 5. 
Late knee bend, extended leg not straight. 
Body over-arched, high, bobbing, off balance, 
drifting on twist. 
Feet submerged at finish. 
Poor timing through execution. 3.2 
SWIMMER II 
1. 
2. 
J. 
Raises hands and head at entry. 
straight. body on twist •. 
Excellent timing 
1/0p. cit., pp. 27, 28. 
2/Doris Layson Bullock, Op.cit.,p. 77. 
3/ ~~ateur Athletic Union of the U.s., Qp. cit., p. 
8.9 
20. 
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Criteria for the evaluation of.---PART III 
The description of this routine is found on the score 
sheet that is used for practice judging with this part of the 
film, the dust •. 
Routine title: nstardust Mambo • .n 
Music: nstardust Mam.bo. 11 l.pc-0075 (erLW-5879) 
J"udges comments Judges Ratings 
l. Entrance fair. 
2. Arms have good synchronization to each other. 
3. Shark is good. 
4. Kip is good. 5. Marlin not synchronized. 
6~ Routine synchronization fair, good in places. 
7. Execution of stunts deficient to satisfactory. 
46.5 
·erit er ia for the evaluation of.--- PART IV 
This routine is performed by five swimmers of different 
abilities. It is judged for Execution and Style. 
RQutine title: 11 Autumn Leaves. rt 
Music and Labels ttAutumn Leaves11 Roger Williams, Kapp K-116X 
SWIMMER I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
J"udges Comments J"udges Ratings 
starting position: weak. 
Dolphin: knees bent, slow descending. 
Front and back crawl variations: Kicking weak. 
Kip: knees bent, body not vertical on submersion. 
swordfish: jerky rhythm, poor foot control. 
Porpoise: overthrow of legs. 
Shark, Figure Eight~ knees bent, poor hand 
positions. 
Catalina: too deep, body surfaces at sn a~le. 
Total routine: lacKS smoothness, spacing is 
poor, design weak. EXecution 3.9 
style 3.7 
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Judges rcomments Judges Ratings 
SWI1V!MER II 
1. Dolphin: too shallow 
2. Back crawl variation~ execution poor. 
3. Front crawl variation: scissors in kick. 
~-· :swordfish: propulsion poor. 5. Submarine change variation: body angled. 
6. Ballet leg~ late, angle beyond 90°. 
7· catalina: fair. 
8. Dolphin, Foot F~rst: slow starting, angle to 
body. 
9. Total routine: some choppy.parts, space 
coverage is weak. 
Execution 4.8 
style 4.5 
SWIMMER III 
1. Dolphin: incomplete. 
2. crawl variations: kicking weak, poor space 
coverage. 
3.· ·Kip: feet apart, body not quite straight. 
4. Swordfish: body angle. 
5. Shark, Figure Eight: n9t on side .• 
6. Side strokes: slow, not well synchronized. 
7. Catalina: balance poor. 
8. Dolphin, Foot First: slow on descent. 
9. Total routine: synchronizat.ion good, some 
parts choppy, spacing fair. 
Execution 
Style 
SWilVIMER IV 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
En try: feet apart. 
Dolphin: feet sink, ankles not together. 
.Shark, Figure Eight: knees bent, legs apart, 
not complete. 
Total routine: space coverage weak, not 
synchronized. Execution 
Style 
SWIMMER V 
1. Entry: sidewise, body bent. 
2. Total routine: good space design, excellent 
execution. 
Execution 8. 3 
style 7. 7 
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Criteria for the evaluation of.--- PART V 
The descriptions of the routines listed here are shown 
on the judges grading sheets for part v, Free Composition. 
I Routine title: nvoodoo 11 • 
Music and label: 11Voodoo Suitett RCA Victor LPM-·1101 
.Judges Comments Judges Ratings 
1. Arm movement: interesting. 
2. Log roll: · body at angle. 
3. Dolphin variation: legs bent. 
4. Total routine: execution and synchronization fair 
to good; composition interesting with good varia-
tion. 
II Routine title : "The swan" 
Music s.nd label: "The swan11 
Judges Comments 
1. Hand movenents: good. 
Execution 
:composition 
Showmanship 
20.2 
10.0 
10.9 
St. Saens 
.Judges Ratings 
2. catalina: foot control, excellent. 
Exe·cution 
Composition 
Showmanship 
33.4 
17.5 
17.5 
CHARTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE ASSOCIAT·ED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FILM 
1. Judges selection and obtaining data. 
The five judges who rated the swimmers during the fiLming 
session were selected for their training and knowledge of synch-
ronized swimming. Two are members of the Women's National 
Aquatic Forum, two had come to the Boston area from the Mid~ 
West and had previous synchronized swimming judging experience. 
Four were members of the Boston Board of Off~cials Swimming 
Committee. 
Copies of the following instructions were mailed to the 
judges approximately three weeks before May 15, 1956: 
The purpose of t~is tilm is to provide a tool to be used 
. 
in the training of judges in women's competitive synchronized 
swimming. 
Part I 
This is a demonstration of the basic stunt and stroke 
positions, combinations of the same, with twists and turns 
added. 
Part II 
Practice in judging execution of twelve .required stunts, 
comparing swimmers of two levels of abilitye Rating 
range from 0 to 10. 
- 7l ... 
• 
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Part III 
Practice in judging a duet for execution and synchroni-
zation. Rating range from 0 to 10 each for execution 
and synchronization. 
Part IV 
Practice in judging swimmers of five levels of ability 
doing the sam~ routine for comparative judgement. Judging 
of execution and style. This routine is done to "Autumn 
Leaves" and needs to be judged once for composition. AAU 
type of marking will be used, as suggested in the NSGWS 
Guide. 
Part V 
Free Composition. Practice in judging two rQutines, two 
solos for execution, style, composition, synchronization, 
showmanship. 
Rating Procedures: 
Part II EXECUTION 
Part III 
Excellent 
Good 
Satisfactory 
Deficient 
Unsatisfactory 
Failed: 
9""' 10. 
7""' 8 
5 ~ 6 
3 ~ 4 
1- 2 
0 
Execution and synchronization of stunts with each other 
75 points. Synchronization of action with music 25 points. 
Each of the five stunts gets 15 points. 
This method is to be used for rating the duet: 
Part IV 
Unsatisfactory 
Deficient 
Satisfactory 
Good 
Excellent 
1.6 ""' 7 
7.5 "" 12 
12.5 ... 17 
17 .. 5 =' 22 
~2 .. 5 ... 25 
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Execution: performance of figures, stunts, strokes, synch= 
ronization with each other and with music. 0 to 10 pointe. 
Style: construction of routine, interpretation of music 
by use of figures, stunts, strokes for showing pattern, 
manner of presentation, spectator appeal. 0 to 10 points. 
0 
Part V Free Composition 
Failed 
Unsatisfactory 
Deficient 
Satisfactory 
Good 
Excellent 
1 =~2f 5 "" 6 
7 ... 82 
9 "" 10 
Execution 0 to 40 points. 
Compo.sition 0 to 20 points. 
Synchronization 0 to 20 points. 
Showmansblp 0 to 20 points. 
The judges grading sheets used for this project are the 
same as the Amateur Athleti~ Union competition forms. 
The five judges were placed at different locations around 
the area of the pool being used. This practice is consistent 
with current judging procedures at diving .and synchronized 
swimming meets. 
Selection of the judges of the film was done through con-
tacts with the Committee for National Cooperative Aquatics., 
M-iss Gos.s was located near Boston, so rated the film one after-
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noon. A recorder marked her scores and comments as the film 
was being shown. She was instrumental in having the film pre~ 
sented to the synchronized sw1mming ~ork group at the Fall meet-
ing of the Committee for National Cooperative Aquatics at Yale 
in 1956. This group rated the film, compared scores and com-
ments with the script. A tape recorder was used at this session 
so all comments were obtained for incorporation in the scripte 
The two people whose ratings would become part of the official 
record for this project were asked prior to this session. The 
film, its form and purpose, was explained to this group, the 
session was conducted the way a regular training session would 
have been. Many excellent suggestions came from thia group con-
cerning organization of judges training sessions and ~ve been 
incorporated into this project. 
The Test Group was selected from a group of Greater Boston 
swimmers wbo would qualify for a course of training as judges 
of women's competitive synchronized swimming. The rating sess-
ion for this group was held in.Boston after all other data had 
been secured and compiled for this thesis. 
; 
2. Comp1lation of Data. 
For Parts II, III and IV, scores of the Judges in Group I 
were recorded on a master score sheet, the highest and lowest 
scores crossed off and the remainder averaged. Scores of the 
judges in Group II were recorded on a master score s~eet·and 
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averaged. The following statistics for Parts II, III and IV 
for Judges are composed ot the three remaining scores for 
Group I and the three scores for Group II. These six scores 
are tabled and averaged and listed as "Judges ratings. 11 For 
Part V, Free Composition, all the judges scores are use~ and 
averaged, in accordance with Federation Internationale de 
Natation Amateur grading procedures. 
All of these statistics were computed prior to the session 
with the Test Group, enabling them to comp~e their scores 
immediately after they had judged the f11m. 
An average of all Test Group scores·was taken and used, 
for comparison of individual scores with Judges ratings is 
impractical for this work. Test Group averages are compared 
with the Judges ratings. 
3. Use of the data. 
A. Part II, execution of the twelve stunts. 
The six judges scores and averages are sbown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Comparison of Judges Ratings and Averages tor Part IIe 
_ St(uht,s · . ~--v • ''"·Judges Rat1n~s Average .. 
(l) ! {;2) \ '5 )) \4) ( 5) ( 6} (7} (8) 
I 
GROUP A l 
1. Somersault, Front Tuck 
Swimmer I 4.0 6.0 6.5 3.5 5.,0 4.0 4.,9 
Swimmer II ,. 8.5 '7.0 9.5 5.,0 6.0 7.0 7.2 
-
. 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 1. · (concluded) 
Stunts JudgfJS Ratin~ s Average 
(1) (2) (3) {4) l5l (6} l71 (8) 
2. Dolphin 
Swimmer·! 5.,5 4.,0. 4 .. 0 3.0 5.0 3 .. 0 4.1 
Swimmer II 9.0 9.0 9.5 5 •. 0 6.0 5.0 7.2 
3. Waterwheel 
Swimmer I 5.5 5.0 5 .. 0 4.0 6e0 3.0 4.8 
Swimmer II 9.6 9.,6 9.0 6.,0 . 6.,0 8o0 8.o 
4., Porpoise, Full Twist 
Swimmer I 5.,0 5 .. 0 5.0 3.0 5 ... 0 3 • .0 4.4 
Swimmer II 9.0 9e0 9.5 7.,0 8.,0 s.o 8.6 
GROUP B 
5. .Ballet Leg, Single 
,Swimmer I 5.,0 5,.0 6.5 4 ... 5 5.,0 3.0 4 .. 9 
Swimmer II 8.,5 9.0 10.0 6.5 s.o 7.,0 7 •. 9 
s. Log Rolling 
Swimmer I 2.0 4.0 . 3.0 5.0 5.0 4 •. 0 3.9 
Swimmer II 6.5 8.5 8.,5 a.o 8.,0 8.o 7.9 
7. Catalina 
Swimmer I 6 .. 5 4.5 2 .. 5 4.0 4.0 3.,0 4.1 
Swimmer II 9.,6 9.,.5 9.5 8.5 8.o a.o 8.9 
a. Dolphin, Foot Firat 
Swimmer I s:5 6 .. .0 4,.0 4.,0 4 .. 0 5.0 4.9 
Swimmer II 10.,0 9 •. 0. 9.5 a.o 7.0 9.0 a.a 
GROUP 0 
9., Ballet Legs, Double 
Swimmer I 1.0 3.0 o •. o 1 ... 0 0.,0 1 •. o 1 • .0 
Swimmer II 9.5 9 •. 0 10_.0 8.o 8.o 9.0 8.9 
10. Crane 
Swimmer I 4 •. 5 5.0 3.5 3.0 6.0 3.0 4.0 
Swimmer II 9.0 9.0 9.5 7.5 a.o 9o0 8.7 
11. Pendulum with reverse 
Swimmer I 4~0 4.0 4.5 3.0 4.,0 2 .. 0 3.6 
Swimmer II 9·.5 8.5 10~0 7.0 7 .. 0 10.0 8.7 
12., Dolphin; Foot First 
Bent Knee, Full Twist 
Swimmer I 5.0 3.,0 3.0 3.0 3 •. o 2.0 3.2 
.Swimmer II 9.5 a.o 9.5 8.5 a.o 10.,0 a •. ~ 
-
. 
The next table lists Judges and Test Group point difference 
and percentage rating comparisons, by averages, for Part II. 
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The majority of Test Group ratings are higher than those of 
the judges. The range of difference is from minus 3.3 to 
plus 3.9, a fairly wide range for point differences. (.5 
is the normal range allowed for differences .for National Sec-
tion dt Girls and Women's Sports form swimming events.) The 
percentage differences vary from 0 to 5~%. The percentag~s 
in Table 2 are based on the Judges ratings. In G~oup C of 
stunts, the majority of Test Group scores are lower for 
Swimmer II than the Judges ratings. 
Table 2. Point Difference an~ Percentage Comparison of the 
Judges Ratings and Test Group Ratings for Part II. 
Stunts Judges Test Point . Pe.rcentage Group Difference Difference 
(1) \~} (3) (4} (0) 
GROUP A 
. . Somersault, Front Tuck 
Swimmer I 4~9 6,8 +1.9 39% 
Swimmer II ·7.2 B.l + .9 13 
Dolphin 
Swimmer I 4.1 6o.5 + 2.4 26 
Swimmer II 7.2 9.1 1.9 26 
Waterwheel 
. Swimmer I 4.8 5.3 .• 5 10 
Swimmer II 8.o 9.1 1.1 14 
Porpoise, Full Twist 
Swimmer I 4.4 3.4 ~1.0 =23 
Swimmer II 8.6 8.o = .6 
- 7 
GROUP B . 
Ballet Leg, Single 
Swimmer I 4.9 5 •. 5 .6 12 
Swimmer II 7.9 9.3 ls4 18 
Log Rolling 
Swimmer I 3.9 5.6 1.7 44 
Swimmer II 7.9 9.5 1.6 20 . 
(concluded on next ~age) 
0 
0 
0 
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Table 2. (concluded) 
Stunts Judges Test Point · Percentage Group Difference ,Difference 
ll} l2} .l3J (4) • ( 5) 
Catalina 
4:1 Swimmer I 4.2 ~l 2 
Swimmer II 8.,9 9.3 .4 4 
Dolphin, Foot First . 
Swimmer I 4.9 7.0 3.9 .80 
Swimmer II 8.8 7.7 -1.1 ~:t2 
GROUP 0 
Ballet Legs, Double . 
Swimmer I 1.0 1.4 ~ '14 40 
Swimmer II 8.9 8.,7 ~'f' •. 2 .... 2 
Crane 
Swimmer I 4.0 4 .• 0 0 0 
Swimmer II 8.7 7.0 -1..7 -20 
Pendulum with reverse 
Swimmer I 3.6 4.4 .a 22 
Swimmer II 8.7 5.4 -3.3 -38 
Dolphin, Foot First, 
5ent Knee, Full Twist 
Swimmer I 3.2 6.4 3.~ 1.00 
Swimmer II 8.9 9.5 ~6 7 
Table 3 shows the difference between the Judges ratings 
for Swimmer I and Swimmer II. The point difference ranges 
from 2 •. 3 to 7. 9 in ravor of Swimmer II. ·The judge~ rated 
' Swimmer II at least 50% better than Swimmer I in all ·but the 
first stunt. The percentages range from 47% to 790%. All 
percentages are based on ratings for Swimmer I in the next 
three tables. 
• 
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Table 3. Judges Point Difference and Percentage Comparison 
of Stunts by Swimmer I and Swimmer II. 
Stunts \Swimmer Swimmer Point Percentage , I II Di.fference Difference 
(].) (2) . (3) (4) (5) 
GROUP A 
Somersault,Front 
Tuck 4.9 7.2 2.-3 47 
Dolphin 4.1 7.~ 3.1 76 
'Waterwheel 4.8 8.o 3.2 67 
~orpoi$e, Full Twist 4."4 8.6 4.2 96 
GRGU~ B 
7;9 Ballet Leg, Single 4.9 3.0 61 
~og Rolling 3.9 7.9 4.0 103 Qatalina 4.1 8.9 4 •. 8 117 
Dolphin, Foot First 4.9 8.8 3.9 80 
GROUP 0 
Ballet Legs, Double 1.0 8 •. 9 7 ... 9 790 
Crane 4.0 8.7 4.7 118 
Pendulum with reverse 3.,6 8.7 5.1 141 
~olphin, Foot First, 
.. 
Bent Knee, Full Twist 3.2 8.9 5 .. 7 178 
~able 4 shows the difference between Test Group scores 
for Swimmer I and S~immer ~I. The point difference by ~he 
Test Group ranges from .7 to 7.3 in favor of· Swimmer II. The 
p·ercentages range from 10% to 522%. 
Table· 4. Test Group Point Difference and Percentage Compari-
son of Stunt Ratings for Swimmer I and Swimmer I~. 
Stunts Swimmer Swimmer Point Percentage I II Difference Difference 
(1} l2J (3) (4) (5) 
, 
GROUP A 
Somersault, Front 
Tuck 61.8 a.~ 1.3 19 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 4. (concluded) 
Stunts J Swi~mer Swimmer Point Percentage II Dii"ferenc.e Difference 
(1) ( 2) (3) (4) (5) 
Dolphin 6.5 9 .. 1 2.6 40 
Waterwheel 5.3 9.,1 3 .. 8 72 
Porpoise, Full Twist 3.4 8 • .o 4 .. 6 135 
GROUP B 
Ballet Leg, Single 5. 5 9.3 3.8 69 
Log Rolling 5.6 9.,5 3.9 70 
Catalina 4.2 9.,3 5.,9 121 
Dolphin, Foot First 7.0 7.7 .. 7 10 
GROUP C 
Ballet Legs, Double 1.,4 8.7 7 .. 3 522 
Crane 4.0 7.,0 3.0 75 
Pendulum with reverse 4.4 5.4 1.0 23 
Dolphin, Foot First, 
Bent Knee, Full Twist 6.4 9.5 3 •. 1 49 
Table 5 lists the point and percentage differences be-
tween Table 3 and Table 4., In comparing point differences, 
note that. the Waterwheel; Porpoise, Full Twist; Log Rolling; 
Catalina; Ballet Legs, Double figures for both groups are 
witlun the .5 range of agreement. All. comparison~ agree 
. 
that Swimmer I is half as good as Swimmer II~ 
Table 5. Comparison of Point and Percentage Differences of 
Judges and Test Gro~p Ratings for Part II .. 
Stunt.s Point Difference Percentage Difference Judges T.est Group Judges Test Group 
Jl) _\2·) (3) (4) (5] 
GROUP A 
Somersault, Front 
1~3 Tuck 2.3 47 19 
. e (concluded on ne.xt page) 
• 
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Table 5~~~ ( conclud~d) 
Stunts Point Dif.f.erence Percentage Diffe~ence 
,Judges .Test Group Judges Test Group 
{l)' ( 2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
Eolphin 3.1 2.,6 76 40 
Waterwheel 3.2 3.8 67 72 
Porpoise, Full Twist 4.2 4.6 96 135 . 
GROUP B 
Ballet Leg, S,ingle. 3.0 3.a 61 69 
Log Rolling 4.0 3.9 103 70 
Catalinp. 4.8 5.,1 117 122 
Dolphin• Foot First 3.9 .7 80 10 
GROUP 0 
Ballet ·Legs, Double 7.9 7.3 790 522 
Crane 4 .. 7 3.0 118 75 
~endulum with reverse5.1 1.0 141 23 . 
P.olphin1 Foot Firstt Bent Knee, Full Tlf~St5. 7 3.1 178 49 
. I 
Ra~ing differences for Part II indicate the tendency of 
novice judges to give lower scores than experienced judges • 
. 
Test Group ratings are closer to judges ratings in Part II, 
which indicates a better understanding of stunt execution 
than for the routines which follow. 
B. Part III, t~e duet judged for Execution and Style. 
Table 6 shows the six judge.s ratings and averages., 
Table 6. Comp~ison of Judges Ratings for Part III. 
Routine Judges Ratings Average 
Jl1 (2) (3) (4) (5J 16J 17 (81 
Duet: "Stardust Mambo" 
Exec~tion and Style 55 45 47 34 48 50 4s.e 
0 
0 
0 
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Table 7 shows that the rating of Test Group is 5.9 hig~r 
than the Judges ratings, or 8%. The highest possible score is 
75.. Ju~ges rated the routine 62%, while Test Group rated it 70%. 
Table 7. Point and Percentage Difference Comparison of Judges 
and T~st Group Ratings •. 
Routine Judges Test Point Percentage Grout> Difference .Difference 
(1) 
_(21 r) (3) (4) (:;{5) ·~ 
Duet.: 11 Stardust Mambo t 46.5 52.4 5.9. . '~ 8% f -\., 
The next table shows the comparison of ratings, compared 
to the total possible score, between the Judges and Test Group. 
Table a. Percentage Difference of Judges and Test Group 
Ratings in Relation to Total Possible Score. 
Routine Ratings Total. r--¥ercentage Possible Score Difference 
(1) (2) (3) {~) 
Duet: 11 Stardust Mambo 11 \1" ... l"" 
Judges· 46.5 75 t ~. 62~ ~ ~ 
Test Group 52.4 75 70'% 
C. Part IV, "Autumn Leaves, 11 solo performed by five swimmers. 
The statistics compiled show rating and percentage diff-
erences between five .swimm·ers for Execution .and for Style. 
The swimmers were chosen to perform in the following catagoriss: 
Unsatisfactory 
Deficient 
Satisfactory 
Good 
Very good 
i to ui point-s 3 ~0 4 II 
5 to 6 11 
7 to 82 11 • 
9 to ~0 " 
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. 
In Table 9·the actual execution and style point$ range 
from Deficient to Good. ~ee of these performances are in 
the Deficient range for Execut.ion, four are in the Deficient 
ran~~ for Style. Three contributing factors for this were: 
a last minute substitution for the "Unsatis~actory" swimmer, 
the long, strenuous dar of Swimmer V and the unfamiliarity 
of Swimmers IV and V with this routine. · 
Table 9. _ Comparison of J.udges Ratings for Part IV. 
Routine Judg-es Rat1n~s Average (2} (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
11Autumn Leaves" 
EXECUTION 
Swimmer I 4.5 4.5 5'1'0 3.0. 4.0 2.0 3.9 
Swimmer II 5.,5 6.0 5.5 4 .. 0 4.5 3.0 4.8 
Swimmer III 5.5 5.5 5.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.,5 
Swimmer IV 4.5 6.5 6.5 5 .. 5 4 .. 8 4.0 5.,3 
Swimmer V 8.o 9.0 9.0. 8.5 7.0 8.o 8 .. 3 
STYLE 
Swimmer I 4.0 4.5 4.,5 4,.0 4.,0 1.0 3.7 
Swimmer II 5.0 5.0 6.5 4.0 4.5 2.0 4.,5. 
Swimmer III 5.0 5.5 6.0 5.0 5.,0 1.,0 4,.6 
Swimmer IV 4.0 4.o0 6.0 6.0 5.2 3.0 4.,7 
Swimmer V 8.o 8.0 7.0 8.o 8.o 7.0 '1.7 
Table 10 shows t~at Test Group scores ranged from .9 to 
.. 
1.4 for execution; from .4 to 1.6 for style, higher than the 
Judges ratings. These ratings indicate the swimmers ability 
range to be from Deficient to Very Good, with three swimmers 
in the Satisfactory range, for both Execution and Style. The 
percentages are based on the Judges ratings and show Test Group 
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ratings to range from 16% to 29% higher for execution; 9% 
to 4~ higher for style. This marks a.wider disagreement on 
style than executi~n. 
Table 10. Point and Percentage Difference Comparison of 
Judges and Test Group Ratings for Part IV. 
Routine ·~ Test Point Percentage Judges Gro® Difference Difference ,. (l) t (2) ( 3) J4j_ J5) 
11Autumn Leaves" : 
EXECUTION 
Swimmer X 3.9 4 .. 8 ~9 23% 
Swimmer II 4 .. 8 6,2 1.4 29 
Swimmer I'II 4.5 5.4 .9 20 
SWimmer· IV 5.3 6.7 1.2 23 
Swimmer V 8.3 9.6 1.3 16 
STYLE 
Swimmer I 3.7 4.4 o7 19 
Swimmer II 4.,5 6.1 1..6 37 
Swimmer III 4.6 5.0 .,4 9 
Swirm~u~r IV 4.7 6.2 1.5 32 
Sw1mm~r V 7.7 9.3 
' 
1.6 2i 
D. Part V, Free Compo sd;t-ion.~ '.two~ solo pertorman:ees .. · ., ·.,. 
. . 
These solos were rated for .Execution, Composi.tion and 
Showmanship. Style is included in Composition. Execution is 
rated on the basis of 0 to 40 1 the others qn the basis of 0 
to 20. Comparison of these two solo ratings show the routine~ 
"The Swan" to be rated twice as high as "Voodoo. II Mrs. Gund-
l1ng won her first Amateur Athletic Union Outdoor Solo ChamP-
.. 
ionship with this routine. This would suggest judgment of the 
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routines for this project to be fairly valid.. This compari-
son is shown in Table 11. 
~able 11. Comparison of Judges Ratings for Part v. 
Routine Jufu es Ratings . Average 
{1) {2) {3) (4 {5 {6) {7) (8) (9) (101 
11Voodoo" f=: 
Execution 20 25 20 ~22- 23 22 25 7 20.2 
Composition 5 10 10 18 14 10 10 10 10.0 (&·Style) 
i1e Showmanship J.O 10 9 10 13 10 12 10.9 
-t--
"The swan" ..-
Execution 39 35 40 --ag 37 34 35 17 33.,4 
Composition 20 15 20 .19 18 17 15 15 ~7:5. (& Style) r'-"-
Showmanship 20 19 20. ~20 
1--
19 18 18 12 17.5 
Table 12 shows ratings and point and percentage differences 
between Judges and Test Group. Test Group scores are higher 
and range from 1.1. to 6.4. This group rated Execution 6.1 
and 6.4 higher than·the judges for these routines. This would 
suggest that mo~~ tr~ining for judging execution in a routine 
is needed., The lower rating by the Test Group of "Voodoo" !or 
composition was ihfluenced by their dislike for the music~ 
making their ratings subjective. 
The percentage comparisons in Table 12 were based on the 
Judges ratings. For 13 Voodoo" the Teat Group percentages range_ 
from -11% to 49%. The 49% and 14% differences for Showmanship 
indicate a need for further education and training of judge-
ment in this speci~ie area. 
• 
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'!'able 12. Point and Percent-age Difference Comparison of 
Ratings by Judges and Test Group for Part v. 
.Routine Judges Test J?oint Percentage Group Difference Difference 
_(l) (21 (3) (4) _(6J 
"Voodoo" 
Execution 20 .. 2 26.6 6.4 32 
Composition 10.0 8.9 -l..l -11 
Sho\oJmanship 10.9 16.2 5,..3 49 
11 The Swan" 
Execution 33.4 39.5 6.1 18. 
Composition 17.5 19.8 2~3 13 
Showmanship 17,.5 19.9 2 .. 4 14 
4. Summaries and conclusions. 
When Part II of the film was presented to the Women•s 
National Aquatic Forum, Hollywood Beach, Florida in 1956~ 
comparison of scores by judges from all parts of the Country 
showed Swimmer II to be at least 50% better than Swimmer I in 
eight of the twelve stupts. This corresponds with the oBta 
compiled for this project. 
Use of the film at National Aquatic School, Camp Kiwanee; 
. , 
the American Red Cross Water Safety Instructor weekend re= 
'fresher course at Indiantown .Gap, Pennsylvania; the YWCA. in 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, the YWCA in Manchester, N. H., indi-
cates the value of Part II incorporated into the training of 
synchronized swimmers. Leaders of these groups felt that 
their students were not ready to judge routines until they 
had gained more basic experience in synchronized swimming. 
• 
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.Data which was collected from these groups for the Autho:r 1 s 
information (but not tor incorporation in this work) are in-
complete concerning routines. 
The major conclusion drawn from this study is that indivi= 
duaL ratings, however varied, agree with the overall fact that 
Swimmer I is half as good as Swimmer It in Part II, more 
specific training is needed in how to Judge complete routines~ 
0 
0 
0 
A. Summaries 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS 
Competitive synchronized swimming started in 1940 with 
rules being published in 1941, revised periodically since then. 
ln 1953, the Conference for National Cooperative Aquatics ex-
pressed the need for experienced judges from the local to the 
national level. This group also expressed the need for suit= 
able materials, such as films, for the use in training these 
Judges. The problem stated.--To provide a film to _be used in 
the training of jUdges for women's competitive synchronized 
swimming, accompanied by a descriptive script. At the present 
writing, there are three films available sho~ing stunts an~ 
routines. Loop films and a set of slides are now available 
showing basic body positions for all stunts, and stunts. 
The six books available pertaining to synchronized swim-
m-ing are reviewed in Chapter II. The oldest, 11Rhythmic Swim-
ming11 by Katharine Whitney Curtis was published in 1942. The 
latest, "Aquatic Art" by Peg Seller and Beulah Gundlj,ng, was 
published in 1957. Rulebooks reviewed are: the 110fficial 
Aquatics, Synchronized Swimming, Wirtter Sports & Outings 
Acticities Guide for 1955-1957," of the National Section for 
Girls and Women's Sports; the 110ff1cial Synchronized Swimming 
.:. 88 .... 
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Handbook" of the Amateur Athletic Union of the u .. s .. for 1955; 
the "Federati9n lnternationale De Natation Amateur 1953-1956~ 
Rules and Laws governing Swimming, Diving and lfater Polo. ts · 
Institute reports are: "Conference for National Cooperation . 
i~ Aquatics Report, 195311 and ttwomen 1 s National Aquatic Forum 
Report, 1955, 1956, 1957., 11 Periodicals presenting arti·cles on 
synchronized swimming are: the "Journal of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation, 11 "Beach & Pool, 11 (now known as 
ttswimming Pool Age 11 ), "Recreation Magazine, 11 "Synchronized 
Swimmer." 
The procedures used in developing the film show that the 
~ 
film was created to give practice in judging Execution, Synch-
ronization (of two swimmers), Style, Composition and Showman• 
ship. Part I of the film w~s designed to give novice judges 
an opportunity to review basic materials necessary for the 
creation of stunts, hybrid strokes and routines. Also to give 
a better understanding of how to help develop a critical judging 
approach. The remainder of the film, divided into parts, gives 
opportunities to develop judging skill in the specific areas 
listed above, Style, Execution, Synchronization, CompositionJ 
Showmanship. 
The Outline presented in the National Section for Girls 
and Women's Sports Aquatics Guide, July 1955-1957, by Doris 
Layson Bullock was based on the opinions of local leaders of 
synchronized swimming, the current trend of revision of Amateur 
• 
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Athletic Union rules and the quality of the nation-wide study 
prior to publication of this article. 
The selection of performers for the film, a thumb-nail 
sketch of their training and place of training are included 
in Chapter III. The influence judging played on the develop-
ment of this film was a prime concern throughout the planning 
of the total problem. Selection of performers and judges was 
also affected by Judging. The selection of operating personnel 
and a description of the procedures followe~ during the final 
filming are given. The time:.needed for experimental filming, 
plus technical results of the experimentation are included in 
the last part of Chapter'III. 
Material for the person conducting a clinic, or working 
with this film, was compiled as a self-contained unit to 
accompany the film and iS referred to earlier in this work as 
"the script." The content of this chapter· includes: use of 
the film in developing judges, specific recommendations for 
how to use the film for beginner and advanc~d judgea and what 
to watch for in each section o~ the film. The grading sheets 
are explained, grading techniques quoted, and copies of grading 
sheets for each section of the film are included in this chapter. 
Suggestions for making copies of these sheets are also given. 
Instructions for obtaining and caring for. the f~lm during use 
are explicit and pertinent. How judges ratings and comments 
were obtained is explained just prior to the section of Chap-
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ter IV known as 11 the script. 11 This was included to give those 
working with the film and this chapter an understanding of the 
composition of ratings and comments found throughout the re-
mainder of this chapter. Stunts, routines, are described, 
commented upon in the order in which they appear in the film~ 
so that "the script" can be used. as the film is being shown. 
Experimental evidence associated with the development 
of the film includes information on obtaining, compiling and 
using the data. Use of data is done by Parts, with statistical 
tables accompanying each Part. Judges scores are compared, 
averaged, compared with Test Group averages. Difference and 
percentage comparisons of scores are also tabled and listed. 
The range of scores was extremely varied, but all statis-
tics agree that in Part II, Swimmer I is half as good as 
Swimmer II; that more experience is needed in judging compos1~u 
tion and style in routines. 
B. C.onclusions 
Parts I an~ II of this film have a definite value as a 
teaching aid for novice judges. The opinion voiced by leaders 
in synchronized swimming, the constant use of Part II helps 
point out this fact. 
Parts III, IV, V, the routines, show execution, style and 
showmanship but lack of sound is a definite handicap to the 
· aims and objectives of this project. This lack, plus the pre-
0 
0 
0 
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terence of leaders to· use their own routines for training 
purposes, serves to lessen the value of these Parts of the 
project. 
Choice of swimmers for Part III shows a lack of suf-
ficient basic standards to insure accurate performances for 
the ability ranges shown. The 11Unsatisfactory to Good11 
range of the majority of these swimmers is a detrimental 
factor which is very evident. 
There is one other visual aid available now, a film 
produced by Miss Billie Mac Kellar, of the Hollywood Athletic 
Club, Hollywood, California. This new colored sound film is 
performed by Betty Vickers, Outdoor Synchronized Swimming 
Solo Champion of 195?, and was produced in 1958. 
The film compiled for this project is the only rated one 
for use in training judges at the present time. 
• 
• 
CHAPTER VII 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
A. Limitations of the study. 
lo Lack of sound with the film. 
2. Lack of "Satisfactory and Good" swimmers in thi.s 
area as compared to other sections of the Countryo 
3. The swimmers chosen did not have swimming abili-
ties that corresponded with the ability require-
ments for a comparative grading range. 
4. In Part IV, the unf.amiJ.iarity of two swimmers with 
the routine "Autumn Leaves.• 
B. Suggestions for further research. 
J.. A study of available visual aids for the purpose 
of grading them for use in training synchronized 
swimming judges. 
2. The compilation of a rated .s9und film with more 
carefully chosen swimmers with abil~ties that 
correspond to the five grading catagories. 
3. Determine the specific needs of leaders who co~~ 
duct judges trai.ning clinics~ 
4: The development of visual aids to help satisfy 
the specific needs of leaders who conduct judges 
-
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training clinics in synchronized swimming. 
5. Develop visual aids to study composition, music 
interpretation. 
APPENDICES 
Appendix A 
... 95 .,. 
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Twenty-five 100 foot rolls of film were used for c~mpiling 
the film& This film cost $8.25, but was acquired for $6.25 
a roll tor this project. 
The movie camera used for experimental work was loaneft 
to us at no cost. 
The motor run Bolex, splicer and titler were furnished 
by Miss Frances Reitano. 
The copy of the film that is in Boston University's 
Visual Aids Library cost $140.00. The copy was made by a 
Boston concern. 
Correspondence between Mrs. Gundling and the Author is 
included on the following pages. 
Mrs. Henry E· Gundling 
408 Iowa Theater Building 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Dear Mrs. Gundling: 
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1167 Boylston St., Apt. 38 · 
Boston 15, ~assachusetts 
.April 18, 1956 
Gert tells me you are going to be in Boston this weekend of 
May 11th and that a Synchronized Swimming clinic is being 
held at the M.I.T. pool on May~ and ~5. (We'll do our 
best to supply good weathert) With you to help, Boston will 
get to swimming in spite of itself. 
This year, after'four years as director of swimming at the 
Boston Y.w.c.A., Itm working for my Masters Degree at 
Boston University. For my thesis I am attempting a 16mm 
movie to be used for the training of judges for womenrs com-
petitive synchronized swimming. We have done the preliminary 
filming and Part I at the Y.w. and are quite encouraged with 
the results. The plan for the film is as follows: 
Part I A· 1. Demonstration of basic positions--tuck, pike, 
layout. 
2. combinations of these positions 
3. With twists and turns added 
B. Demonstration of basic ballet strokes 
2. •Combinations of these strokes 
J. With twists and turns added 
Part II Demonstration of the compulsory stunts as listed 
in the current NSGWS Guide showing a comparison 
in execution between an excellent and an average 
synchronized swimmere 
Part III Films of a routine done by five grades of swim-
mers, judged as they are being filmed; judging of 
the film; (these ratings compiled), then ratings 
of a test group for comparison w.ith judges rat-
ings for reliability of the film. 
In order for the thesis to be most valid, it is necessary 
that I secure the services of an excellent synchronized 
swimmer, preferably one of the top swimmers in the u.s. 
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Arter seeing you swim, knowing o£ your keen interest in the ' 
sport, talking with you at the Yale 'CNCA conference, and 
upon the advice or Gert and other gals in this ~ea (we will 
agree) 3 may I ask you ir you are interested, would 2nd could 
swim ror the thesis? 
Filming o£ the xoutines will be done at the Boston Y.w. The 
most convenient time would ~obably be after your synchron-
ized swimming clinic, either the 14th or 15th at 10:00 p.m. 
whichever you prefer. It should not take more than an hour 
(ir that) to do the rilming as the camera is motor run and 
there's no rewinding necessary (A real luxury arter all 
the rewinding we have been doingt) 
Because or the time element involved, I am sending a copy 
of the routine and the record ror you to look over. Any 
comments and criticisms you care to give regarding either 
will be graterully accepted. I sincerely hope you will be 
able to be the Number One Swimmer in my thesis. 
Thank you, Beulah, for reading this and considering my re-
quest ror help. 
Sincerely yours, 
e· 99 403 Iowa Theatre Bldg.,· 
Cedar Rapis, Iowa 
4-20-56 
Dear miss Williams~ 
Your letter arrived toda_y and also the record. I am very 
much interested in the work you are doing and would be 
interested in cooperating as much as possible. 
I shall be in Boston May 14, 1.5, and also the 16th so that 
"WOuld give more time if it would be needed. A few months 
ago, I made some instructional loop films which are for 
instructional purposes and also oan be used for training of 
judges if desired. These films should be ready shortly and 
I will enclose a folder so you can see the type of things 
included in these films. I· do not believe there should be 
any conflict between the films I made for Mr. Canham, and 
the ones you are making since there is a lack of visual aids 
in teaching and learning this type of aquatic activity. 
Also your films are for the specific purpose of training judges for competitive syn. swimming. 
Part I and part II of your plan so~d very good to me and I 
would be much interested in seeing (if possible) what you 
have already done. In Part III, I wonder at the advis-
ability of having the same routine performed by 5 different 
swimmers. In competition, swimmers would not be doing the 
same routine, nor even the same type of routine. So I am 
wondering what your reason is for having each of the 5 
swimmers perform the same routine. 
Also in competition, part of the grade is concerned with 
style, which includes costuming, composition, etc., which 
could not be considered if each swimmer did the same routine. 
I do not have th~ NSGWS Guide with me (it is at home, and 
when I get there I shall look this up) but perhaps in the 
collegiate type of competition, all competitors perform a 
routine which has previously been composed. However, in AAU 
competition, as you know, each routine is different. There-
fore, it seems to me that in training judges, it would be 
well to have each of the 5 swimmers do a different routine 
(such as they would do in AAU competition) and then judge 
these routines. 
In re-reading your letter I notice you do not specify AAU 
synchronized swimming, but just women's competitive syn-
chronized swimming, which could be either AAU or NSGWS rules., 
• 
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Bo possibly your Part III is based on NSGWS rules rather than 
AAU. I~ I remember correctly, under NSGWS rules, there are 3 
sets ot rules ~or routines, one set ~or elementary type of 
routines, the other set similar to AAU rules, and the 3rd set 
similar to the FINA rules (and somewhat similar to the rules 
o~ the International Academy of Aquatic Art) which allow ~or 
a f~ee-type of routine. If your film is for competitive 
syn. swimming following the NSGWS rules, it might be well to 
have, say 2 swimmers, perform each of the three types of 
routines under the 3 sets of rules. (For example, 2 girls 
could each do the elementary type of routine--these could be 
graded, etc. Two other girls more advanced could each do a 
routine under the J.U\U rules (showing compulsory stunts and 
the AAU method of marking). Then two other girls could each 
per~orm a free routine. 
I hope you vdll not think I am trying to dictate or tell you 
what to do, for I donrt mean it that way. These are merely 
suggestions which you may feel perfectly free to accept or 
reject. we expect to arrive in Boston, probably in the eve-
ning , on May 13 (sun. ) and wi 11 be there through We dne s day. 
I would be free during the day, on these free days, to work 
with you if you wish, or after the clinic on Monday and 
Tuesday nights as suggested in your letter. Also you might 
talk this over with Gert and se~ what she thinks of all this 
too. We'll be out of town April 26-30, but w.ill be back in 
C .R. May 1-12. 
Sincerely, 
(Signed) Beulah Gundling 
·, 
Dear Mrs. Gundling: 
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1167 Boylston St., 
Apt. 38, Boston, Mass. 
May 7, 1956 
Thank you for your comments and helpful suggestions, not to 
mention your interest and willingness to help me with my 
thesis. 
Part I we'll be able to splice together with titles, as 
soon as the film of titles gets back from Rochester. 
The reason for the five swimmers doing the same routine 
is for a reliability check for judging scores. (Frankly I 
agree with you, but the thesis must have some form of check 
to see if the film is going to be worth its salt as far as 
training judges.) In discussing the NSGWS rules with 
Louise Lester Wing, and ·Gert we thought the five swimmers 
and Autumn Leaves could be made to serve as part III, or 
AAU type of scoring. This is fine, except that, as near as 
I can figure, the average degree of difficulty for the 
routine is about 1.5-vdthout the submar.ine underwater change 
thing, waich we don't know the name of, or the degree of 
difficulty. (The more I vrork at this project, the easier I 
see how hard it is to train judges. No where in the AAU rul~ 
book do I find anything telling just what the different 5 
groupings are, and am beginning to think they are taking too 
much for granted in thinking everyone is familiar with all 
these procedures they have left out of the rule book. No 
wonder trained judges are scarce and training them is such a 
proble.mt) 
Part IV (new additi0n) certainly will be free composition. 
·.As you suggested, five people doing the same routine does not 
give any appearance of an actual competition. would you be 
able to do one or two of your routines for us? we have a 
mambo duet from Gertts spring show at the y.w., and one or 
two other girls who could do solos too, giving us a little 
variety. 
The pool is available to us only at 10:00 p.m. on either, or 
both; nights. It seems wisest to me to plan to do the film-
ing on Monday the 14th, then if need be, we can continue on 
the .~5~~. The woman doing the filming works during the day, 
which limits filming.· But if you want to clear up any 
questions, we can get together either morning. MY phone 
number is Kenmore 6-6794. A few of us could get together and 
discuss scoring, routine requirements, etc., as none of us . 
~oston University 
School o~ Educatiow 
-~ibrar;y: 
~ave eve~ been in close contact with actual competition in 
synchronized swimming--in this area. 
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Don't worry about getting from MIT to the Boston Y.w., there 
will be a number of us going from one pool to the other and 
we can direct, lead or transport you there. 
Thank you again for all your help, Beul~h. 
Sincerely yours, 
Dear Mrs. Gundling: 
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1167 Boylston Street 
Apt. 38, Boston, Mass. 
June 4, 1956 
Words will never completely express my sincere appreciation 
for your interest and participation in the work we did on 
May 15th ~or my thesis. (I feel we should spell that word in 
caps 1) 
The underwater visibility is not crystal clear, but oddly 
enough, visibility is quite good without a lot of glare. 
Which makes the films we took that night a rest to the eyes, 
as well as fairly pleasant to look at. - aside from learning 
from them. 
we have been putting the total film together, and as soon as 
I can have it completed and a copy made, will send it on to 
you so you can see it. The triple X film that we used is 
quite soft and we have to be very careful about using it 
until a copy can be made - to a void scratches. It has been 
looked at twice, tomorrow morning my pr'ofessor will see it, 
then the showing to the film judges. When their ratings are 
in, we can finish putting it together. 
I'm planning on putting the judges ratings in after each of 
the compulsory stunts, with blank film to allow for ratings 
to be done, before the judges are shown. On the routines, I 
am planning to have the final judges ratings shown at the 
end, allowing just enough time in between each routine for 
students to mark down their ratings. This,. I think wi 11 
allow for discussion pf the ratings, then if desired the last 
part (routines) can be shown again. 
Gert and I had coffee together this afternoon and, among other 
things, she sang a rendition of 'Happy Birthday! for me to 
show how her voice has improved. She hasn 1 t been able to sing 
for yearst She had virus pneumonia two weeks ago, but has re-
covered completely. She•s another angel in the u.s. for me, 
as she's going to help me compile the history of synchronized 
swimming I'll need in the thesis, tnis evening. So many people, 
she said, are of the impression that this sport is six years 
oldl (Thatts the impression I got from Larry Johnson one night 
at an ARC meeting. 
Thank you, Beulah, from the bottom of my heart, 
done for me. .And please don't ever hesitate to 
,suggestions you might have regarding our little 
again. Sincerely, 
for all you have 
offer any 
gem. Than~s, 
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Judges Instructions 
The purpose of this film is to provide a tool to be used in the 
training of judges in women's competitive synchronized swimming. 
PART I 
This is a demonstration of the basic stunt and stroke positions, 
combinations of the same, and with twists and turns added. 
PART II 
PRACTICE in judging execution of twelve required stunts, com-
paring swimmers of two levels of ability. Rating range from 
0 to 10. 
P!P-..RT III 
Practice in judging swimmers of five levels of ability doing 
the same routine for comparative judgment. Judging of execu-
tion and- synchronization. Perhaps some on style. This routine 
is Cbne to "Autumn Leaves 11 anC! needs to be judged once for com-
position. AAU type of marking will be used, as suggested in the 
NSGWS Guide. 
PART IV 
Free Tiomposition. Practice in judging three routines, two solos-
-one duet, for execution, style, coMposition, synchronization,etc. 
RATING PROCEDURES: 
PART I 
Execution 
PART II 
Excellent 
Good 
satisfactory 
Deficient 
Unsatisfactory 
Faile9-
9-10 
7- 8 
5- 6 
3- 4 
1- 2 
0 
Execution and synchronization of stunts with each other 
Synchronization of action with music 25 pts. 
(Each of the 5 stunts gets 15 points--Unsatisfactory 
(This method to be used for 
rating the duet.) 
PAR'] III 
Deficient 
Sat is factory 
Good 
Excellent 
75 pts. 
1.5- 7 
7 .;}-12 
12.5-17 
17.5-22 
22 .. 5-25 
Execution--perfonmance of figures, stunts, strokes, synchroniza-
tion with each other and with music 0-10 pts. 
0 
c 
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Judges Instructions 
Style--construction of routine; interpretation of music by 
use of figures, stunts, strokes for flowing pattern, 
costuming, manner of presentation, spectator appeal. 
0-10 pts. 
Failed 0 
Unsatisfactory!-2~ 
Deficient 3-4~ 
satisfactory 5-6! 
Good ?-82 
Excellent 9-10 
PART IV Free uomposition 
Execution 0 to 40 pts. !_Gomposi tion 0 to 20 pts. 
Synchronizetion 0 to 20 pts. Showmanship 0 to 20 pts. 
Appendix B 
c - 106 -
0 107 Comparison of Judges Ratings for Part II 
Judges Group I Judp-es Grouo II 
Stunts 1 2 3 4 51 AveragE 6 '7 8 ~vera~e 
ll) 12) {3) {41 l5) (6) (7) {8) {9 {10) lll) 
GROUP A 
Somersault Front Tuck 
Swimmer I 7.0 4;o 3.0 6:o 6.5 5.5 3. 5 5.,C 4.0 4.2 
Swimmer I.~ 10.0 6;o 8 .. 5 7.0 9.5 8.3 5\00 6.C 7.0 6.0 
Dolphin 
Swimmer I 6.0 5.5 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.5 3.,0 5.C 3.0 3.7 
Swimmer Il 10.0 6.0 9.0 9.0 9.5 9e2 5.,0 6.C 5.0 5e3 
Waterwheel 
Swimmer I 7.0 5.5 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.,2 4.0 6.,C 3.0 4.,3 
Swimmer IllO.O 7.0 9.As 9e5 9.0 9.3 6.0 6.0 8.o 6.7 
2nrpoise, Full Twist 
SWimmer l 8.0 5.0 2 .. 5 5 .• 0 5.0 5.0 3.0 5.0 3.,.0 3.7 
Swimmer !.,10.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 9.5 9.2 7.0 8.o 9.,0 8.,0 
GROUP B 
Ballet Leg, Single 
5.0 Swimmer I s.o 4.0 5.0 5.0 6.5 5.5 4 •. 5 3.0 4.2 
0 Swimmer IJ ;1.0.0 5.0 8.5 9.0 10.0 9.2 6.5 6.0 7.0 6.5 Log Rolli~€ 
6.0 2.0 1.5 4 • .0 3.0 3.0 5.0 5 .. 0 4.0 4.,7 Swimmer I 
Swimmer Il 9.5 6.0 6.5 8.5 8.5 7.8 8.o 8.o 8.0 8.o 
Catalina 
Swimmer I 7.0 6.5 2.0 4.5 2 .. 5 4.5 4.0 4.0 3 •. 0 3.7 
Swimmer IJ 10.0 8.5 9.5 9.5 9. 5 9.5 8 • .5 8.o 8 .. ·0 8.2 
Dolphin, Foot First 
Swimmer I 7.0 6.5 3.5 6.0 4.0 5.5 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.3 
Swimmer I., 10.0 5.0 10.0 9.0 9~5 9.5 8.o .7.0 9.0 8.o 
GROUP C i Ballet ~egE ,, Double 
Swilnm.er I I 3.0 o.o 1.0 3.0 o.o 1.3 1.0 o.o 1 .. 0 0.7 
Swimmer IJ 110.0 7.0 9.5 9.0 10.0 9 .. 5 8 .. o 8 .. c 9.0 8e3 
Crane ' 
Swimmer I 6.0 3.,0 4.5 5.,0 3.5 4.3 3.0 5.C 3.0 3.,7 
Swimmer IJ 10.0 8.o 9.0 9.0 9.5 9.2 7.5 8.c 9.0 8.,2 
Pendulum with reverse 
4.0 Swimmer I~ 6.0 ,4.0 2.0 4.0 4 •. 5 4.2 3.0 2.,0 3.0 
Swimmer I 10.0 · 5.0 9.5 8.5 10 •. 0 9.,3 7e0 7.,C ~o .. o 8.o 
Dolphin, Foot First, Bent Knee Full Twist 
Swimmer I 5.0 5.,.5 2.,5 3.0 3.0 3.7 3.0 3.,C 2.0 2.7 
Swimmer II 9.5 6.5 10~0 8.o 9.5 -9.0 8.5 8.c 10.0 8.8 
0 
loa 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYl~CERONIZED Svlr·IMM'ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM_g__ 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE OF MEE 
11 Stardust Mambott 
THEME 
"Stardust Mambo 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
REPRESENTrrcf 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
. MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
11 X11 - 4X-0075 
NAlYIE & NO, OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGES NO. 1 
rcfRoffF' ~AIViE OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID IviARK \JUDGES coMllilE:N'r 
NO. liN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
i X 
1 Entrance---standing front dive sidewavs: 
! Crawl variation 
Ganoe with leg slap 
" 
· .Arm pull 
25a Shark -x knees 
15 Kip . , "X 
Bent_knee_with bin twist ' 
-
17 Marlin X -
Submarine chan~e 
-
.!'\"U"l"'~n of'f' 
37 Water wheel X 
Stroke variation 
Underwater doinhin 
-
8 Dolnhin. Foot First > X o:cr.__ 
8a Do1nhin Foot First. ~ Twist X 
Canoe with 1eJ:!: s1an 
. 
-
. 
. 
. 
., . .. 
!AWARDS FOR~EXECUTION AND SYNCHRONI7.ATTON 1)15 
JUDGES GRADil~G SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED· 3\lWIMivfiNG CONTESTS jJ"'R. j SR. j SOLO j D@T f TE.AMJ !O}~Pllli! 
MARK X ACROSS f. .... ~:::J 4 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth & Leona 
TEM~ REPRESENTl~G 
l'l"O. ON TEAM_g__ 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE OF MEE 
"Stardust Mam.bon 
TEEIVJE 
15 May 1956 
DAY M_ONTH YEAR 
11 Stardust Mambo 11 11 X11 - 4X-0075 
TITLE OF RECORD NANlli & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGES NO. a . 
fGROUP ~.AME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID JMARK \JUDGES COM11E:N'r 
NO. liN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
1 ·Entrance---standing f'ront dive 
Crawl variation 
Ganoe w~th leg slap 
~ Arm pull 
~5a· SEarlr .J.. 
15 Kip .X. 
Bent knee with hi:Q twist 
17 Marlin X 
Submarine chan~e 
37 • Water wheel X 
Stroke variation . 
Underwater dolnhin 
8 Dolnhin. Foot First X 
8a Dolnhin. Foot First. -6- Twist X 
Canoe with le~ slan \ 
'l 
., 
~WARDS· FOR~EXECUTION AND SYNC~RONIZATION 46 
JUDGES GRADilifG SHEET FOR SYHCHRONIZED 
~R.fSR.jSOLOl~fTE~ 
MAR X ACROSb 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth & Leona 
TEMi 
NO. ON TEAM_g__ 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
11 Stardust Mambo 11 
THEiviE 
"Stardust lviam.b o 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
rGROUP ~AME· OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
N.O~ liN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
' 
• j 
1 Entrance---standing f'ront dive 
Crawl variation 
Canoe w~th Teg slap 
i Arm pu1.1 
25af Shark 
15 ! KiE 
·- I Bent knee with hin twist 
17 Marlin 
Submarine chanae 
37 Water wheel 
Stroke variation 
Underwater dolnhin 
8 Dolphin. Foot First 
Sa Do1nhin. Foot First. * Twist 
Canoe with leg slan 
--
~ 
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SWIMMING CONTESTS 
. tbRb!!!f 
' !- ... --:::::._l 
REPRESENT r~n:r· 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCAT!Oi'r 
15 May 1956 
DAY MoNTH YEAR 
II X'' - 4X-007 5 
NAJ.IiiE &· NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGES NO. ~ 
Ji.IARK\JUDGES c oMl\11!:1\tF* 
COMP 
X 
nom 
....... rtli ,-
-~ 
- $t<l:bh m!l!l!tt... 
l:fl?itt •am"~ atht!L. 
.X. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
!AWARDS FOR~ EXECUTION AND SYNCiffiONIZAifiTtm e 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED 
jfR. i sg. I §oto i DAAT f TEAIVJI 
MARK X ACROSS 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth & Leona 
TEAM 
NO. ON TEAM 2 
- Thesis Filmi~ 
TITLE OF M!!l 
ustardust Mambo 11 
THEME 
"Stardust Mambo 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
fGROUP ~AME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO.. JIN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
. 
1 Entrance---standing front dive 
Crawl variation 
Ganoe with leg slap 
·Arm pull 
25a ::>hark 
15" .Kip 
Bent knee with hin twist 
17 Marlin 
Submarine change 
37 Water wheel 
Stroke variation 
Und~rwater dolnhin 
8 Dolnhin~ Foot First 
8a Doln"h:{n. Foot First ~ Twist 
Canoe with le~ slan 
, 
SW·IMlVfiNG CONTESTS 
lOB~! 
~;::: ... ~,.. .. --t 
REPRESENTI.N'G-
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
:MEET LOCAT~ON 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
11 X!1 - 4X-0075 
NAME & NO, OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
.. JUDGES NO ;fj 
IliARit \JIJDGES COMl\1E":N~· 
COMP 
X 
.X. 
X 
X 
X 
' 
X 
-X 
' 
~ 
IA.WARDS FOR. EXECUTION AND SYNCHRONIZATION so 
.: 
JUDGES GRADDifG SF.rn:ET FOR SYNCHRONIZED 
jlR. i SR.j SOLO i :ou;K;T ~ TEAMJ 
MARK X ACROSS 
PROPER SQUARE RUth & Leona 
TEAl'¥1 
l'JO. ON TEAM -2 
. - Thesis Fil~ 
TITLE 6F ME T 
ustardust Mambo" 
TimME 
"Stardust Mambo 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
~ROUP ~M(E OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. liN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
i 
t Entrance---standing f'ront dive 
Crawl variation 
Canoe w~th leg slap 
·Arm pull 
25a Shark 
15 Kip 
. Bent knee with hiP twist 
. 
17 l Marlin 
I Submarine chan£re 
37 Water wheel 
Stroke var·iation 
Underwater dolnhin 
8 Dolnhin. Foot First 
8a Dolnhin Foot First. % Twist. 
Canoe with le12: slaP . . 
--
-, 
S1t~-IM1VI'ING CONTESTS I 
REPRESENTI~m-· 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
.MEET LOCAT:f"Oir 
15 IVIay 1956 
DAY MONTH Y.E!AR 
11 X11 - 4X-0075 
NAIVIE & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGES NO. S 
MARK iJIJDGEs comm:Nr 
COMP 
X 
-
---x . 
_lC 
X 
X 
X 
X 
tt;srnona·•..IOaaJl ~o 
gooo.. 
ae~u.:ton or . 
Sli'Wl~ .Q.Glt'lt.G;f.@1}. 
sa-o1sl"a01lQJ1~ 
$Qm.~ neQ EOO!!• 
~ 
!AWARDS FOR"EXECUTION AND SYNCRRONIZAif'TON 4.1 
• 
MASTER SCORE SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWTh1MING CONTESTS 
i&ifs~, l@~~~AnDT I TE!fM f:~¥1 
PROPER SQ U.ARE Rnfu & taQtl$i 
TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM 2 
----
~.tWUft NAME. OF STU.N'!' • STROKE OR. E.YBRID~,-1\IIIlRK .DEGREE JUDGES - --
NO. ,'IN 9R,PER OF EXECUTION ' . I COMP OF COMMENT 
. X DIFF. 
- -
,._ - • ..,j;,.~ ... -l~'rla fi.cmt diva :.... ' , 
OJ.ts.\71 •:!$.t:t0t1 '· I 
0@0£$ ~th l~g J.'!lep : 
. 
~ ntlll. l ... 
:;.sa ~k \ I 1.$ 
~l~ It!ti ! ~ :t.-6 ' 
fJcmt kh~e t.ttt.h hitr tw~:t4h . . . 
17 :Ms!-Un I :! lw2 
~e obtlb!W' ~!ation I .,, 
S7 rws.~~•~1 I l 1., 
. 
St101ta- Va!.*!a.tioh ! 
tl'tlde~m.~ do1tJh5ll t I 
a Dblph!n1 Foot F:htot X ~*~· 
Sst. ltJolph:in,~; l!'oot ~st.t; t tw:!$t I X a.. a I 
Otn1oo 1-llth 1~tt '$lap i 
. l ~ l I t t'i' L !;'j -
- ls. -· _....:.....-...... x Aver. JUDGE NO. FINALS 1 2 3 4 Total Diff'. 
1--
--
-
AWARDS FOR :EXECUTION $5 M q; 8J 4'7 4.940 1.5 7~~50 
-::><:: AWARDS FOR STYLE I I I 
-
-
JUDGES GRADllifG SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED 
pR.ksR.jSOLOJDQgTfTE~ 
l>JJ.AR X ACROSS 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth & Leona 
TEAiVI 
NO. ON TEAM_g__ 
Thesis Film.in~ 
TITLE OF Mlm 
11 Stardust Mambo 11 
THEII'iE 
'"'Stardust· Mambo 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
fGROUP iNAlvlE OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. ~IN OR,DER OF EXECUTION 
1 Entrance---standing f'ront dive 
Crawl varia t1·on 
Uanoe w~th leg slap 
· .Arm pull 
~5a ~hark 
15 Kio 
Bent knee with hio twist 
17 Ivlarlin 
Submarine chan~e 
37 Water wheel 
Stroke variation 
Underwater dolnhin 
8 Dolnhin. Foot First 
Sa Do1nhin. Foot Fi:r>st ~ Twist 
Canoe with leg: slan 
.., 
SW.IMlVfiNG CONTESTS 
IffiPRESENT nfrT" 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Iviay 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
11 X11 - 4X-0075 
NAME & NO. OF-
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
· JUDGES NO. 6 
MARK \3UDGES c oMMEN'T" 
COMP 
X 
.X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
. 
. 
' 
.. 
~ 
... ..,. 
. 
!AWARDS FOR~EXECUTION AND SYNCiffiONIZATTdN 3l~ 
-
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADUTG SHEET FOR SYl~CBRONIZED [1·· i SR .j so :Co I DlJ!T f TEAiYY . 
1ARK X ACROSS 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth & Leona 
TEAM 
NO. ON TEAM 2 
- Thesis Fi~ 
TITLE OF ME 
11 Stardust Mambo 11 
THEME 
11Stardust Mambo 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
!GROUP iNAiviE OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. ~IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
i Entrance---standing front dive 
Crawl variation 
1 uanoe w~ th leg slap 
· .Arm pull . 
25a Shark 
15 Kip 
·Bent knee with hin twist 
17 Marlin 
Submarine change 
37 Water wheel 
Stroke variation 
Underwater dolnhin 
8 Dolnhin. Foot First 
Sa Dolnh-tn. Foot First. -6- Twist 
Canoe with leg: slan 
. 
, 
l-15 
SW-IMM'ING CONTESTS jORDERI 
::;::7""', 
~~---t 
REPRESENTHfG 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
11 X11 - 4X-0075 
NAJ.IIIE & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGES NO. lf 
MAliK 
"' 
U<Tii:S uoMlvw::Nr 
COMP 
X 
.A . 
X 
X 
X 
jl> 
X 
X . 
-
p 
!AWARDS FOR-EXECUTION AND SYNCIIRONIZATION :$ 
. 
. , " 
'. 
JUDGES GRliDllifG SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED 
~R.kSR.jSOLOjDqgTf~EA@ 
MAR X ACROSS 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth & Leona 
NO. ON TEAM _g__ 
TEM1 
Thesis Filmin~ TITLE OF MEE 
11 Stardust Mambo 11 
THEME 
11 Stardust Mambo 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
SW·IMM'ING· CONTESTS I 
fR~~l 
·.-.::::::f:_Jj 
, I 
-RE=p=RE=s=E1=~T~n~:;'Kf 
Boston Y.w.cf.A. 
MEET·LOCATIPN 
I 
15 May _ .1~56 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
\ 
\ 11 X11 - 4X-007 5 \ 
NAME & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGES NO.' ·a 
rGR0UP ~AME OF STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. jiN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
pvrARK \JUDGES coiiJIMENr 
COMP 
l X 
1 Entrance---standing front dive 
Crawl variation 
uanoe w~th leg slap 
i Arm pull 
25af Shark .X. 
15 ! KiE 
-- · I Bent knee with hin twist X 
17 I Marlin X . 
I Submarine change 
37 Water wheel X 
Stroke variation 
Underwater dolnhin 
8 Dolnhin. Foot First X 
-Sa Dnlnhtn. Foot First -6- Twist X 
Canoe with le~ slan 
-
--
.., .. 
!AWARDS FOR-EXECUTION AND SYNCHRONIZATION _,_® 
'{ 
I 
.. 
ll.V 
W.LASTER SCORE SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
NO, ON TEAM....,2_ 
Thesis Filmins T!Trn OF MEET Boston Y.'~iT.o.A. MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 bAY Mor YEAR-
ifStardUSt liamboU 1fXtl 4X.;.QQ7.§ 
TITLE OF RECORD NAME & NO, OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
MEivJ.BERS OF TEAM OR DUET !liUST BE LISTED ON REVERSE SIDE 
iGROU.f t :N.AlVil!i 011' S'l'\.l:N'l' 1 STROKE O.li HYBHI.D ~.lllliK! lJ.I!it.t.I:U!i..t!i ! u UJJt.t.l5S 
NO, Il\i ORDER OF EXECUTION OOMP l OF fcOiviMENT 
X l DIFF,. I 
Entl.'1ance~-sta.ndinP! .front dive l l 
£h'a:w1 VroJiation 
! Canoe with J.e~ slan 
I 13 ent knee Yd th hiP twist 
_3.7 llla.P1in i X 
I Stroke vwiat:ton I 
; Undexawa:ber do1nhin t i_ 
8 _t Dolnhttn. Foot Fil:'st ~ X ! 1. 7 I _ 
Sa ! Dol.nh1n. FMhFirst •.. £ twist--it-, ~x~+-t ~i ...... ~.et------
t----'i-------..:---------· I I L ~------~---...,_ ·-·--·--=-·-=---+-+-;. ---+-1-: -t-j-:-:: -=:: 
1-----+------=--~~·~.:~. ==--=:~--=t-:-+-l--+-1 --:-: 
JUDGE NO, FINALS 
~W1U1DS FOR EXECUTION 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE 
l T I J ~ J e i a r X Aver. j' ~ota1 Diff. Total 
-·-
t 
! 
• I 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SW~~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE 'o~ MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
TITIIE OF RECORD 
Boston Y •. w.c.A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-ll6X 
tf & NO. OF 
RECORD OR .ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. J. 
~ROUP NMliE OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID M~~ JUDGES COiviivlENT NO. lN ORDER OB' EXECUTION COMP, 
X I 
Entrance--dive from side at 1o·r;. 
6 ·Doip!l!n · ·x· .. -~----------
4 back craw!varia tions 
.. ". 
--
_12 KiJ2 ~-- - -wsr-·--
4 front crawl variations -
31 Swordfish 
.! _.._...,.._,.,_....,......, _..., 
--22 Por_:poise 
25b Shark 2 F~~re 1Hght X ~ 
·submarine change variant 
'2 side sl;roiEes r:l:gnt .. , 
2 sj._C!_e strokeSTeft 
1 Ballet Leg.J Single 
---
·---..... 
.3R 
_ ua ta!J.~ ~.2.-.. .:t?!'L~.s 't X 
--
.. ~ 
8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 7 
"1 
' :t"<l'"~·- . 
!AWARDS FOd EXECUTION 5 
hWARDS FOR STYLE 
- 4 
.· 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADTNG SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
·Thesis FilminJ:; 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
Boston Y.fl.C.A, MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD Km K-116X N~ & NO,. OF · 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBH.lD 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance .. -dive from side at 10 
6 DOlpnrn,--
_1_ p_ack cravliVaria taons 
12 XiE -----------
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish -- .. __ .._.....,.__ 
22 Por12kise 
25b Shar 7Fi~re J::Ignt -
1 ~ubmar!ne change varlan~ ~ siae stro~es r~@t_ 
2 si_Q._e s Eroies Ier~ 
1 Ball~~tes~ Single 
..3& ua"-Ea);JriaL ~2-.I£v_~-~£" 
--8 1Dolphin. Foot First 
·"'1"'-"'- • 
AWARDS FOrl·EXECUTION 
. 
AWARDS FOR STYLE 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO.2 
MARK JUDGES C OivJlVJENT 
COMP 
X 
\;~ 
r 
-x····- '----·----
·-
..... 
--·--·-
-
X 
--
-X 
-· ---~ 
X 
' 
l 
' 
4 
g 
• 
• 
l2Q; 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
JJR; i SR. I s&J .. o i DUET j TEM4 JSR!)Eij 
MARK X AOlWSS f-_,2:J 
PROPER SQUARE :tbu!sa.·Y!1l.!l!Ms &d.rmns~ 1~__, TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM: l 
PRO UP 
NO. 
--L 
~-
31 
22 
Thesis Fi1minp:: 
TITLE OF MEET 
rr Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME 
11 Autumn Lea·ves 11 TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y.w.c.A, 
MEET LOCATION. 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H .YEAR 
~ K-116X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 3 
NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARK JUDGES COMMENT 
IN O~DER OB' EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 l.~ 
. JtOrd.~:ton we~ 
":Dol.pn!n ---x· 
4 back: craw"Ivarl.a tl.ons 
Kip ------ .,.. ---~---·-
4 front crawl var1at1.ons 
Swordfish ~-
Porpeise .... ---- - over-tlwow -· 
25b · Shark-~re l!:J._g_~t ~ubmafune change var1ant X pool' multt no•!~I'o n 
'2 side s"'Eroltes r!gFi:C 
12 s_:I,_Q._e s~rokes lef't or& t~ea~ 
1 !Ballet-Leg~ Single 
--A'3.Q J Ua talJ.na,__2;_J1YL~.s.t . X »~ue~p 
--8 ~Dolphin. Foot First X too !at& 
~ l 
I 
' ,.,.... - . 
~WARDS FOrl EXECUTION '•a 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 
' 
? • 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIWAING CONTESTS 
1JR. I SR. J @~BXDUET t TEAI4 ~RDE~ 
MARK X A 0 . ..-·?: 
PROPER SQUARE Lou!~nt' W:Ul.iruna ~~ .1 TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE olr MEET 
rr Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
TI11tE OF RECORD 
pRpUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARK 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive·rrom side at 10 .. 
......§._ Do1p1i!n --
4 back crawr-variat!ons 
Jc·-
_ ::}.._2 ------KiJ2 _ 
4 front crawl var1ations 
31 Swordfish X 
22 I:pri<)ise --
25b Shark-Fi~re "Elf£Iit X 
submafrne change variant 
· 2 s:I:ae s£roKes r!gli1; 
2 siM .. _!3 :Cro'Kes !eft 
1 Ballet Leg~ Single 
.. ~ Ga talJ.U§...a_ .. i_.~wJ.s 'G X 
--- :X 8 1Dolphin. Foot First 
' ~ 
' ~~···. 
[t\WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 
15 :Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-ll6X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 4J 
JUDGES C OIYTh"IENT 
__ _.......... ... _____ . 
lal.ees 
·-
----·-··--
wiik kick 
tbl.'owovw 
. lalees tiftnti: 
cr.e:;:tc!en~ -
4-.fl 
4•$ 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWDm~ING CONTES~S 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE oP MEE 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
T I'ltiE oP REO ORD 
Boston Y. Pl. C .A, MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON~ YE.lffi 
~ K-1J.6X N I & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO.6 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STHOKE OR . HYBRID MARK JUDGES COivJlVIENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance~-dive from side at 
10 '} -x····- 8~J;bW _ 
_§_ !50fPE!n' ..... ,_ ..... eltQW' ~'!ns aow 
. 4 back craw"!Varia tions -
12 Kip ----. ... ~----
4 front crawl variations 
' 
31" Swordfish X 
22 Porl?oise -- ---.. 
25b Shark:, Fig"il.r.e 'Eign t - ra: poe~~~-J.. 
Submarine change variant . 
!2 side strokes right -
_2 sj._Q,_e strolces J.ef't 
1 Ballet LegJ Single .2~~ A"'u:;! ·_ ua talj.na.._ -2-.J?N.~.s ·-c X .. 
- ·:x 8 1Dolphin. Foot First 
QllOPW 1 -~t,to.w:eq 
l amQotJr~n1 ~.r.,gaoe 
' 
J.~~- neo~~ 
_.._.-. 
• $ [AWARDS FO.t\ EXECUTION 
' 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE •• s , 
0 
0 
0 
MASTER SCORE SREET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS: liRIDilfR. I~Jo t DUET I TEAijj ~ 
M X A tlUSS · r:2.:J 
PROPER S~U~ · . I.QITIS~WII.J.IAMS sns ~ 
, AM P E TINCl 
NO. ON TEAM ..J:._ 
• t. J1;. Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
Boston Y.W.C.A • 
Nf?ET LOCATION 
11 Autumn ~aves'". 15 · May .1956 
'ttllliME DAY MONTH YEAR 
"Autumn Le.s.ves 11 • Kapp K-116X 
TITLE OF fiiCORD NAME & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
MEMBERS OF TEM~ OR DUET MUST BE LISTED ON REVERSE SIDE 
GROUP ~AiviE OF ~TUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARK DEGREE JUDGES 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP OF COMMENT 
X DIFF. 
Entrance--'dive f'rom side at 10'1 
6 Dolphin X 1.2 
4 back crawl variations 
12 Kip 1.6 . 
4 !'rent crawl variations 
31 Swordfish X ]_·.8 
22 Pornoise 1.2 
25b Shark. Fiaure Eiaht X 1 .fi 
Submarine change variant 
2 side strokes right 
2 side strolrA.!=! lAf't. 
1 Ballet Le~. Si~le 1.4 
3a Catalina~ * twist X 1.9 
8 Dolphin, Foot First X -1.7 
x Aver. 
JUDGE NO. FINALS 1 2 3 4 5 Total Dif'f'. I Total 
AWARDS FOR EXEC .. "'"'T('~ fi 4 1.4 F\ .4 !=i F\ A. '7 1 .R4 '7.9. 
AWARDS FOR STYLE 6 ~ 14 4 !i 4 f 4 ~ ~ . 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
IJR:JsR.J s&otntiETJ TEMJ J5RDE!! 
mtfiK X A~imsS . t..,.:::;; ....... ~_,J 
PROPER SQUARE Jqgise;Wllligm§ Swimmer 1 
TEANI REPRESEN'JliNG 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
·Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE oD' MEE 
,; Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
"Autumn Leave~" TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y. Ff. C. At. MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY :MON H 'YEAn 
~ K-ll6X N & NO. OF 
•• 24 
- . 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 6 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STHOKE OR HYBRID MARK JUDGES COIVThlENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
.. 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 lt' 
.QQ!pii!n x····- -~--·------6 
_'!_ p_acK crawl var~a't~ons 
],_?_ I{j,p ---:---- ------· 
4 front crawl varia't~ons -
31 Swordfish ~- . 
--
--22 Porpoise 
25b Shark ftmire 1Hgnt ~ubma~Ine change·varlan't X 
2 side s1;ro~es rlgp:& 
2 side s"t;rokes _lef''t 
1 Balfet-Leg_.~ Single 
----...-......... 
.:.:3.a.. 
· Ga 'tal_:J.~~2-.11!L:J:.s:t ~r--a· 1Do1~hin. Foot First --- X 
i ·'' ~~ 
. ' 
..... 
"'!"'---·· . .. 4t.ot ... 4-. . 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION " ~{'f
bwARDS FOR STYLE 
.. 
.. 
. 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWTIID~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
I I Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME· 
"Autumn Leavee" 
TITtE OF RECORD 
Boston Y. \11. C. A; 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON' H' YEAR 
~· K-ll6X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 7 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STHOKE ))R HYBRID MARK JUDGES COMMENT 
NO •. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side ,__6_"""~Do'-1.:•iphln ' ' 
.4 back craw! variations 
at 10 f' x···· ·-----·--·--
_12 
31 
22 
2ob 
Kip ---.,---------1-·-·~ ----·---·-·--
4 front crawl variations 
Swordfish ----'-X Por_Iloise -- · -- .:.-=-~-------·-· 
Shark, Figure~~·r~~hrt----------~~x--+-·-------------
·2 sl.de stro.~.ot:es rl.ght 
_2_ sj..Q.e strokes lef~ ~l~~B~a~l~let Leg~ Singla---~-------+--~~--------------
~'3.Q. ua. talJ.~_,a_,_1f!'l:.:;r:l:.::::S:--.. c __ ,_,;•_ --~"-X~--+---------
a 1Dolphin, Foot First X 
'<'I"'-
~ WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 
' f 
, 
I 
. 
• 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWim~ING CONTESTS 
IJR. 1 sR .; g~oxnwt, TEMJ · -~RBE~ 
MARK X A OS 'L'?, 
PROPER SQUARE Louise Williams Sw~er 1 
. . TEAM REP ESENTING 
NO • ON 'I!E.AM ,1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE o!i' MEET Boston Y.\~.C.A, '' MEET LOCATION 
"Autumn Leaves.~~" · · · · 15 Ma; 1.956 
THEIViE DAY M:ON H YEAR 
11 Autumn Leaves tt 
TITLE OF REd ORD ~ K-116X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUI)(}E NO. 8 . 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARK JUDG~S COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 ~ .. . 
6 iDOJ.pnin" .. --x-···-
, _____ ,_,.._,..._._.........,..._. 
.4 .l;)ack craw! variations J-
_1__2 Ki'D -- ·- --·--·-
~ front crawl var!a~ons -
31 Swordfish X 
22 Powise --
25b Shark 2 Fi~re '"Eign~ -x Submarine change var!an't 
! 2 side strokes riglili 
2 sj.~ __ s trokes lef't 
1 Ballet LegJ Single 
.~ Ge. ta:V.D.SL:.~a.. . .11W..~.s t :x 
- -·-8 iDolphin. Foot First .X 
l 
1 
I" '"'<!'I'' • 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION .~n 
bwARns FOR STYLE 
_,.. 
1~SThR SCORE SHEET fOrt SYl':CHROl:I%LD 
NO. OH TEAE l 
-
• 1 
Lopi 13~1? 1 :i am£! 
iUV 
The.sis Filmin~ 
T fTIIE m? f.illiE 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
TimiZE 
i'Autumn Leaves 11 
TITLE OF BECOj{O 
f:.!Bl·lB~HS OF TEAi1 OH DUET l iUST BE LIS :.rED .
SYiL.J ... ING 001\Pl'T.;STS 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
MEE~ todATfo:DT \ 
15 Il'iay 1956 
DAY ti01-J!l'H YEAR 
NM:F&. NO. OR 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
Ol\T J.1.EV~.L1SE SIDE 
PKOUP NAi.JE OF STUNT, S'r.dOiili o:a EY13.d.ID HARK DEGi{i:GE JUDGES 
l1l0. IN OJ:{Dilll O.b, lhXbGU'l'IOH CObP OF CQll.:il.ili:NT 
X DIFF, 
-
iEntrance-•dl. ve from side at lOt· 
6 Dolphin X 1.2 .~ l, 
t4 bo.cl-c crawl variations /' 
~2 I Kip J:.,-6 
4 front crav11 variations 
31 Swordfish X 1.8 
22 .Poruoise 1~2 
25b Shark. Pl.gure Ei_g_ht X 1.5 
Submarine chanr.:e variant 
2 sl.de strolres rip;ht 
2 side strokes left 
1 Balle_t_ r;-eg~ Single 1.4 
3a i aatalina, ~ twist X 1.9 
8 Dolpnfn. 11oot Fl.rst X T.~ 
-
• .J J x Aver. JUDGE NO. Fil~itiJS .6 ·,'" .•. ;7 .$ i Total Diff • . 
-- . 
I ! ~-
AvlAH.DS FOlt .b:}~GUTIOJ.'{ A g,.Q· . z 0 ~0 t· ~ .. ~ 1.54 -Ji,.6 
·.-.-tt-' . ~-
A:~Ad.DS PQrl S'l'YLE ~~lt T- ~o l:~O ~ 5_.p.;>,' . ><J 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
I~ /SR. I S~OJDUET I TE1il4 tJ5RPEij 
NtirnK X ACfrn~S Cc·:::J 
PROPER SQUARE Leona !i!oussa:tnt Swimmer g~-' 
. TEAM " MPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE oP MEE 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
Boston Y.FJ.C.A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 :Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD ~ K-116X N & NO. OF 
GROUP NAME OF STUN·T, STROKE OR HYBRIP 
NO• IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 {;. 
6 DOfpn!n 
12 
-~- oacli crawl varla'tlons 
K.i;e ----
4 front cra~l varla'tlons 
31 Swordfish 
--22 Po~ise 
25b SharkL ~re Eignt 
~ubmar1ne change varlan't 
~ 2 side s_~ro~es rlg!'!"C 
2 side s~ro1ees ~ef't 
.1 Ball~Leg~ Single 
2i.q 
· Ua talj.n.a,_ .2-J!W.:J..s t 
-
.8 1Dolphin, Foot First 
I 
: 
.~~. 
AWARDS FO.R EXECUTION 
l\WARDS FOR STYLE 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL' 
JUDGE N0.1 
MARK JUDGES COMMENT 
COMP 
X 
X ... -
, _ __......._. ______ , 
----·-
--
X 
---
-X 
X 
X 
5.,5 
5 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIW.UNG CONTESTS 
NO •. ON TEAM 1 
~ROUP 
NOt 
6 
12 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE dP MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEIVJE 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TI1tiE OF RECORD 
NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYB:f{ID, MARl\ 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10. ~ 
DO!pii!n -x·~-
~-i back craWIVarlatlons 1 ___ ...,. -- - -
Boston Y. \:V. C. As MEET LOCATION 
15 lvla; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-116X l\t ' & NO. OF 
REOORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 2 
JUDGES GOlv"J.MENT 
,__...,__. _____ 
~-
_ ... _, ____ 
K: J2 . 
'••f-.-· 4 front crawl variations 
31 -Swordfish ~ ~·-- - -22 P_orEoise 
25b Shark..! Fi~re "Elgnt X -
~ubmarTne change variant 
'2 side s tro~es r1.@t 
2 si.f!.e s~ro}Ces -~e,t't 
1 Ball6'tLeg., Single-
-
..:3& , Ua tal,J.!l§:..L_&_J?Wl-.lllt X 
-- ·x . 8 1Dolphin. Foot First 
i 
! 
~-. 
AWARDS FO.d EXECUTION ~6 
l\_WARDS FOR STYLE 5 
• 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIW~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
TEEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y. \;![.c. A1 MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MOJrH YEAR 
~ K-116X N~ & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. a 
lrROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRII); MAR I\ JUDGES COI'fllViENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10~\ 
_§_ . DOfpiiin · x····- ·-vog "fi1lo11f. 
4 ·baclr craw""'varlations jfO_~il ~t~ieu.'tJ.Ot! 
_]._2 Kip ·----
4 ~ront crawl variat~ons -
31 Swordfish :X POW ~O.PU.;t.S_;_Qn 
22 Por£kise - ~- -
25b Shar .:Figure ".&.Tglit A -::>ubma~Ine change varJ:ant 
~ si,de stroKes rJ.gnt 
2 sj.__9:..e strokes le~t 
~ 
1 Ball~Leg~ Si~gle ..t.a~o _ 
.:.'3J<l Oa ta:t.J.~ .2-. J!Wl-.S t . _A _ it~~~ Dru• 
-8 1Dolphin, Foot First X 
' ; 
! 
!,.,...,.,,.--. 
!AWARDS FOR EXECUTION .s.s' 
~WARDS FOR STYLE $ 
. JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
IJR.lSR.f S!)iJOlD@Xt TEAI1 #5R~DERI 
MARK X Adirns~ C. 1 ~___, 
PROPER SQUARE ~Qn& Tou•Sa~n~ Qw1Jm9P 2 
. TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TE;Al\1 l 
Thesis Filming TITLE oP MEET 
"Autumn Leaves11 
THEME 
Boston Y.W.C.A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 :Ma:; 1956 
DAY MOfFH YEAR 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
TITLE OF RECORD ~ K-116X N~ & NO. OF 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO~ IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance~-dive from side a.t lo·f,· 
6 iDOl.pn!n 
4 back .£..I'~ii'I var:ta tions 
~2. Ki;e 
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish 
'22 Porpkise -
25b sbar :h'!iiUre 'JJ:ignt 
~ubmar ne change variant 
2 side stroKes r:tgnt 
2 si.f!_e strokes left 
1 Baliet-Leg.~ Single 
:.~ Ga taljD..§:..a__~J1WJ.s 'e 
-8 1Dolphin, Foot First 
l 
I 
I 
·"""""" --
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
iA.WARDS FOR STYLE 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 4 
MARK JUDGES C OlvTh'JEN '+' 
OOMP 
X 
-x·--- ·lfi@-sn~·u.iow·--
-· 
-·--·-· 
lQ:gR•eoDtSora 
~ 
·--
-· 
X -
-X 
-X 
&$-•-
e~s 
• JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SW-IMMING CONTESTS· fJR. i SR. j 5~0 ~DUET f TEA14 t:RDE~ 
MARK X A S •. /. 
PROPER SQ,UARE !Bona. !!oUBI!tdnb, ~w·._s 
TEANf. · ' REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
Thesis Filming TITLE dl' MEET 
' . 
"Autumn Leaves 11 THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y. f-1 .,c. A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ ~956 
DAY MOTH ·YEAR 
N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR.ORIGINAL 
JUDGE ·NO. 5 
-
~ROUP N·.AME OF STUNT I STROKE OR HYBRIP MARK JUDGES COlvJ.MENT 
NO. 'IN· ORDER OJ? EXECUTION COMP 
• . . X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 /tt 
6. Do!p1i!n ., X···- ·-----.--
4 back craWIVariations M-
],_?_ .Kip ---;-- ·---· 
4 front crawl variations . , . .. . 
31 Swordfish X 
22 Po~ise -- -
25b sl:iark7"'~re "'Eight J.. -
"" 
~ - ... 
t;ubmar1ne change variant ~~J,.'I',J- ,1;,1'-J; 'l.li;;Vi.'tf 
~ side stroKes rlght 
2 s1..9:_e strokes lef.~ 
... 
1 Baliet--Leg.~ Single loili,!_~ U'!!U~~ ~·"*~-
-
.. '3.Q. 
. Ga.t~;t.J.lla..L-2-J!WJ·~~ t A ,I!J~u• J:~liftit.-oo~ --_a 1Dolphin, Foot First X 
_-f;l'lJ IWgJ.O* 
! ~~~~ UQ\IWJlegi:f 
f ['I'Jf:J~• pallv!J uuugp 
·""""'" 7 AWARDS FOR EXECUTION· > 
AWARDS FOR STYLE e.a 
• MASTER SCORE SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS liR: jsR. l~otDUET I.TE@ll ~ 
MARK X A<mU'ss 
PROPER SQUARE LeonaPm~eaint Sw~er 2 
REPRESENTING 
NO • ON TEAM ..2.._ 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
Boston Y. W .,0 .A. 
mEET LOCATION 
u Autumn Leaves 1' 
TEE ME 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
MEMBERS OF TEM~ OR DUET MUST BE LISTED 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
~p K-116X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
ON REVERSE SIDE 
GROUP NM~ OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARK DEGREE JUDGES 
NO~ IN ORDER OF EXECUTION CO:MP OF COMMENT 
X DIFF. 
Entrance--dive from side at 10' 
6 Do1phin X -1.2 
4 back crawl var~ations 
12 Kip 1'.6 
".!: .front cr~wl variations 
31 Swordfish X 1 8 
22 Pornoise 1.2 
25b Shark. Fi~re Eizht X 1.5 
Submarine change variant 
" 2 side strokes right 
~ side strokes 1ef't~ 
1 Ballet Le~. Si~le 1.4 
3a Catalina~ ~ twist X 1.9 
8 Dolphin, Foot First X 1.7 
. 
x Aver. 
JUDGE NO. FINALS 1 2 3 4 5 Total Diff. Total 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTIOli 15 5 6 5 F\ fi R ,., F\.'7 1.54 8.8 
~ : AWARDS FOR STYLE 5 5 5 6.5 6. f 5.5 
l 
' ~ 
' 
• 
'· . 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIW~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filming 
TI'l'LE Oli' MEET 
• "Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME 
Boston Y. fl.C .A1 MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
"Autumn Leaves" TITLE oli' RECoRD ~-K-116X N & NO. OF 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR "HYERlD 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 ·rn: 
6" :ncuph1n 
· 4 back craWIVariatiohs -
_12 Kip -----
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish 
22 PorJ;>oise--
25b Shark ~re"Eight 
Submafine c1J.ange variant 
.2. side strokes right 
_1_2 s_Mle s tro1tes Tert 
1 JBallet-LegJ_ Single 
:.~ rca. taJ....!!ll!.a._a_J?N.~.s "t 
-S iDolphin, Foot First 
. 
l 
". 
~-·. 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 6 
MARl\ -JUDGES CON.tMENT 
COMP 
X 
-x···- -----------
------
X 
--
X 
---~-X --
-'0. 
4Q. 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
IJR. j SR. f @fcio ADUEX1 T§AM ~~ · 
·MARK X A OS ~ . · · 
PROPER SQUARE ~leona Toussa!nh SW~ :2 TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO • ON 1!EAM l 
Thesis Filming 
· TITLE OF imET 
n Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME 
"Autumn Leave!" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MAR-x\ 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10'1"' 
6" DOfpn!n 
4 back craw! .v&ria£Ions 
·x··--
12 Kip . ------- --
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish X 
22 PorPO'ise- ------
25b Shark~ Fi~re '"Eis;,nt ·- X 
Submarine change variant 
., 2 side strokes right 
_2 s_+_f!_e strol:ces Teft 
l Ballet'-Leg_, Single 
uatalJ..tlJ:la.. .. a_ . .:t1W..±.s ·1; ~~ -~--8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
' i 
.~---. 
b4,WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 
Boston Y. \rJ. C. A1 MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 
DAY MON~H YEAR 
~ K-116-X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JliDGE NO. V 
--.JUDGES C ONJ.IVIENT 
~ 
:-----~---·-· 
------·-· 
-
-
-
- -
----
.. .. 
£,!) 
t 
... ~ 
, JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMl'.UNG CONTESTS 
IJR • I SR .r @{io i D@Tf TEAM f!'!1 wL:A1~k X A . OSS 
PROPER SQUARE Leon~ ~~ssaint ~~~ 2 
TE · P NTIN'G 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE dF .MEJ3:T 
"Autumn Leaves n· 
THEME 
'n Autumn Leaves" 
Boston Y.fJ.C,At. MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON' H YEAR 
TITLE OF RECORD ~& K-116X N & NO. OF 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HY.BK!D 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance-~dive from side at 10 ·' 
6 DO!i:>Ein' ' 
4 bac:K crawl varfaiTons 
12 K1J2 --:-------
4 fron~aw1 variations 
31 Swordfish 
22 Por,Eois·e ---
25b Shark FiJiilre ""Bight ~ubmaFrne change·variant 
'2 side strokes right 
2 si.Q.e stroltes J:.eft 
1 Ball-et"Leg_, Single 
"XQ_ 
· Ua "ta~J.!.\5!.a.._a_,j;Yf_ls t 8- -l 1Dolphin, Foot First 
l 
l 
:~--..,. 
[AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
J""LTDGE NO • .S 
MARl< JUifGES -COIVffi!JENT 
COMP . 
X 
·x-·-
_ __....... ... ____ _.. .... ,_ .. ~ 
--
·- -·------· 
~! 
--
-· 
X 
. 
.x . 
X 
. 
-. 
-3~0 
' 40 
UAST~R SCORE SHEET ~Oft SYl':CHROJ.: I~D 
NO, 01~ TE.Ali l 
- Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE OF1 i.illE 
nAutumn Leaves" 
THEitiE 
,. 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF HEdot{Jj 
~ili:HB:i1:dS OF TEAl:1 Olt DU'.i!!T J.iUST BE LIS1~D 
Boston Y. v~-.o.A .. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Irray l956 
DAY 1~~0N'rH YEAR 
~P K-116X 
NAivT& NO. OR 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
Oi1T J.:u;VE.L1SE SIDE .. 
PRO UP NAi.:lE OJ.!, STUNT, STROiill O.d HYBRID r:tAd.K DEG,~.{E.Il; ·JUlJG.J:!:S 
1~ro. IN OrlDilll O.b1 :lli~CU'riOH C.OhP OF COl~ILENT 
\ X DIFF. 
Entrance-... d.J.ve from sJ.de a:t J.Cft 
6 Dolphin X T.2 
4 back cravil varl.a~J.ons 
.1.2 .Kl.p T...,-6-
4 .front cratll varTations --
.31 Swordfish X 1~8 
22 Por·()oise 1(!2 
25b Shark., Jhgure Eight X 1&5 
SubmarJ.ne. change variant 
2 sJ.de str01{6S ri..ill'it 
2 side s·trokes Ieft 
1 Ballet Leg, -Slrip' J.e 
. 1.4 
3a · Uatalina, ~ twist X T.-g 
8 Dolphl.n., B'oot Fl.rst .X: 1.7 
-
·j I x Aver. JUDGE NO, Fll\1ALS 6 I 7 8 Total Diff. 'Tonal 
~-=-.;.- -- ~ ... ... . . 
I i 
A\'11.ARDS FOH l!:JJ:l:GUTION [~'Q I 4.5 s.-o sQ. a J..54 dj,._g ~ .... 
[~fi l ~5 - ... >< !!f:•AdDS PO.t{ .S~IYLE ~u ~5; 
0 
0 
-
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEE.T FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE. o:F MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
Boston Y.i:V.C.A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MorH YEAR 
TITLE OF RECORD ~ K-116X 111 & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
I JUDGE fro. 1 
GROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRll) filAR I\ JUDGES GOll'llVIENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP . 
x· 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 _\,. 
6 DOlphin x····- ~-~---:-~-
jl,_ oacl'€ craw! var1at1ons -· 
],_?_ Kip 
,....... __ . ____ 
-----
4 front crawl _var1at1ons -
31 Swordfish X 
--22 . PorEkise 
25b Shar -Fi~re "'.illlgJit - J-.. ~ut!mai-1ne change varl.ant 
~ s_=!-_de. stroKes r1gn:c 
2 srae s:Croltes Iert 
1 Ballet Leg~ Sinsle 
~~ L;a ta11m4.. .i-.);w.ls t" X 
---
. 
8 1Dol~hin, Foot First X 
; 
.. 
·'""1"'"~-
AWARDS FOrl EXECUTION· s.a 
~WARDS FOR STYLE Gllf5 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
Thesis Filming TITLE q];' MEET 
"Autumn Leaves 11' 
THEI\iJE 
Boston Y. fJ .C.A1 MEET LOCATION 
.15 Ma~ 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD ~ K•ll6X l\t~ & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUIX}E NO.2 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STH.OKE OR HYBRlD MAR-,~JUDGES COI'f11i1ENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X . 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 '·· f 
6 Tiolpn~ -x"·- ..-.--..----~-
4 bacli crawrvariations 
-12 Kip ---- ·- ---··--· -~-----
4'front crawl variations -
31 Swordfish -x 
- 1 -·-· _ __.. __ 
--22 Porpoise 
25b .shark-~re "Elgnt ' X -~ 
Submarine change variant 
' 
'2 side strokes right 
2 s_:l._fte strokes Teft 
1 Ballet'Leg_, Single 
uata,l~~-2.... :ttw.~.s-t" ·- -~""iR ~--- ~--·---8 'Dolphin.· Foot First X 
. 
. 
. -r 
-, 
4.'£1·-
lt\WARDS FO.R EXECUTION &_~5 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE . a 
l40 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON T~AM l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn ·Leaves n· 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STliOKE OR HYBRID MARR 
NO• IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 ., 
' 
E5 Dolpll!n ···-X 
4 back craw! variatl.ons 
·-_12 Ki ------
. E . 
4·front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish ~-, ------22 .P_ori?oise 
2_5b" Shar~ 2 Fif5Ure ~ignt X ~ubmar!ne change variant 
2 side s'Erolres rign=f 
_2 si_Q._e strokes le!""t 
1 Bal1"8tLeg., Siligle 
~~. ua talJ.rMt.L-2-.]Yf_~_s-"k _,x 
8 1Dolphin, Foot First --- X 
. 
' 
-
! 
. ~---
AWARDS FO.d EXECUTIO:N 
AWARDS FOR .STYLE 
Boston Y.W.C.A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ l956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-ll6X N . & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. ~ 
JUDGES COMMENT 
·pooJ'----· 
-uarg~W~· 
OK 
-
--
tlP~lY ~E_!!!U.Oll -
-.~oWilili•nQ'Q a:a..:t 
:eyno.n., 
a.e•n:u'ltz 
heS&Cit:lon 
~-5 
... 
. l) 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIJ.VTI;UNG CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
~ 
I 
~ROUP 
NO. 
6 
12 
31 
22 
25b 
1 
~"\g 
8 
.""l'J'··-··. 
Thesis Filming 
. -Ttr,rf/E o!i'. MEET 
Boston Y.ff.C.As MEET LOCATION 
"Autumn Leaves'! • · 15 Ma~ 1956 
THEME DAY1 MOTH YEAR .... 
"Autumn Leaves" Km K-ll6X 
TITLE OF RECORD N~ & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 4· 
NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARl\: JUDGES CO!'fJJVlEN'It 
lN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
. ' . .. . . .. 
X . 
Entrance-•di ve :rrom. s"id~ ~t" 10: .. , ~ . t" 
noipnln - X·--- ... _ .... __ A·--· 
· 4 back: craw!'Varia £ions -· 
Kip ----- ---·-·-
4 front crawl variations --
Swordfish X 
-.....-......--- -
~-
-· Porpoise 
Shar k-;-~1 gur e -:&.-TfeJi t ........__ X 
Submarine change variant 
'2 side strokes right 
2 side strolces left . 
Baliet·-teg., Single 
--
· Ua talj.illt.a..-2.... jt!'{_~-~ t X 
-
. 
1Dolphin, Foot First X 
l 
' 
) 
~l 
. 
[AWARDS FOR EXECUTION a 
l4.WARDS FOR STYLE s.s 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIW~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis. Filming 
TITLE OF IJIB1ET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
Boston Y. \~.C. A, MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MOWH YEAR 
TITLE 6F REG ORD Km K-116X N~' & NO. OF 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance .. -dive from side 
6 DOll;>n!n .,_ -
4 back craw! varia£I"ons 
12 ·Kip ---------
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish 
~-----22 P_orEoise 
25b Shark~~i~re '"Ei_snt ~ubma~ne change varian£ 
~ s.icte s tiroKes r.ighti 
2 s~.f!_e strokes left 
1 Ballet-Leg3 Single 
.~'3.t.t 
· Ga taJ,.j.~-~-.}!WJ.s '5 
8 1Dolphin, Foot First 
. 
.. 
(w'l'l'f•• •• 
!AWARDS FOH EXECUTION .. 
kwARDS FOR STYLE 
HYBRIP 
at 10 .\: 
-
--
' : 
I 
. . 
MARl\ 
COMP 
X 
--x····-
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
J"'t.JDGE N 0 • 5 
JUDGES COMMENT 
~-a.o-w----
r~1vtili 
--------·--
no ~.It.lVC:!1wgo 
X ooaw ·o.nsl!v 
.goc-a-- -
X oti: .ii1ltmV· -
i~.LU 
Jat?~ ~~U'4.V;!,Q-"' 
' 
X --· 
x a.lotiueuoen-u 
goao,t u~~ ®G~U 
n9SIR~S l;.!OOPPU 
opa.oo •uu ... 
.. t:; .· _,. $~5 
.. 
' 
I.43 
MASTER SCORE SireET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
@.:\SR. !lf!OtDUET JTE;Aij e:~:pf~ MARK X A uSS _....~ ... 
PROPER SQUARE Ruth Wheeler Swimmer 3 
TEAM REPRESENTfN(} 
NO. ON TEAM _L 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
11 Autumn Leaves 11 
'l'BEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORI5 
MEMBERS OF TEM~ OR DUET MUST BE LISTED 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR t&P K-116X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
ON REVERSE SIDE 
GROUP NAME O'FSTUNT, STROKE OR RYBRID MARK DEGREE JUDGES 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP OF cmJIMENT 
X DIFF. 
Entrance--dive·from side at 10 1 
6 Dolphin X 1.2 
4 back crawl var1ations 
12 Kip 1.6 
4 .:rront crawl variations -
31 Swordfish X 1~8 
22 Poruoise 1 .. 2 
25b Shark. Fimtre Eight X 1.5 
Submarine change variant 
2 side strokes right 
2 side strokes le.f.t 
1 Ballet Leg. Si~1e 1.4 
3a Catalina. * twist X 1.9 
8 Dolphin, Foot First X J,..7 
x Aver. 
JUDGE NO. FINALS 1 2 3 4 5 Total Diff. Total 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTTOli 15 5 5 Pi 14 Pi In £ _fi Pi ~ 1 .54 A 2 
AWARDS FOR S_TYLE 6.5 5 5 15 5 16 5.5 C>< 
.. 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIW~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filmin~ 
' TITLE OF timE _ 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y. vv .c .As. 
MEET flooATfoff 
15 Ma; 1956 
l5AY MON H YEAn 
~ K-ll6X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO • A !}ROUP NAME O'F -s-TUNT, STROKE Oft HYBRID MARK . JUDG"ES COMIVJENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance-~dive from side at lOli 
6' iDolplifn 
'4 bac1f crawl variation~ 
X ... 
-------
12 KiP --------- -----
4 front crawl variations -
31 Swordfish X 
- -22 Porooise 
20'0 -shark. F!inire ·-:g_!@t X -
Submarine change variant 
Z side strokes rl.g_f1li 
2 s~r_g_e s-l;ro'Kes lef't 
1 Ball-e:tLel:!:~ Single 
:.~: rua. l;aJ.:.I~-&.-.J1W.~.s t X . 
a· - x --;Dolphin. Foot First 
) 
l 
l 
--·· 
. -. 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION _t ... o 
4w.ARDS FOR STYLE ' . 
a 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMII'IING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
PRO UP 
NO. 
6 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THE !lifE 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRlD MARl\ 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance-~dive from side.at 10 ~r 
DOJ..-pli!n -x··-·-
4 back craw! variatTons 
Boston Y.Ff.C.A1 MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; L956 
DAY MOirH YEAR 
~ K-116X 
N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. fJ 
-JUDGES C Olifl>t1ENT 
·---·---.. -~-~ 
12 .Kip ----- --
_ .... _. _______ 
4 front crawl variations 
31 Sword.fish -x 
--22 Porpoise 
25b Shark 2 Figure '"'EifSnt X --Submarine change variant 
·2 side strokes right 
2 s1_9._e strokes Tef~ . 
1 Ballet-Leg_, Single ____ _....__... 
·~~ 
. ua ta:u.nft.a..~a.. . .:ttw.:!-.s t .~ 
- -8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
I 
l 
! 
·~' .. ~ .. 
[AWARDS FOR EXECUTION h.1!J 
"'f 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 5.:0 
0 
' ' 
I • 
I 
. ' 
0 
0 
NO • ON TEANI 1 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE OF MEE 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
· THEME 
"Autumn Leave:5" 
TITLE o!i' REO otill 
Boston Y.vv.c.A1 MEET tocM'!oN 
i5 Ma~ 1956 
DAY MorH YEAR 
~ K·ll6X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JlJDGE NO. S . 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STRO.i\.l!: OR HVARTn MARK .TI:JDGES COMMENT 
No. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10---: .. 
0 'DO!pnin . -
4back craw!'var~a'&Ions 
-y--~------· ' 
12 Kin --- ·--~------ ·-1---·----·-~· 
4 front crawl var~ations -
31 Swordfish ~ 
- - -22 Porpoise 
25b .Sharlf Fi~re ·Ei_sht X -
SubmaFrne change variant 
'2 s~de stroKes r1gn't· 
2 side ~l;rokes _4.~.!-~ 
1 Ballet LegJ Single 
~~ 
· Ga ta].j.~-&-.J!!L;.~ 't .X 8- 1Dolphin. Foot First -- j{ 
I 
r 
. 
. ~ .. 
. 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION .. ~.0 
' 
~WARDS FOR STYLE l.O 
'il• 
0 
0 
0 
L~ST~R SCORE SHEET POd 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
-
[GROUP 
lifO. 
6. 
~I2 
31 
~2 
25b 
I 
3a 
8 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE OF' i.iEE 
11 Autumn I.€ aves 11 
THEIIiE 
~ 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
TITLE OF HEdo.~.tl5 
li!Ai.1E Olt, STUNT, s•r.doiill Orl HYB.diD 
IN OB.D.U:.R O.B, ~Xl1.GU'l!IOH 
Entrance--dive .from side at .101 
Doirihm . 
4 bacl-t cravrl varl.ations 
IKl.p 
4 frorit- cravrl var_~a tions 
Swordi'ish . 
Porpoise 
Shark_. Jngure Eight 
Subntarl.ne chan_g_e variant 
2 sl.de strokes rip;J:l't 
2 srde s-t-rokes Ieft · 
Ballet Leg. S_ipg_J.e 
Cal;aTina, 2 t1·dst 
Dolphin. Foot f_l.rs_t 
.. 
REPlmsfl!NTlNG 
Boston Y ... N.c.A. 
ME~T tocATfo:t-r 
NM:lE & NO. OR 
R~COrlD On ORIGINAL 
l1~&tK DEGJ.t:i:m JUDGES 
om:1P OF· OOl'.iLili~TT 
X DIFF. 
X 1.2 
1.6 
X 1.8 
lt-2 
X lo5 
1.4 
X 1.9 
X 1.7 
x Aver. 
JUDGE NO. Fii.U~S 6 J 7 8 I i Total Diffe wot~l 
A.ol ~ . 'l 
,, . 
A1·iAR.DS FOB. l!J)J;!:CUTION ~{I ·-a .• ot ;;~tj 1i54 ... ?!)j 
-. . ~. l - e><:::: IA:I.fu'lDS li'Orl. S'l'YLE <$'.0 ·5.o ~.at 3tit7; 
. 
• 
• 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWTiill~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
~ROUP 
NO. 
6 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE dli' MEET 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARI\ 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance~-dive from side at 1_0' ~-
DOfpli!n - --x···-
4 back craw:J.. variations 
Boston Y.PT.C.A1 MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-116X , N I & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 1 
JUDGES COIVIIvlENT 
~----·-... -~ 
12 Kip ---·-
____ a _____ 
4 front crawl variations . 
31 Swordfish ~- _!: 
22 Porpoise ________ -- -· 
25b Shark, Figure ]fl.gnt X -
Submarine change variant flOOd 
2 side stroKes right 
2 si_Q_e strokes le.ft 
1 Bali"et-Leg~ Single 
~~· 'TI!i t~l-Jnil,e__i__~wl.s 't -~----- '-A" -8 •Dolphin, Foot First X 
\ 
' 
.b6B~ s...nc~oni.~-
l : tzood £1iilrtim . 
: 
-~·-:· 
!AWARDS FOR EXECUTION e.s 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 6 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS' 
NO.· ON TEAM 1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THE:ME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TrTrn OF RECORD 
~ 
Boston Y.\;'f.C.A,. 
WET LOCATION 
: 15· Ma; 1956 
DAY :Mof\FH YEAR 
~ K-1'16X N •' & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. S 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STH.OKE OR HYBRID MARK JUDGES C OlviMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 l, 
·nOfPEi.n ... --·-6 X 
4 oack craw! var1at1ons 
ll_ Kip --·---· -----·-
4 front crawl variat1ons 
31 Swordfish ~ 
22 PorEkise --- - -- -
25b Shar .1. P.~ffi-re 'Eight X -
~uomar!ne change var1ant 
2 side s_~ro~es ri@t 
2 si.£2_~~ro,kes lef't 
1 Ballet Les~ Single ---~ 
_.3A oa talJ.n~.~""':~.twJ.s £' r-f 
8 1Dolphin~ Foot First ---- X 
l . 
I nou Sm:lGIU.'onuec. 
. .,.,-·-:· 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 4.~t5• 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 3it5' 
c 
0 
.o 
iso 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEMi 1 
P.ROUP 
NO. 
6 
12 
31 
22 
25b 
1 
~"'iR 
l3 
~!'1'··~.· 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE oP' MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
NAME 9F STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID MARK 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10" • 
DO'lpn!n - '--y·--
4 back crawTVariations 
KiE . ·-----
4 fron~awl variations 
Swordfish X 
·----- -· Porpoise 
Shark Fi_"~re 1ftgnt ·- X 
SubmaTine change variant 
2 side sErokes r!gn~ 
2 sj._sie strokes J.ef't 
Baliet-Leg_5 Single 
·. ua ta;LJ.~-i-.~~w:JJ:l t X 
--
•Dolphin. Foot First X 
! i 
r 
!AWARDS FOil EXECUTION 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE 
Boston Y.i:V.C.A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 :Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-116X N~ & NO •. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUOOE NO. 8 
~JUDGES COMMENT 
re&il apart; 
~~ol'f st.Wfaett 
------.·-
·-
-
-· pow 
~ 
[ll~· 
~on ~W"fao& 
4iiS 
4 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWDm~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
Thesis Filming TITLE o!i' MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE 6F REd 6RD 
Boston Y. fl.C .A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
, DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-116X N'~ & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 4s 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARl\ JUDGES COMIVIENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 t.., .. te•t ~pt -· t 
6 DO!:PEin - X --- ~us.ap~ 
4 bac:K craw! varia'tl.ons 
12 Ki;E ---·-- ~-·--·--· 
4 front crawl· var1a't1ons -
31 Swordfish .~ .. Porpoise ___ 
- -22 -
25b Shark_l_ Fii§re 1frgnt A Jnlett~ b$:n:e•:t.egs. 
~ubmarine cnange varlan't S.Plll'fi 
I 2 Side S~~o~es rJ.gp._li 
2 sl:Q_e strokes ~e.f't 
1 Ballet Leg~ Single ________ _.._....... 
..3a. Ua talJnsL... .. 2-. J1W1-.s t --....--~ --~~ -I 8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
)_ 
! c•'»aC:IJ.'m tlOOl" 
• "l"l"' -;· 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION &.s. 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 4 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
THEJI.iJ]! 
"Autumn Leavesn 
TITLE OF REd ORD 
Boston Y. f'l. C, A1 
. MEET ·LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MOiFH YEAR 
~ K-ll6X N I & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO • .5 
rJROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID, M~1{ -JUDGES COMMENT 
No. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10~\ reeti ·~•~tt _ 
6 I>OJ:pn:t:n -- -x···· 
4 bac:K craw'Ivariations 
12 Kip ---- -- ... ----·---
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordf'ish ··~· 
22 Porpoise---~-- - - -
25b Shark-;-Fi@re ~£isnt - X ;)OU{f po3a. =GJ.QD (!C 
Submarine change varian~ InaolllP;Ett'tjft on 
'2 side strokes right 8f1Qpna. 
2 s i~-~ trol!es Tef't . 
1 Ballet Leg~ Single 
~~ ·. ua tal_~~ .a.. J:1YL:t..s 'C X 
--8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
' 
J l 
-~·~. 
[AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 6;..5:, 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE G 
' 
c 
MASTER SCORE SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
IJR. tsR. ~~Jot DUET JTE:@! . ~RnF~m 
MARK X A .ttu'SS - ta:;:;..-1 
PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley Swimmer 4 TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO • ON TEAM ..J:._ 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF :MEET 
11 Autumn Leaves 11 
'rREME 
11 Autumn Leaves·11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
MEMBERS OF TEM~ OR DUET MUST BE LISTED 
GROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance--dive from side at 10' 
6 Dolphin 
4 back crawl variations 
12 Kip 
4 !'ront crawl variations 
31 Swordfish 
22 Pornoise 
25b Shark. Figure Eight 
Submarine change variant 
2 side strokes right 
2 side strokes 1ef't 
1 Ballet Le,g. Sin.'!:le 
3a Catalina. t twist 
8 Dolphin. Foot First 
Boston Y.W.G.A. MEET LOCATION 
15 May l956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
Kapp K-116X 
NAME & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
ON REVERSE SIDE 
MARK DEGREE JUDGES 
COMP OF COMIVIENT 
X DIFF. 
X 1.2 
1.6 
X 1.8 
19. 
X ,- _fi 
1.4 
X 1.9 
X 1.7 
x Aver. 
JUDGE NO. FINALS 1 2 3 4 5 Total Diff'. Total 
iAWARDS FOR EXECTTTTOl 6.5 4.5 4.5 16.5 16.5 5.B 1.54 8.9 
AWARDS . FOR STYLE 6 3.5 4 4 6 4.5 [>< 
' I " 
' I· 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SW!bll~ING CONTESTS 
JJR. I SR. I @~o'£DUET, TEM4 ~RDE~ 
MARK X A R S :;?, 
PROPER SQUARE ~1 Lou ~§lrtl.e;y sw~ye~ 4 TEAM REP SENTING 
NO. ON TEAM l $ 
Thesis Fi1mihg Boston Y.ff.C.A1 TITLE o~ Mm~T MEET LOCATION 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEMliJ 
"Autumn Leavee" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY Iviol'T H. YEAR 
Ka~ K-116X NM & NO. OF 
154 
RECORD OR OR~GINAL 
JUDGE NO.6 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARl\ JU.UCfES -COMIViENT 
NO, IN ORDER OF EXECUTION OOMP 
X 
Entranc.e .. -dive from side at 10 j, 
,_6...,..-t[""'": D.OJ:1phfn • -~--__;...._.. _;_..;;J.--y-··- ·------·----
4 bac.K: crawl varia£ions J .. _2 Kip '""""'; __ :..-;.~.;..;:..;..~~----+---4---·-----·--
~---r4~f~r-o-nTt-c~r-a~w~1~v-a~r~~a~t;1P,o_n_s------~---~----------------
-----· 
31 Swordfish ' X 
22 Por'JJoise ---- ----"""'--· . 
~25!!!1!.'1b--+"""' SJh;;.:.a;;.,jjr;;;.;k-~re "E~i~...,!1~~""'_t-:-. :;;:;::. ::·::~~:-x::;.-:_--..,..------
Subma,Frne change variant 
1 2- side stro.H:es rl~ht 
2 side stro'kes le t 
1 Bal1et._Leg.~ Single 
~._~~~~~~--~~-------------~--4------------------------~~111'".3.,i.R_Iilo-lo0:_Q::.¥;a~lt:.=:,\ia,*'J.j.n£..&,.,*L. ~W..!.S::..I t.:o.---------+-·X..:..---J--··------
8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
1 
. ·':""· 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
bwARDS FOR STYLE 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
Thesis Filmi; 
TITLE OF MEE 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEME 
"Autumn Leave~" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y. \'1. C. A1 MEET LOOATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MOM H YEAR 
~ K-ll6X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 7 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROK.I:!; OR HYBRIP MARK JUDGES C OID/JENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 ;-·· 
Do!piiin -··-;---·---· 6 .X 
4 bac~ crawl variation~ 
_12 Kip ------ ·------· 
4 front crawl variations -· 
31 Swordfish lS_ 
22 Por~oise -- - --
2_5b ·Shark2 Figure-.Iff:giit .X -Submarine cnange variant 
2 sl.de stroKes rl.ght 
_2 side stroKes _.Lert_ 
1 Ballet LegJ Single 
~~. J.la'ta:,L,1.DJ!.,.._a...J1W.:t-.s 't [!. 
--
---a· •Dolphin. Foot First .x 
' 
l 
f I 
'"""""'·~-:·. k 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION bQ 
~\WARDS FOR STYLE ,5~ 
... 
~ ~ ' . 
• 
• 
iJODGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
NO • ON TEA11 1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
TEE:ME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
Boston Y. i~. C .AI 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY 110N H YEAR 
TITLE OF RECORD ~ K-116X N & NO. OF 
"RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 8 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARK .JUDGES COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 ~~ 
6 DO!pn!:n x···-. ·----· 
4 back c~'!..L!aF.ifittons 
_12 Kip - .. -~---~---· 
4 front crawl varlations 
31 Swordfish ~-
---- --22 Por_.tloise 
2~5p -~harlf, Fi_g1.1re 1fight A. 
~ubmar_lne ~!:!_ange var~:!ant 
-2 s~de s£roKes r~gnt 
_2 sj._f!_eS'-Crokes left 
1 Ball~Leg~ Single 
--
-~~- :__va ta;lJ~ .. a..J1W_;_s t 
.. A ~-- ---
_a· ,·Dolphin, Foot First X 
I 
' 
!M.'F ~ 0 ~ ' 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 4-0 
"" . 
~WARDS FOR STYLE ~>'110 
0 
0 
0 
l67 
1iASTI:.R ·scoRE SHEET i'Ol-t SYli:CHROi::I~D 
NO._ OH TE.LU~;: 1 
- Thesis Filmin~ 
TITtE o:B1 1.iEE 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
THE11fE 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECOrlD 
Boston Y.w.c.A. ME:B;T toCATfoN 
NAbR & NO. OR 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
!~HBJ:!;.i.iS OF TEAli OH DUET iiUST BE LIS:£ED ON HEVJZRSB SIDE 
PKOUP, N.Ai.W: OF STUNT, S'l.'.~.{Olili on. l:iYB£t.ID hARK Dl!:G.~.-t.EE JUDG.I:!:S 
HO .. IN OHD.Lffi o.fP EXbcm·rroH om.lP OF 001\'iLENT 
X DIFF. 
Entrance--dl.Ve from side at lOt 
6 DolPhl.n X 1.2 
4 back ·crawl varia~ions 
12 !Kip l.-6 
• 4 front crav11 var:lations 
31 Swordfish v 1.8 J'>. 
22 Porpoise 1(!2 
25b Shark~ li1igure Eight X 1.5 
Subm.arl.ne chanr.;e variant 
-
2 sl.de sl;rokes right 
2 sl.ae strokes I.eft 
1 Ballet Leg. Sinp: J.e 1~4 
3a Gatarr-na, ~ tvnst -x 1.9 
8 Dolpn1n, Foot Fl.rst X 1.7 
·-
JUDGE j)lO. .f j x Aver. *;i!atal FINALS 9 I 7 e Tot_a1 Diff• 
,.~ i ~ ! A.JL l..64 A•tARDS FOH l!!~iliGUTION ~n· .~ "ht4' ! ~' l 
A:<AiWS POrl. S~'YLE ~.Q l ~.~ $-.t'J .!~:(>, ... >< 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWTJW~ING CONTESTS 
NO • ON TE.Al\1 l 
Thesis Filming TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THEMil: 
"Autumn Lea vee" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y.FJ.C.A, !mET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MOiFH YEAR 
~ K-116X . N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL, 
JUDGE NO. 1 
.pROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARX JUDGES CONill'JENT 
NO• IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 t; s'tllEnvayf! 
6 DO!pn!n -x··· 
_____ ,__..... 
4 bacK craw! variations . -
_12 Kip 
,__, ______ 
·- --------· 
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish X 
22 
__ _..............._.... 
~ 
-· ~?rEoisL_ ___ 
2ob Shark FigP:re Ei~ht X -subma~Ine change variant 
2 side s~rokes right 
2 sj._g_e s trol:tes Teft 
1 Ballet~Leg_, Single 
lia taJ.J.rua.i.. .a..JtW.~-~ 'G --·...........-~'3.R 
---
!-f(- . 
8 ;Dolphin. Foot First X 
l 
' 
l 
! c 
~-~-· . .. 
~!\WARDS FOft EXECUTION a 
bwARDS FOR STYLE a 
• 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
IJR. 1 sR .t @&o ADUETf TEM1 tRDE~ 
MARK X A ROS . ..-?. 
PROPER SQUARE 
NO. ON TEMil l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
TBEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF RECORD 
Boston Y,vv.c.A, MEET LobATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MOWH YEAR 
~ K-116X N & NO. OF 
159 
·RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. S 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRlD MAR1t JUDGES COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10-,\ 
6 !50fpEin' · 
4 baclr crawivaria:t~-ons 
··x···- --------~ 
12 Kip ---- -------· 
4 front crawl var1at~ons -
31 Swordfish X 
22 Porpoise - -
25b "Shark, ~re 1.-rrght ~ X 
Submarine change variant 
'2 side s""trokes right 
-
2 s_:I.~e stroKes Taft 
1 -----·-· Ballet Leg _ _, Single 
.3.Q 
·_ Ua ta],.J.~~2-.J!W.~S t --~-
- ·----8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
. 
l 
-~·-:-
!AWARDS FOR EXECUTION f1 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE a· 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
NO., ON TEAM: 'l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE dli' MEET 
"Autumn Leaves" THEME 
Boston Y.W.C..A1 MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
1eo 
nAutumn Leavesn ~ K-116X 
TITLE OF RECORD N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 3 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRI-n MARl\ -mDGES COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance .. -dive from side at 10 .\ ,_6~+nOip1i!n -x----~---~--·~-
4bac.l{ crawl variations 
12 .Kip --· -----·-~-·-'"-------
4 front crawl variations -·------
31 Swordfish X 
.. , --22 Porpoise -------
~25-lb~-S~Jh~ar~k--~~~re~~·i~.g~:h~t~~~-----+-x~4-----------~--­Submaf:tne·change variant 
1 2 side strokes right ~--~2~s~1~e~~ok~~e·s~l~,e~~f~.t~---------+--~~--------------
1 Ballet Leg.J Single ~--~~~~~~~~~-------------~--4---·------------~~tllli!A.fiii-P.:G~altt.:::::a~l-~na.a_ .• .2-.jt!;V_:!-_~ t ----·-=..X:.:---'----------8 •Dolphin. Foot First X 
·""'T""·-;·. 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR STYLE e 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
NO •. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
.u Autumn Leaves 11 
THE:£\IiE 
11 Autumn Leave~·" 
Boston Y, \;lf. C. A1 MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY .MO:frH YEAR 
TITLE OF RECORD ~ K-ll6X N · & NO. OF 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 ..... \' 
J3~ DO!pli!n 
4 back craw;t. variatfons 
_1_2 Kip --·----
4 front crawl var1a~1ons 
31 Swordfish · 
22 Porpoise ___ 
25b Shark-Figure "Eight 
i::>ubmaRne C_!!!lllge .. var~l:ant 
~ s1de stroKes r1gnt 
l 
~2- sj.__Q,_e strokes ..J:..e!"li 
Ballet Leg.~ Single 
.. "3.q 
_u.ataJ..J,.D..§...a.._&... . .:ltW.~.s ti 
----
_a iDolphin, Foot First 
. . 
I 
~'f'l'r"';', 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
lf\WARDS FOR STYLE 
RECORD·OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 4 
MARK JUDGES COMMENT 
COMP 
X 
x···· 
____ .. __ __.... 
-
---·-· 
.X. 
---
-· 
-A .. 
--A 
X 
~ 
·7 
0 
0 
162' 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
JJR. I SR .t g~~kDt@T t TEN4 ~RDE~ 
.NARK X A R ._;;:::: 
PROPER SQUARE Eeulah·Gundlin~ SU~o~ 5 · TEAM REPRES NTING 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filmin~ Boston Y.li'f.C.A, TITLE oP MEE MEET LOCATION 
"Autumn Leaves 11 15 Ma; 1956 
THEME DAY MON H YEAR 
"Autumn Leaves" ~ K-ll6X TITLE OF REdoRD N & NO. OF 
· RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 5 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HVRR'Tn MARl{ ~UGES CONJ.MENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP ' 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 .. ~· l?otry uenct f 
6 Dcuph1n x···-~~----
·4 qac:K craw! variations 
12 Ki;e ·--- ------
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish ·x 
--- -22 Porpoise 
25b Shark, FT.:i,Ure li:Ignt - X 
Submarine change variant 
-2 side strokes right goau. ~ace o.e• 
2 sj.~e s trolres Te.f"t lil~gn:l.ng 
l Ballet"LegJ .::~ingle 
--~"iQ. •. ua tal_lllll-...e...-.2.....J1!'!J·.~ t X 
---- ·--8 1Dolphin. Foot First X 
' 1 
I 
-~"'-"· 
[AWARDS FO.t\ EXECUTION 9'*5 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE 9 
• MASTER SCORE SFmET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
·lfu: jsR. j~JO\DUET JTE@ @F~ 
MARK X A :H)'SS ~"" 
PROPER SQUARE Beyla~~ndling Swimmer 5 
REPRESENTfNG 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
- Thesis Filming 
TiTLE OF MEET 
11 Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME: 
"Autumn Leave~ 11 
TITLE OF RECORD 
MEMBERS OF TEAM OR DUET MUST BE LISTED 
Boston Y.W.C.A. MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
Kapp K-116X 
NAME & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
ON REVERSE SIDE 
GROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID MARK DEGREE JUDGES 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP OF COMMENT 
X PIFF. 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 1 
6 Dolphin X· 1.2 
4 back crawl variations 
12 Kip 1.6 
4 l"ront crawl variations -
31 Swordf'ish X 1.8 
22 Poroois_e 1.2 
25b Shark. Fip;ure EiJ;!:ht X 1.5 
§ubmarine chanJ;!:e variant 
2 s~de strokes right 
2 side at:rookes lef't 
1 Ballet Le~. Si~le 1.4 
3a Catalina, ~ twist X 1.9 
8 Dolphin~ Foot First X 1.7 
"' 
x Aver. 
JUDGE NO. FINALS 1 2 3 4 5 Total Diff_._ Total 
AWARDS FOR H!Yli!CUTIOl [A 7_ Q Q Q fi A .7 1.54 13--4 
AWARDS FOR STYLE. 8 6 8 7 9 7.7 >< 
l64 
-- r 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE oP MEET 
"Autumn Leaves 11 THEI\iiE I 
"Autumn Leaves" TITLE OF REcottn 
Bos.ton Y.W.C.A, MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma;. J.9S6 
DAY MON H YEAR 
~ K-116X N & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
J""t.JDGE N 0 • {:; :'\\ 
pRO UP NAME OF STUNT,. STROKE OR HYBRID MARK JUDGES COMMENT 
No. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION ' COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive £rom side at 10-li' 
6 Do1"Pb.'in x··· 
. _ _....., __ . ___ , 
4 back craw!variations -. 
~12 Kip ------ -----·-· 
4 £ront crawl variations -
31 Sword£ ish X 
·----22 Porpoise 
25b Shark Fi~re "'Ei~nt ~ubma~ne change varian~ X 
·2 s!ae stroKes r1ght 
2 sj._Q,_e strokes left 
1 Ballet-LegJ Single 
~~- ca. ta1Jna.a_,_2_,~w-~.s 't X --
-- ·-a iDolphin, Foot First X . 
I 
' 
........... ~ 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 1lt<~5 
~' 
IA.WARDS FOR STYLE . f!!>(} 
•l· •• 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWI~~ING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM l 
Thesis Filmin¥ TITLE OF tm:E 
"Autumn Leaves" 
THE:ME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
Boston Y.W.C.A, 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma; 1956 
DAY :MON H YEAR 
TITLE OF RECORD Km K-ll6X N & NO. OF 
P.ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRlD 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 -~ 
6' •Do!i>li!:n 
· 4 back crawiva'Fia ti.ons 
12 Kip ------- · 
4 front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish 
--22 Porpoise 
25b Shark, -Figure '1."ignt 
Submarine change va;riant 
2 side strokes right 
2 side strolces Tefi 
1 Ballet Leg, Single 
~~ 1 Ga taJ,.J..ruta.. .. &..J?N.:!·.~ t 
8 --Dolphin, Foot First 
,~·-·. 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
!AWARDS FOR STYLE 
; 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 7 
MAR1\ JUDGES COMMENT 
COMP 
X 
'lt"" r----~--· 
-·-----· 
1-.. 
--
X 
-~ 
---X 
-
. 
111tfl 
-. 
s .. -n 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
Thesis ·Filmin¥ 
TITLE OF MEE 
"Autumn Leaves 11 
THEME 
"Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF REGORD 
~ROUP NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRJn -MARX 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP 
X 
Entrance--dive from side at 10 
6 nO!pn!n 
4 back crawivariatl.ons 
-x -·-
12 Kip ------
4'front crawl variations 
31 Swordfish X 
---22 Porpoise 
25b Shark, Figure "l:Ignt - X 
Submarine change variant 
2 side strokes ri~ht 
2 side s:Cro'Ke.s !e :C 
l Ballet LegJ Single 
~~. 
_ua ta],.,!.oo...__,g_J!W.+.s ~ X 
--6' 1Dolphin, Foot First X 
l 
-r 
. --. 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR STYLE 
Boston Y.vv.c.A, MEET toCAT!om 
15 Ma; 1956 
i5AY MOYH YEAR 
~ K-116X N~ & NO. OF 
RECORD OR O~IGINAL 
JUDGE NO. S 
JUDGES COMMENT 
-----·--. 
-
---·-----· 
--
--
B~O: 
. ' 
7.0: 
0 
0 
0 
11ASTl1d SCORE SEEET FOl{ SYl':CHRO!:I~D SWii:.J.,ING 
NO. 01,1 TEltM l 
- Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE oir f.iEE 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
THE11iE 
11 Autumn Leaves" 
TITLE OF HEdoR:D 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
M~ET LOCATIOl'T ' 
N'Ahili & NO. OR 
RBCOrlD OR ORIGINAL 
IGB.OUP lifAi,ili OF STUNT·, S'r.L{0Iill OR liYBJ.{ID KARK DEG.L-{(!;E JUDGES 
11 0 • IN OrlDilil O.B, 1:::.\bGU'riO~J Om..P OF 001\:il . .!ENT 
X DIFF, 
tEntrance-•dJ.Ve I_rom sJ.de at lOt 
6 Dolphm X 
4 oack crawl varJ.a~~dns 
. J.2 l\.1'0 
4 i'ront crmr1l variations 
.31 Sword.fis~l X 1.8 
22 Porpoise 
25b X 
Submarine CDange variant 
2 sJ.de strokes right 
2 side strokes left ------+---+----f------
1 
3a iGatalina, ~ _tyiiist X T.9 
8 DolPl~in, Foot FJ.rst X 
IA:.AdDS F'O.I{ srrry..rn ><J 
• 
• 
' ·~ l6S 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWDWHING CONTESTS I~ISR.j.DUETITEA}4 ; d ~ 
M KXA 0 ,.... 
PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley 
TE~~ REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM l 
GROUP 
NO. 
34 
15 
3~33 
1 
.Lo 
01:1: 
.l~a 
25a 
;51 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
nvoodoo 11 
THEME 
ttv~oo Spj fJft 
TIT OF R ORD 
NAIVJE OF STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
Ttiovarra. tion 
Kip 
.Arm movement 
"J: sliro.Kes 
Catalina, tornedo 
Ballet Leg, twist variation 
Log roll .. ' 
'!'UO varJ.atl.on 
.tt'lgure ~1ght Dolphin, Foot Firs~-
Back 1uck variation 
4 strokes 
Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 
Swordfish varia·tion 
.arm movement 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
!AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
· ~~P&t1fo:n6~ 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO.1: 
I J "1r.."R~ C QF/ll','JENT 
. 
i 
i 
I 
20 
15 
5 
10 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
I JR. 1 s~. =DUET I TEN4 t5ifffirl MARK A 0 . ~
PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
GROUP 
NO. 
34 
15 
3,33 
1 
.Lt:> 
04 
_l2a 
25a. 
3l 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Voodoo" 
THEME 
NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
'I\iovar!aTion 
Kip 
.Arm movement 
4 st;roKes 
Catalina, torpedo 
Ballet Leg, twist variation 
.uog ro.LJ. 
'l'Ub varl.a t1.on 
!l'lgure ~lght Dol'P1iln, Foot !!'irs~ 
Back ~uck variation 
4 strokes 
Shark C.ircle 
Dolphin variation 
Swordfish variation 
· .arm movement 
' 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
!AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
i 
i 
l 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
MEET LOCAT!ON 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
~CA v~y LP~IQ]. AME o. o 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 2 
JUDGES COMMENT 
25 
10 
10 
10 
0 
0 
0 
lVO 
JUDGES GRADING SEEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SVIIMIIIING CONTE~ f@. f SR. -DUETlTE@!J ~ 
MARK X ACRO . 
PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley TEAM 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
GROUP 
NO. 
3~ 
15 
~ .. 33 
1 
-.J.o 
34 
J.i:::a 
25a 
31 
i 
Thesis Filmin~ 
TITLE OF MEET 
nvoodoo" 
THEME 
N.AIVIE OF STUl}JT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
Tli'bvariation 
Kip 
Arm movement 
~ st:ro.Kes 
Catalina~ torpedo 
Ballet Leg, twist variation 
Log ro.u 
'l'Ub var:l.at:l.on 
.tt·~gure l!i~gnt lJolPh:l.n. ~oot .J:.I':l.rst 
Back ~uck variation 
4 strokes 
Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 
Swordfish variation 
Arm movement 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
!AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
i 
l 
' 
REPRE~EF!TfNG 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
:fi'fr1EVi&+~lo :1'# 1'01 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 3 
JUlJG.I:!:S 90MMENT 
Good· 
Gooa 
Good 
. 
22 
-
I 12 
10 
9 
JUDGES GRAD;rNG SEEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTE~ f?g. f SR. =DUET.I TEM4 .Jl. 
MARK X AGRO 
' PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley 
. TEAM REPRESENTiNG 
NO. ON TEMli 1 
GROUP 
NO. 
34 
15 
~,~3 
1 
.Lo 
"~ 
.!~a 
25a 
"-~-
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF l':l~ET 
nvoodoo" 
THEME 
"Voodoo ~ite tt· 
TITLE OF ECORD 
N.AIVJE OF STUNT 1 STROlili OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
'l'\i'6variatfon · 
Kip 
Arm movement 
~ Sl:rOKeS 
Catalina. torpedo 
Ballet Leg, twist variation 
Log ro.LL 
'-!_._~ varJ.a~on 
.tt'J.gure .l:!ilght .1)olph1n, li'oot 1''1rst 
Back 1uck variation 
4 strokes 
Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 
swordfish variation 
Arm movement 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
[!WARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOOATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
' RCA Victor ~1
NAME& NO. o 
! 
I 
i 
i 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 4 
JUDGES C01Vll\'lli.N'l' 
20 
_16 
18 
16 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWDWHING CONTE~STS 
f;tR.ts~ •• DUETlTEMJ ' _IL 
MARK A RO 
PROfER SQUARE ·Mary Lou Bradley TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO. ON TEAM l 
GROUP 
NO. 
34 
15 
3_,p3 
1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF lVIEET 
nvoodoo" 
THEME 
N.AIV!.l:!; 011' STUNT, STROK!:!; OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
'l'li'bvaria~Ion 
Kip 
Arm movement 
."':!: S ~I'O_Ke S 
Catalina~ torpedo 
Ballet Leg, twist variation 
Boston Y.w.c.A. MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
~~~; &UWo:·mg,l,m 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 5 
JUDGES .C OiviMENT 
OK 
-
25 sec 
J.ntieres-.:;J.ng 
J.t> Log roll. Bodv nn~d T.-i nn - · ~na 
--~4 'lU.D va.rJ.a "CJ.on 
l.~a .lfl.gure J:!il.gJ:l.t Dolphin, B'oot B'irst . 
Back Tuck variation :LUCK somersaU.L:V_ 
4 strokes 
25a Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 1e.2:s oent 
;51 swordfish variation 
.arm movemen~ i 
i 
l 
~VARDS FOR EXECUTION: fair-good with music strokes.stunts - fair-~ood 28 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION: _good variation 12 
iAW.ARDS FOR COMPOSITION 14 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP: manner OK 10 
le 
0 
0 
0 
MASTER SCORE SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
NO. ON TEAM~l._ 
Boston Y.fl;w .• o .• A• MEET LOCATION 
15 tl~ .tl956 
DAY MON H YEAR 
U:Voodoott· · RCA Victor LP.M-1101 
TITLE OF RECORD NAME & NO. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
MEMBERS OF TEAM OR DUET MUST BE LISTED ON REVERSE SIDE 
PROUP• NAME OF STUNT, STKOXE Ort HYBHID j1vfARK I D~G.tU!;J:!:j JUDGES - ¥-
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 1 COMP OF COlVJMENT 
X DIFF. 
I Land: entttance ~ 
34 ~b.'V~ll~t!qn ! 
..:.___ 
-
15 l i'D . 
~ 
~ mQvement l 
-4 $t4»okea ' ' 
. 
·~~p3 Catalina, to~pedo ! • 
1 Ba.:tlot.l::.Elo: •. twiat iiwiat:ton . . 
16 Loe; roll I 
.. ~ 
.. 
54 ~b Va»iation i 
,l.2e. Ftgu.Ve E1gllt Dolphin1. Foot Flttst 
Baok Tue~ VaP1a~ion ! 
4 $tx-ok&s ' 1 
26a Sbe.vk O~~ela 
Dolphtn,variation 
' 
i I 
31 Swordfieb V~1at1on i 
lAW.ul lnOVGlUent 1 I l 
---'----· ·-r . -· x Aver. 
JUDGE NO. FINALS 1 2 3 4 5 Total Dif'f'. tr!ota'! 
---
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 1.20 25 22 20 28 22•~ . 
--
·AWARDS FOR STYLE >< 
-
. 
I)N5 10 lO 18 14 ll >< AWARDS FOR COMPOSITI 
AWARDS FOR SHO'«.MANSH plO 10 9 16 lO 10 r>< 43.;3 
0 
0 
/. 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTE~STS 
tl£!.js~·=fDUETlTEM4 " :__ 
MARK AOS 
PROPER SQUARE . Mary Lou Bradley TEAM REPRESENTfNG 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
GROUP 
NO. 
34 
l'T.A!Vlli OF STUNT 1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
nvoodoo" 
THEME 
f¥rndoo Suite u· T T OF RECORD 
STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
Tl.i'6var!a tion • 
15 . Kip 
Arm movement 
".t Sl.lrOKeS 
3,,33 Catalina, torpedo 
1 Ballet Leg, twist variation 
.Lb Log ro_.L.L 
;j4 'l'UO var:La t:Lon 
A~a JrJ.gure l!ilgn-c DoJ.pn:Ln, .!foot; P~l..rst 
Back ~uck variation 
4 strokes 
25a Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 
31 Swordfish variation 
Arm movemen-c 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
lA WARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
i 
i 
j 
Bos'ton Y. W. C • A. 
MEET LOOATION' 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
~CA V=flr IifM-J 1 Ol AWrE o. OF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO • 6 
J UlJu.J:t.:S COMMEN'l' 
--~~2-
. 
--.J..-!:~ ..... 
... v 
-~ 
~.19' 
.. 
--~~3 
• 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CON~ 
-fi!i· i sR .1 ;to£DUET I TEANf · · 
ARK'X A OS 
PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley TEAM REPR~SENTING 
NO. ON TEA1t 1 . 
GROUP. 
NO. ' 
_§_4_ 
15 
3,33 
-1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF :MEET 
"Voodoo" 
THEME 
' Jv'OOclob.· SU!tel!- . 
TITLE OF RECORD 
NA!Vlli.: 01:'' STUNT 1 STEOKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
Tub variation 
Kip 
.Arw movement 
&J: S\lrOK~S 
Catalina, torpedo 
Ballet Leg, twist var:t._ation 
_:!.o -~og ro.L.J. 
·v':l: '.L"\lt> varl.a tl.on 
_J.~a .tt'J.gure .tagn'ti lJoJ.pnl.n, .tt'oo'ti .tt'lrst 
Back ~uck variation 
4 strokes_ 
25a Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 
6J. swordfish variation 
.arm movemen'ti 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
~WARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
[AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP ' 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOOAT!ON 
15 :Ma:v 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
.-
.S.OA Vie~ m~1 
'NANlE & NO. oF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. '/ 
I JUJJG.h:S C Ol/ThlliN'!' 
. 
. 
. . 
• 
" 
J 
1Z5 
10 
,.., 
··o_::~:o-·\? 
. ., 
~- t;; . -
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTE~. fJR. i SR •• DUETITEMJ I D 
MARK :X RO 
PROPER SQUARE Mary Lou Bradley 
TEAM REPRESENTING 
NO• ON TE.A1! 1 
GROUP 
NO. 
34 
15 
13,33 
1 
.Lo 
;;4 
.l~a 
25a 
31 
I 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
"Voodoo 11 
THEME 
N.AME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRI!J 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
T1.l6varra tran .. 
Kip 
.Arm movement 
'= s l:ii' O.K e s 
Catalina. torpedo 
Ballet Leg, twist variation 
Log ro.LJ. 
'l'Ub varia t1on 
!l'lgure .l:!iight lJOlPhin, b'oot b'irst 
Back ~uck variation 
4 strokes 
Shark Circle 
Dolphin variation 
Swordfish variation 
Arm movement 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCA~ION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
. ~~i:lj ~t'ffb-.~j Jm 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 8 
! J JlJlT.!:!ii:> C OIVThlliNT 
I 
< 
i 
i 
,}J 
10 
:r2 
. . 
0 
~,.,, 
0 
W.:.ASTER SCORE SHEET FOR SYlfOHRONIZED SWIMJ.UNG CONTESTS 
NO. ON TE.AM_L 
Thesis Filmin5 
TITLE OF MEET 
nV:t'foo Suite11• TI'J:I OF Imootm 
REPRESENTING 
Boston Y.w.c.A. 
MEET todATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 
l5AY MoF' YEAR 
RCA V;istor I,PM...UOl 
I~»m & Lifo ;oF 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
MEivJ.BERS OF TEAM OR DUET IIDST BE LISTED ON REVERSE SIDE 
PROUJ:1 :NAlVJ.l:!i Olt STUN'l', S'l1fWKE OR HYBRID ~l.llliK l bEO'REE ! Jt1DG.ms 1~0. IN ORDER Oii' EXECUTION . OOMP J OF fcoMivlENT 
X !. DIFF" · 
--1- ! x Aver. 
J fl J JUDGE NO. FINALS _a. r $ total Diff. Total 
~ l 
~VARDS FOR EXECUTION 22 25" !):k J.g; 
t C>< IA,VilARDS FOR STYLE 
~WARDS FOR COMPOSITION to ~!0' :1cr. :nor ~ 
t >< ~WARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 13-f .. !0: .;':1~ J-2: 
0 
0 
0 
JUDGES'. GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMM!NG CONTESTS 
IJR.kSR.tS~J!WTI@@ F!~ MAR X AORO s·<::::::::_ 
PROPER SQUARE Beulah Gundling 
TEAM REPRESENTING p 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
PRO UP 
NO. 
--.... 
gc 
l 
~c 
l'/ 
~ 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
11 The Swan" 
THEME 
TITLE 0 CORD 
NAME OF STUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION . 
Land entrance ' 
rxrm movements and breast stroke 1 
. .J:I'lshta1~ lnto 
JJolplJ.in, j3allet )Jeg 1~ twist 
!.I:S ac_K craw~ \ J.. J 
'Ballet Leg 
!JJolphin,. .f:t'oot .f.i'irst, Bent Knee va 
11VlarlJ,_n 
,c_atalina 
Boston Y:w.c.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 
bAY liON H YEAR 
b~ NAME & NO. 6r-
nECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. X 
1JUDGES CO~ffiNT 
. 
. 
hto . 
. 
. ~~agnvJQJ 'fJ~!~')~ 
r>iation 
-
15 
Side Stroke variation endins on b~ck 
Bent )U'lee Id:p 
~ide Stroke variat_ion 
Arm Movements endin~ in water 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION .. as 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION \:.t ·20 
' 
·-
AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION . 2 
.. 
!AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP ' 
, .. 
' \ 
' 
> 
\ 
f 
·~ JUDGES· GRAD~NG SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
IJR.I SR. t.S0£0 I@!TI 'l'E@ 
MARK X ACROSS \ PRO~ER SQUARE { $.Beulah Gundling 
TEAM 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF lVlEET 
,. 
"The Swan11 
THEME 
._~,: 
TITLE OF RECORb 
~ROUP NAMl!: OF SITUNT, STROKE OR HYBRID 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance . 
-- Arm movemen~s and breast stroke l 
.J:I'1shta1~ 1nto 
-oa-
.Dolphin, tla.Ll.et Leg 1~ twist 
:!S ack crawl U .. J 
1 'Ballet Leg 
tjC JJo·.Lpn1n, .J:I'oot .t:t'lrst, Bent !\nee va 
17_ _lVIarlin 
3 ,Catalina 
Side Stroke variation endin~ on b 
19 'Bent .Knee Kip 
Side Stroke variation 
Arm M:oveme-nts end in~ in water 
.. 
'< 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
REPRESENTINtl I 
Boston Y'.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY ~!lONTH YEAR 
~~-·~~ ..... 'lilf.)/ ~~
NAME & no. 5:rr-
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. ta 
JUDGES COMMENT 
. 
nto 
. 
riation 
ack 
:&5 
~ 2.9 
• 
-as 
a.9 
• JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS · 
IJR:Aj[sR. t s@o fPMTI TEAM f:~ 
M K X ACROSS -~-
PROPER SQUARE Beulah Gundling 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
TEAM REPRESENTING •• 
·Thesis Filming 
TITLE .OF MEET . 
11 The Swan" 
THEME 
TITLE OF RECoRb 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 May 1956 
DAY MONTH YEAR 
• 
N~,.. 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 5 
PRO UP NAIVIE OF STffi~T 1 STROKE OR HYBRID IJUDGES COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance ' 
t--
.Arm movements and breast stroke :1 Into 
.l.f:l'lshta1l into 
. 
._ _ _20 llJOlphin, Ballet Leg 1~ twist 
IJ:S ack ·crawl ( l J 
1 !Ballet Leg 
80 llJOJ.phin, Foot B'irst, Bent Knee va lr'J.a'tlon 
-I7 !Marlin 
3 !Catalina 
Side Stroke variation·ending on b jack 
15 !Bent Knee Kip 
!Side Stroke variation 
Arm 1\'lovements ending in water· 
' 
~WARDS FOR EXECUTION 40 
~WARDS FOH SYNCHRONIZATION ·" ·oo 
~WARDS FOR COMPOSITION . 20 
~WARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 2Q. 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
1JR,[sR.ls~61T?QETifEffi1 ' ~ MARK X COSS · __ _ 
PROPE~ SQUARE Beulah Gundling 
NOe ON TEi\M 1 
TEANI REPRESENTING 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE 6~ lVIEET 
11 The Swan" 
THEME 
Boston Y.W.C.A. 
·MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 
bAY l:IONH YEAR 
TITLE OF REdoliD 
~~-
NAME & No. ~,.­
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO •• 
PRO UP NAME OF STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID JU:OOES COMMENT 
NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance ' 
Arm movements and breast stroke l IntO 
!.J:I'lshtal~ lnto 
-
~0 IDolphJ.n, __ Ballet ~eg 1~ twist 
IB ack crawl ll J 
l [Ballet Leg 
80 !Dolphin, Foot !l'lrs~, tsent Knee V_!l lr!_a_!!on 
1'7 !Marlin 
3 !Catalina < 
Side Stroke variation ending on b iEI.Ok 
15 IBent Knee Kip 
!Side Stroke va~iation 
Arm Movements ending in water 
. 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION ;56 
-
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION a.~ 
AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION l:Ef· 
!AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP '20 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED· SWIMM·ING CONTESTS 
IJR .:t SR ·I s<>go I D;Q.ET I tEbM ) r~ 
MARK X ACROSS -~-
PROPER SQUARE Beulah Gundling 
TEAM REPRES~NTfNQ 
NO. ON TEAM 1 
~ROUP 
NO. 
·--
_9_0 
Thesis Filming 
TITLE OF MEET 
11 The Swan" 
THEME 
--~it TITLE OF Mco:R75 
NAME OF STUNT 1 STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
Arm movements and breast stroke 1 
F'isn:talJ. · lnto 
Dol_p~1nt. tlallet ,Leg 1~ t1r"ist 
. 
J:S ack crawl llJ 
l ·Ballet Leg . 
~c Do].phin, B'oot !t'irs~, )jent ~ee va 
l.'/ 1VIari1n· . 
Q· catalina 
Side StrQke variation ending on b 
15 Bent Knee Kip · 
Si~e Stroke variation 
Arm rh:ovements ending in water 
l 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
Boston Y.W .c .A. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 
DAY IWNH YEAR 
-
- ~···.., ll . 
• y- • • 
NAME & No. or 
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO. 5 
.JUDGES CO.M!'/IENT 
hto sooa. ,u.snQIS 
raia'tion 
.~e~v 
~ck 
gooa. 
Q7 
$() 
18 
19 
0 
0 
0 
183 
MASTER SCORE SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWDfl~ING CONTESTS Wrtifsi •l@EE~JD1t~T I TEAMj . pRDERl 
PROPER SQUARE llculml Gt.mtll~ L. ... ---"' 
TEAM REPRESENTING 
w'"..eats .fil.n-t~ aoston Y .u •. o.A•· NO. ON TEAM 1 
TITLE oP MEET MEET toOATION 
-~ G~tt 15 11a1 lOOG. 
THEME iSAY MONTH YEAR 
<• 
~ae* ~~ 
TITLE OF RECORD NAME & NO. OF 
MEMBERS 
RECORD·OR ORIGINAL 
OF TEAM OR DUET MUST BE LISTED ON REVERSE SIDE 
GROUP• N.A:Wlli OF -STUN'l' J STROKE OR ;HYBRID I MARK .DEGRF.Ji~ J1J1JGES -. --
. NO. IN ORDER OF EXECUTION COMP OF CO:MMENT 
X DIFF. 
~ . -. 
;r •• 'Q-.;- . .,., 
.. ~ H. 
l~ Jlt(h/1 . Q ~Q. ~.J:'t)W;U;< U \Ji."~l.'i..V 
1 
,lf.,Q..lll;l 
r-- ' i 
-..tr~s.tl'Ja~ .a.D"¥0' . 
-"" 
-
~ ._., .... t'\t Lw!~~ \ vu NQJ.l,.:1$,t.il;.,i,A- ~f$·~· : 
... 
~~ Q,J."'&W.L \AI i ., 
. 
' ,...3. ·~~J.~y ~8 ! 
-
,..., ...... ... ~·' ~ .. 
-· 
-. ..h .... - ·'*'' Q\ol ~~:,V..Miif,;~ ~~0\f ,J;~~.:It'Q*il' .WW~Uf ~Q'I.i'- l'~"'"'"".Q "*~ ..... 
. i 
a.·t .t.~J.~ I 
~ tn\V~.t..a.D.A. .. 
h..,._ .-..- '< ~~i!ti. ' J:t.-. • .I "' - ...... g•~9 ~wrr .. e ~· -:~'"'-li"" ,.:, ~~ ... ~~~ 
- -~ 
->lot> ~ ,"'""" ~1:2~ ~» I I 
~;~.a.f\\· ~WQJ:W v~~:z._. · ..... l I ~"' "' . ' .... . ..... 
·"' .t.~·~ ~Vwc~~~ ... ~~ 
..;, .:.u. ""'~""'""' i 
i 
! . 
I 
I 
- ---
,-
13 
-x Aver. ~Roto.l I~GE NO. FINALS 1 2 4 5 Total Diff'. 
1:!9 
.;55 •o ell 37 ~8 " ~ AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
- -
AWARDS FOR STYLE >< '--- m~ J;.P. .ieiU -J.'t.J ..u:s .;.Ll.t. 
.>< .o.W.fu1DS Ir¢1R aorwue:t~x~ ' 
A\7ntl00 l101l S!iGt',il:liWSU !"'~~ .J.\1 ~v ~\l JltJ ~v ~ yy: 
0 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR 
tJR.IsR·i@lo IPYE!I11EAM 
MARK X OSS 
SYNCHRONIZED SWJMMING CONTESTS 
PROPER SQUARE Beulah Gundling 
TED! 
NO. ON TEA,M 1 
PRO UP 
NO. 
1---
60 
l 
80 
I7 
3 
-I5 
Thesis FilmiTB TITLE o:F MEE 
11 The Swan" THEME 
TIT 61Ecoi115 
NAME OF STUNT 1 STROKE- OR HYBffiD 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance · 
.A:rin movemen:Cs and breast stroke 1 
,.J:1'1shta1~ lnto 
llJo.tp_nl.n 1 __ tla.Lte't -~eg -I;~ twist 
IB ack craw~ ·\ l.l 
[Ballet Leg 
I.UoJ.pnln, l:l'oot .i;i'il"st, Bent Imee va 
MarJ.l.n 
Catalina 
Side Stroke variation ending on b 
Bent Imee 1\.1'0 
Side Stroke va.rial'ion 
Arm Movements ending in water 
AWARDS FOR EXECUTION 
AWARDS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION 
AWARDS FOR COMPOSITION 
AWARDS FOR SHOWMANSHIP 
;~ 
~EPtiESEftT!NG 
Boston Y.w.c.A·. 
MEET LOCATION 
15 Ma~ 1956 
bAY MON1I YEAR 
, NJf ~e§(f~~~-
RECORD OR ORIGINAL 
JUDGE NO 6 . . 
ld U.Ull.t!iS COMJ.\lliNT 
pto 
. 
tr1at1on 
ack 
S4 
. 
l7 
!8 
• 
165' 
JUDGES GRADING SHEET FOR SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CONTESTS 
(JR.)_ SR, 1 seyp l D@T I TEifM p~ 
MARK X ACROSS __ _ 
PROPER S~UARE Beulah Gundling 
. T.Elm REPRESENTINd 
NO. ON TEAM l 
PRO UP 
NO. 
~---
~-c 
1 
r-~''SC 
1'1 
;5 
Thesis Filmi~ 
TITLE OF MEE 
"The Swan" 
NAME OF STUNT~ STROKE OR HYBRID 
IN ORDER OF EXECUTION 
Land entrance 
.AFrn movements and breast stroke :1 
!.tt'lsh"tal.L ln"to 
~hJ.n, Ballet .Leg 1~ twist 
ac_K crawl \lJ 
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